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Abstract

The genetic material of all higher organisms from yeast to mammals is organised
in the cell nucleus as a nucleoprotein complex called chromatin. The fundamental

repeating unit of chromatin, which covers nearly the entire DNA, is the nucleosome.
Each one comprises eight highly conserved protein subunits that sequester

approximately 146bp of DNA. Nucleosomes facilitate the highly condensed packaging
of DNA, most obvious in metaphase chromosomes, and also permit non-histone protein
factors access to the DNA in order to facilitate DNA replication, transcription and repair.

For temporally and spatially specific gene activation to occur, chromatin

remodeling factors, transcription factors and RNA polymerase and its associated factors
must act in concert with the underlying nucleosome environment to effect transcription.
In some instances, this has shown to be a complex relationship. Nucleosomes are stably

positioned over transcription factor binding sites in some genes. This can prevent access

and therefore repress gene activation. In other genes, a positioned nucleosome is

required to wrap up DNA between separate transcription factor binding sites. Bringing
the sites together allows the binding factors to act cooperatively in initiating

transcription. Therefore, nucleosomes that are positioned over a specific DNA sequence

can have an instrumental role in gene regulation.
To date, there have only been limited studies on the nucleosomal organisation of

genes in their natural environment. The majority of these studies have concentrated on

short regions of positioned nucleosomes spanning either repetitive DNA or the promoter

regions of specific genes. However, nucleosome positioning over an entire gene domain

may have a significant impact on its regulation and compaction. I have mapped the
nucleosomal organisation over lOkb of a tissue specific, temporally regulated gene using
the enzymatic probe, micrococcal nuclease and the chemical probe, cuprous

phenanthroline. The ovine p-lactoglobulin (BLG) gene studied has a well characterised
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developmental profile, a minimal transcriptional domain and has been used extensively
as an expression cassette in transgenic animals to drive heterologous gene transcription.

When the gene is inactive, in the liver, it displays a tightly defined array of

positioned nucleosomes that modulate between two specific phases over the gene

domain. A similar, less tightly defined array is present when the gene is active, in the

mammary gland, except over the promoter and actively transcribing regions. The same

arrays arc present over the BLG promoter region in transgenic mice in both active and
inactive states. A monomer extension reaction provides in vitro evidence of the

positioning signals that are determined by DNA sequence alone. These show an

interesting correlation with the in vivo results.
A number of other milk protein genes have a similar pattern of key transcription

factor binding sites over their promoter regions. If the nucleosome positions were

conserved in these genes, with respect to these binding sites, it might suggest a role for

positioned nucleosomes in their regulation. A total of three genes, each in two different

organisms, have been analysed to test for a correlation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The Discovery of Chromatin

The seminal event in molecular biology took place over a hundred years ago with the
isolation of sperm nuclein from salmon in the Rhine in Germany (Miescher, 1874). This
led to the isolation of associated basic 'histon' proteins in the same laboratory and the
birth of the term 'chromatin'. Today this term defines DNA and its associated proteins,
the majority of which are histone proteins. By 1885 it was believed that chromatin was

the "substance which not only fertilises but also transmits the hereditary characteristics"

(Hertwig, 1885). However, it took until the 1950s for it to be generally accepted that the
DNA component, rather than the associated protein, was, by itself, the hereditary
material (Avery et al., 1944; van Holde, 1988). This realisation led to dramatic drop in
the level of research into histone proteins, which only reversed in the early 1970s. From

then until the present day the field has expanded rapidly as it has been shown that
histones work in concert with DNA to co-ordinate correct cellular development and
maintenance.

1.2 Histones

Histones are the fundamental units of chromatin structure. The five classes of histone

protein, HI, H2A, H2B, H3 and H4, were discovered only after development of

chromatographic fractionation methods and gel electrophoresis techniques. Their

discovery can be largely credited to E.W.Johns and co-workers (Johns et al., 1960;
Bonner & Ts'o, 1964; Johns, 1964; Phillips, 1965) In 1973, Romberg proposed a model
which is still largely correct, explaining how the histone proteins interacted with each
other and with the underlying DNA (Romberg, 1974a; Romberg et al., 1974b). Further
refinements were made shortly afterwards to include HI (van Holde et al., 1975; Noll et

al., 1977).
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These early discoveries are still central to our understanding of histone
interactions today. Histones H3 and H4 associate strongly via their histone-fold domains
to form a stable (H3/H4)2 tetramer. On to this, two stable heterodimers of H2A and H2B

also bind, via a weaker interaction to form a histone octamer. This complex sequesters

146bp of DNA which is wrapped in 1.75 turns around the octamer in a shallow helical

path. This results in the octomeric core particle or nucleosome (Figure 1) (Oudet et al.,

1975). The DNA does not form a uniform spiral around the octamer and is particularly
deformed over the central three helical turns. This makes DNA packaging more

efficient. Unstacking of adjacent base pairs induces this kink and produces a helical turn

of 10.7bp, quite different from the average 10.2bp/turn found in the complete core

particle (Wolffe et al., 1995). Unstable TA steps are preferentially found at these sites
which facilitates energetically favourable nucleosome formation (Simpson, 1991).

*
«*

Figure 1 The Nucleosome
(taken from Luger et al., 1997: Crystal structure of the nucleosome core particle at 2.8 A resolution)
The H2B (red) and H3 (blue) N-terminal tails pass through channels in the DNA superhelix (white)
formed by aligned minor grooves. The other histones, H2A (gold) and H4 (green) are indicated.
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Joining nucleosomes is a length of linker DNA which varies in size between species,
tissue and gene activity. For example, in mouse liver and bone marrow it is about 55bp

(Gaubatz et al., 1979) and 64bp (Dean et al., 1985), respectively. In frog liver and

erythrocytes it is about 32bp and 40bp, respectively (Gottesfeld, 1980). Together, one

length of this linker DNA and the core particle-associated DNA are known as the
nucleosome repeat length which total approximately 200bp (Figure 2).

The 'linker' histone, HI, binds core particles and 20bp of the linker DNA exiting
from them (Travers, 1999) to protect 168bp from digestion (Muyldermans & Travers,

1994). This association of a nucleosome with HI and the protected DNA is called a

chromatosome.

Figure 2 One Nucleosome Repeat Length and a Chromatosome

The physical properties of nucleosomes depend on the monovalent and
multivalent ion concentration in solution (Clark et al., 1990), histone variants and

histone modification states (1.3). The nucleosome has a disc-shaped structure of 5.6nm

in height by 1 lnm in diameter when bound to DNA and has a mass of 206KDa. This
structure has been refined to 2.8A resolution using recombinant unmodified histone

proteins from Xenopus laevis at physiologically relevant salt concentrations. The 3-
dimensional structure can be viewed at:

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/htbin-post/Entrez/query?uid=8530&form=6&db=t&Dopt=s

using the Cn3D software at:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/CN3D/cn3dwin.html
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1.2.1 Histone Domain Structure

The central C-terminal histone-fold domains of all four core histone proteins

possess a high level of structural homology. The domain is formed through the
interaction of three a-helixes connected by two loops, which forms a crescent-shaped
heterodimer through the interaction of H3 and H4, and also H2A and H2B (Figure 3).

Only the appropriate heterodimers are formed owing to internal packing constraints that
are mainly caused by the different sizes of the first loop in the domain. Each histone-fold
motif induces a 140° bend over 27 to 28bp of DNA as it arcs around their long axes. In

total, this accounts for the folding of 121 bp of DNA, including 4bp of linker between
these units. The remaining DNA is bound by the H3 aN helix extension of the histone-
fold to encapsulate the total 146bp. Binding is primarily to the phosphodiester backbone
via hydrogen-bonding interactions (Luger et al., 1997).

N histone
fold

Figure 3 The Histone Dimerisation Motif
Three a-helices linked by two loops forms a histone fold. The interaction of two histone folds generates a
handshake motif between two different histone proteins. Courtesy of D.Pruss

The N-terminal tail regions of both H3 and H2B have random-coil segments that pass

between the gyres of the DNA superhelix. The outer N-terminal tail regions of both H3
and H2B, which are located on the outside of the DNA superhelix, appear to be more

flexible and probably interact with adjacent nucleosomes to assist in higher order
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chromatin formation interactions (Luger et al., 1997). They contain highly basic amino
acid residues which are targets for acetylation (1.3.1).

The N-terminal domain of H2A passes over the DNA along a minor groove. The
amino acid-base pair interaction within this groove may be important in modulating the
nucleosomal association with particular DNA sequences. The H4 N-terminal tails appear

to form divergent structures, although this may be because of a limitation in the

crystallisation technique, resulting in diffuse electron density clouds. The only well-
resolved region spanned from residues 20 to 26. It forms a strong association with a

conserved domain of the H2A/H2B dimer on an adjacent nucleosome. This may be

important in stabilising higher order structures.

1.2.2 Conservation Throughout Evolution
The length and structure of all core histone proteins have been generally

conserved throughout evolution. This is most striking when comparing calf and pea H4,
which differ only at two out of 102 residues (DeLange et al., 1969). H3 shows a

similarly high level of conservation throughout the protein sequence. Moreover, almost
all H3 and H4 sequences examined to date have exactly defined lengths of 102 and 135

residues, respectively. Such outstanding consistency must reflect their critical role in
nucleosome structure.

H2A and H2B are more divergent and even more-so is histone HI, which shows

quite a low level of conservation, as compared with other proteins (Isenberg, 1978)

(Figure 4). Interestingly, the sequence divergence is not evenly distributed along these

protein sequences. Their lysine-arginine-rich N-terminal domains are far more divergent
that the core of each molecule, with the exception of several reversibly modifiable
residues. This may reflect the role of the core of these proteins in nucleosome structure.

Deletion of the H2A and H2B N-terminal tails does not impair nucleosome formation
and therefore these may be expected to be more divergent throughout evolution (Bohm
et al., 1984).
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Figure 4 Relative Conservation of Histone Proteins
Taken from Isenberg et al., 1978. An approximate comparison for evolutionary rates in higher eukaryotes

1.3 Chromatin Modifications

Histones can be post-translationally modified with the covalent addition of

acetyl-, phosphoryl-, methyl-, glycosyl-, ADP-ribosyl- and ubiquitin groups. Of these,

acetylation is the most thoroughly studied and is strongly linked with transcriptional
activation (Wolffe et al., 1996; Grunstein, 1997). Moreover, transcription can be
modulated by different histones types: histone variants are differentially expressed at

different points in the cell cycle and the expression of replacement histones is

upregulated during cellular differentiation. DNA methylation can also have a profound
affect on transcription through the formation of an alieied chromatin structure arrd
chromatin remodelling machines can make chromatin structures more accessible to

trans-acting factors by remodelling or sliding nucleosomal arrays. These points are

discussed in more detail below.

1.3.1 Histone Acetylation

Acetylation has been observed in the four core histones in all animal and plant

species examined (Candido & Dixon 1972). All the core histones can be reversibly
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acetylated at the NH3+ group of lysine residues located exclusively at the N-terminal
domain. Introduction of the acetyl group by histone acetyl-transferases (HATs)
neutralises the residue's positive. This process is reversed by histone deacetylases

(HDACs).
It has recently been discovered that some transcriptional regulators possess HAT

activity. The first to be analysed in cukaryotes was the Saccharomyces cerevisiae

transcriptional co-activator Gcn5 which is required for the expression of several genes in

vivo (Chiang et al., 1996; Georgakopoulos et al., 1992; Martens et al., 1996; Pollard et

al., 1997). It forms part of the Ada and SAGA complexes (Grant et al., 1997). These

may act as a bridge between trans-activators and general transcription factors since

Ada2, which is present in both complexes, has been demonstrated to interact with certain

DNA-binding activators and TATA-binding proteins (Barlev et al., 1995; Silverman et

al., 1994).

The significance of this finding was reinforced by similar results obtained from
work on mammalian transcription factors (Grunstein, 1997; Struhl, 1998), when

p300/CBP was identified (Ogryzko et al., 1996). It also possesses HAT activity and
interacts with numerous DNA-binding regulatory proteins to mediate a broad range of
effects on differentiation (Kawasaki et al., 1998), transcription (Jenster et al., 1997), the
cell cycle (Ait et al., 1998), viral activation (Benkirane et al., 1998) and disease (Giles et

al., 1998).
Several aspects of nucleosome function can be modified by lysine acetylation.

Most importantly, the affinity of histone N-terminal domains for DNA is significantly
reduced (Hong et al., 1993), demonstrated by increased DNasel sensitivity. Acetylation

may allow greater accessibility of transcription factors (Wolffe, 1995). Moreover,

increased acetylation lessens the negative linking number of closed circular DNA in

vitro (Norton et al., 1989). Unacetylated histones in the same assay induce a more

negative linking number on the closed circular DNA. This gyrase-like action may also
effect transcription factor binding to the DNA. The association of nucleosomes with
other non-histone proteins is also influenced by acetylation. For instance, the yeast

silencing information regulators Sir3 and Sir4, and the general repressor Tupl, interact
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preferentially with under-acetylated histone N-terminal domains (Edmondson et al.,

1996; Hecht et al., 1995).
In vivo, Ihe correlation between lysine acetylation and transcriptional activation

appears to be more elaborate. The acetylation of the N-terminal domain of histone H4

occurs at lysine residues K5, K8, K12 and K16. These residues are acetylated in a

preferred order in mammalian cells, namely K16, followed by K12 and K8, followed by
K5 (Turner et al., 1989). In pol I and II genes, all sites are acetylated at equal levels with

respect to bulk chromatin except K16, which is enriched. In non-coding, simple repeat

heterochromatin, all sites are under-acetylated, but only K8 is strongly under-acetylated;
K12 and K16 are acetylated only slightly below that of euchromatin (Johnson et al.,

1998). The acetylation patterns also differ in non-mammalian species such as

Drosophila melanogaster (Turner et al., 1992) and Saccharomyces cerevisiae

(Braunstein et al., 1996). In the latter case, the acetylation level of K5 on a gene

promoter may be essential for regulating gene activity (Rundlett et al., 1998). Therefore,
the acetylation site on histone H4, rather than simply the level of acetylation, may also
be a crucial factor.

1.3.2 Histone Phosphorylation

Phosphorylation of the N-terminal domains of the core histones also weakens
their interactions with the DNA. When cells are stimulated to proliferate from a

quiescent state with the addition of growth factors or phorbol esters, H3 is rapidly

phosphorylated on the hydroxyl group of serine residues in its N-terminal domain

(Mahadevan et al., 1991). This would presumably allow easier access for transcription
factors and more rapid gene activation. Although the role of histone phosphorylation is

unclear, it is strongly correlated with the cell cycle (Gurley et al., 1978; Hohmann,

1983) and in Tetrahymena it is required for proper chromosome condensation and

segregation (Wei et al., 1999).
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1.3.3 Other Histone Modifications

The role of the methyl, ADP-ribosyl, glycosyl and ubiquitin group additions is
rather unclear (Bradbury, 1992). Methylation occurs at the e-group of lysine residues,

predominantly at the N-terminal domains of H3 and H4. In one experiment, most sites
were methylated in 12 day-old rats but no unmethylated sites could be detected in adult
rats (Duerre et al., 1977). It seems likely that this may simply be a part of nucleosome
maturation. ADP-ribosylation, which is the primary means of glycosylation, may be

important in DNA repair by nucleosome destabilisation (Althaus et al., 1994).
Attachment of a ubiquitin group can select a protein for degradation. Whether

ubiquitinated histones follow this pathway or if ubiquitination is an important structural
modification is unclear (Nickel et al., 1989; Davies, 1994).

1.3.4 Histone Variants

In most organisms, histone genes are present in multiple copies. These are often,
but not always, clustered in tandem arrays at one locus. Within these clusters are histone
variants which differ often by only a few amino acids. These variants are classed as

either replication-dependent, which form the majority of histones or minor (replacement)

variants, which are present at low levels throughout the cell cycle and are replication-

independent (Yu & Gorovsky, 1997; van Holde, 1988). For example, CENP-A is a

vertebrate, replication-dependent H3 variant which associates with the inner kinetocore

plate and is essential for correct chromosome segregation (Warburton et al., 1997). Such
histone variants can alter nucleosome structure (Simpson, 1981) and modulate gene

activity (Gunjan & Brown, 1999; Takami et al., 1997) but it is unclear which can alter
nucleosome positioning (Yoda et al., 1998)(1.5).

1.3.5 DNA Methylation
The addition of a methyl group to DNA at the cyclic carbon 5 of cytosines in

CpG dinucleotides influences chromatin structure (Kass et al., 1997a) and is stably
maintained through replication by DNA methyl-transferases (Holliday, 1987). This

epigenetic marker is highly associated with inactive chromatin although there is still
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debate over whether its primary role is in gene regulation (Simmen et al., 1999) or as a

repressor of parasitic DNA (Bestor, 1998). These are not mutually exclusive and are

reviewed by (Colot et al., 1999).

Methylated DNA transfected into mammalian cells is assembled into a nuclease
resistant structure containing unusual nucleosomal particles (Keshet et al., 1986).

Despite cleavage in the linker region, they migrate as large nucleoprotein complexes on

an agarose gel held together by higher-order interactions. Moreover, individual
nucleosomes appear to assemble more stably on methylated than unmethylated DNA.
The replacement of histone HI with a histone variant, MeCP2, may explain the distinct
chromatin structure associated with methylated DNA (Keshet et al., 1986; Nan et al.,

1997) (see below).

Methylated DNA can alter nucleosome positioning: by increasing the binding

affinity at a particular site (Englander et al., 1993), in higher order interactions (Godde
et al., 1996) or by nucleosome exclusion (Davey et al., 1997). Methylation cannot occur

within a strongly positioned nucleosome in Saccharomyces cerevisiae in vivo (Kladde et

al., 1994), however, this may not matter as methylation occurs in advance of
nucleosome deposition after replication (Cusick et al., 1983; Gruenbaum et al., 1983). It
is feasible that this methylation could be maintained by a SWI2/SNF2-like protein which

might locally perturb the nucleosome to allow methyl-transferase access (Jeddeloh et al.,

1999). This nucleosome deposition time delay could also allow transcription factors
access to methylated DNA, potentially overriding induced silencing (Kass et al., 1997b).

MeCP2 is an abundant mammalian protein that binds to CpG methylated
DNA in vivo and represses transcription (Lewis et al., 1992; Cross et al., 1997; Nan et

al., 1998). It possesses a transcriptional repression domain which associates with a

corepressor complex containing SIN3A, a transcriptional repressor protein, and histone

deacetylases (Jones et al., 1998; Nan et al., 1998). Transcriptional repression in vivo is
relieved by the deacetylase inhibitor trichostatin A, indicating that deacetylation of
histones (and/or of other proteins) is an essential component of this repression
mechanism. A recent paper has shown that MeCP2 causally links DNA methylation and
histone deacetylation (Wade et al., 1999a).
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1.3.6 Remodelling Machines
The perturbation of nucleosomal arrays can be induced by chromatin

remodelling machines (Wade & Wolffe, 1999b). These can be classed into two distinct

families, SWI/SNF and ISWI. SWI/SNF comprises a set of genes which were originally
identified in yeast by their ability to oppose the inhibition of transcription by histones in

vivo (reviewed in Bjorklund et al., 1999). This complex was subsequently shown to

make nucleosomes more accessible to transcription factors in an ATP-dependent fashion

(Cairns et al., 1994; Cote et al., 1998). A number of other related complexes have been

discovered, also in different species (Table 1).

By contrast, the ISWI family of proteins do not cause this perturbation of
nucleosome structure, but do induce ATP-dependent nucleosome movement or sliding to

enable trans-acting factors to bind the underlying DNA (Langst et al., 1999; Hamiche et

al., 1999; Kornberg & Lorch, 1999). It has also been shown that both ACF and CHRAC
have nucleosome spacing activities in vitro (Ito et al., 1997; Varga-Weisz et al., 1997).
Both activities might reconcile if these complexes associate over a large array of
nucleosomes in a regular manner, thereby spacing them evenly and causing them to shift
en mass.

Complex Organism Reference
SWI/SNF family

SWI/SNF S. cerevisae (Cairns et al., 1994)
RSC S. cerevisae (Cairns et al., 1996)

Brahma D. melanogaster (Dingwall et al., 1995)
h SWI/SNF H. sapiens (Kwon et al., 1994)

NRD H. sapiens (Tong et al., 1998)
ISWI family

I SWI 1 & 2 S. cerevisae (Corona et al., 1999)
NURF D. melanogaster (Tsukiyama et al., 1994)

CHRAC D. melanogaster (Varga-Weisz et al., 1997)
ACF D. melanogaster (Ito et al., 1997)
RSF H. sapiens (LeRoy et al., 1998)

Table 1 Chromatin Remodelling Machines
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1.4 Nucleosomal Compaction of DNA

One of the central roles of nucleosomes is to package our DNA. Each cell contains 2

metres of DNA in its nucleus, which is between 2 and 1 Opm in diameter. In order to be
accessible and yet fit inside this limited field, it must be compacted approximately

10,000 fold, leading to concentrations exceeding 50mg/ml and regions forming semi-

crystalline states.

Chromatin structure above the level of the nucleosome can be critical in

determining the transcriptional status of genes and genetic loci (Fletcher et al., 1996).

However, a great deal of controversy surrounds the interaction of nucleosomes to form

higher order structures and the location of the linker DNA and linker histones within it

(Felsenfeld et al., 1986; van Holde et al., 1995). Much of the accumulated data relates to

the visualisation of chromatin fragments by electron microscopy in varying salt
conditions.

The ionic environment is known to strongly influence compaction (Gerchman et

al., 1987; Leuba et al., 1994a; Widom, 1986). Chromatin appears as a zigzag fibre of
nucleosomes at low (ImM) ionic strength (Leuba et al., 1994a) and gradually gets more

compact, like a flat ribbon of 25nm diameter, as the concentration increases to 5mM.

Approaching physiologically relevant concentrations of lOOmM NaCl, the chromatin is
condensed into irregular rod-like structures with a diameter of approximately 30nm

(Figure 5). It is thought that much of the chromatin in the cell nucleus of higher

eukaryotes exists in this form (Wolffe, 1995).

Figure 5 Nucleosome-Mediated DNA Compaction
(Taken from Bednar et al., 1998: Nucleosomes, linker DNA, and linker histone form a unique structural
motif that directs the higher-order folding and compaction of chromatin). Progressive compaction of the
fibre through increasing ionic concentrations. I=5mM, II=15mM; III=80mM mono-valent cation
concentration.
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1.4.1 The Solenoid Model of Chromatin Compaction

Klug, Koller and colleagues developed the classical model of the first step in
chromatin condensation (Thoma et al., 1979). They proposed that a simple solenoid
structure is formed by approximately six nucleosomes winding round per turn, with a

total pitch of 1 lnm (Figure 6). This would be facilitated by the co-operative interaction
of HI histones down the central axis of the solenoid to form a 30nm fibre. Whether the

co-operative polymerisation of HI down the central axis mediates the compaction or if it
is solely due to local linker DNA-histone interactions is still debatable (Leuba et al.,

1993; Leuba et al., 1994b).

Figure 6 The Solenoid
A simple 6-nucleosome solenoid structure and a 10-nucleosome solenoid structure forming the 30nm
fibre. Courtesy of D. Pruss.

1.4.2 The Woodcock Model of Chromatin Compaction
An alternative model, developed by Woodcock and colleagues, proposes that the

zigzag array forms a condensed ribbon containing two parallel rows of nucleosomes

(Woodcock et al., 1984) (Figure 7). Coiling of the ribbon, again facilitated by the linker

histones, generates a 30nm fibre. Indeed, linker histones and the N-terminal tails of the
core histones are essential for compaction to occur (Allan et al., 1982). Recently, the use

of electron cryo-microscopy (EC-M) has allowed them to take a snapshot of
reconstituted nucleosome arrays in an unfixed and unstained solution conformation

(Bednar et al., 1998). This technique allows the compaction process to be followed
much further (Figure 8) than conventional EM studies, where resolution of linker DNA
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and nucleosomes becomes impossible at very early stages (Zlatanova et al., 1998).
These high-resolution images confirm their original hypothesis and are in accordance
with alternative techniques employed by other groups (Bordas et al., 1986; Kubista et

al., 1990; Staynov, 1983).

Figure 7 The Woodcock Chromatin Fibre Model
(Taken from Bednar et al., 1998) 3D stereo pair of a 9-nucleosome segment model of chromatin.
Nucleosomes and their associated 'stems' are represented by pear-shaped solids, all of which point toward
the fibre interior.
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Figure 8 EC-M-Visualised Nucleosome Compaction
(Taken from Bednar et at., 1998) EC-M compaction process of nucleosomes. (a-c) chromatin in 40mM
ions and (d-e) in approx. 15mM ions. Bar=30nm.

Although only limited advances have been made in studying higher order
structures in vivo (Simpson, 1999), E-CM might prove effective in conjunction with a
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novel and straightforward method of isolating chromatin fragments in yeast. For

example, the two sets of recombinase and recombination sequences in S. cerevisiae (R,
RS and FLP1, FRT) have been employed by two groups to study particular chromatin

regions. The strategy used was similar in both cases: two recombinase sequences were

inserted on either side of a test genomic sequence and the corresponding recombinase

enzyme was activated at a specific time via its inducible promoter. The recombinase
then proceeded to excise the intervening genomic sequence as a covalently closed circle
that is presumed to maintain its topological properties of the chromosomal locus (Bi et

al., 1997; Cheng et al., 1998). These groups used the chromatin fragments to assess

topological linking number with respect to nucleosome number or silencing elements. It

might also be possible to examine the higher order structure of these chromatin circles

using E-CM.
Above the level of the 30nm fibre, two principle models account for the large

degree of packing required for compaction into metaphase chromosomes. The first

suggests a helical folding of the 30nm fibre into a 250nm fibre, which also folds

helically into the observed metaphase chromosome arms (Sedat et al., 1978). The second

suggests an organisation of the 30nm fibre into loops that protrude radially from the
chromosome axis (Gasser et al., 1986) (Figure 9). The first model does not require
additional non-histone scaffolding proteins in order to generate the metaphase
chromosome structure and therefore it postulates that no discrete higher order structure

exists above the 30nm fibre (Belmont et al., 1987; Belmont et al., 1989).
On the contrary, the second model requires anchoring proteins to fix the radial

loops of the 30nm fibre to an underlying nuclear matrix structure. The loop sizes appear

to be approximately lOOkb in size (Cook et al., 1975; Marsden & Laemmli, 1979;
Jackson et al., 1990) and are anchored at matrix attachment sites (MARs or SARs). The

assay used to determine these sites is still controversial as it relies on the association of

DNA fragments with the nuclear matrix after many highly disruptive steps, such as high
salt concentrations and DNA digestion. These DNA sequences have no defined
consensus sequence, but are AJT rich. It is thought that HI or topoisomerase II might
bind particularly strongly to these regions (Adachi et al., 1989; Izaurralde et al., 1989)
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and generate a distinct gene domain which could influence its regulation (Hart et al.,

1998).

Figure 9 The Laemmli Model of Higher Order Compaction
The 30nm fibre is anchored to the nuclear scaffold at 'matrix attachment regions'. During chromosome
condensation at mitosis, these regions join to form the chromosome axis and metaphase structuie.
Modified from A.P.Wolffe: Chromatin Structure and Function, 2nd ed.

1.4.3 Nucleosomes Within a Higher Order Structure
Chromatin in a higher order structure is stabilised by its interaction with histone HI

(Ramakrishnan, 1997) which appears to be located within the central axis of the 30nm
fibre (Dimitrov et al., 1987; Cattini & Allan, 1988). This stabilisation is more

pronounced in inactive regions of chromatin (Weintraub, 1984). It is still a matter of
some debate as to the exact location of histone HI relative to the nucleosome dyad

(Vignali & Workman, 1998) and its role in regulating gene regulation is even more

unclear (Widom, 1998)! However, it is depleted in actively transcribing MMTV

(Bresnick et al., 1992) and different variants of HI can modulate MMTV expression

(Talasz et al., 1998; Gunjan & Brown, 1999)
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1.4.4 High Mobility Group Proteins
HMG proteins are among the most abundant and ubiquitous non-histone chromosomal

proteins (Wolffe, 1995). Their association with the chromatin fibre may lead to an

alteration in its structure which may mediate their effects on replication, nucleosome

assembly and transcriptional activity. They are classed into three major families: HMG

1/2, HMG 14/17 and HMG I/Y.

The HMG 1/2 proteins can bind DNA and stimulate the initiation of transcription

(Tremethick & Molloy, 1988; Cotmore & Tattersall, 1998), but do not facilitate

transcriptional elongation. This appears to be the role of HMG 14/17 proteins.

Transcriptional elongation is prone to pausing and is combated by factors within
the transcriptosome (Bengal et al., 1991) and by accessory factors (Brown et al., 1996;

Hartzog et al., 1998; LeRoy et al., 1998; Orphanides et al., 1998; Orphanides et al.,

1999). HMG 14 and HMG 17 preferentially bind to nucleosomes and also have a

stimulatory role in transcriptional elongation (Crippa et al., 1993; Ding et al., 1994;

Ding et al., 1997; Trieschmann et al., 1998).
The HMG I/Y proteins are involved in attenuating the transcriptional activities of

a number of factors (Du et al., 1993) and since they can induce positive supercoiling in
the DNA strand, may be involved in nucleosome spacing (Reeves & Nissen, 1993;
Nissen & Reeves, 1995; Reeves & Wolffe, 1996).

The above descriptions of chromatin structure and composition encompass both single

genes and large domain regions. A number of factors interact within this framework to

mediate nucleosome spacing, remodelling and sliding (1.3.1). These factors must

frequently negotiate positioned nucleosomal arrays.

1.5 Nucleosome Positioning

Perhaps owing to the relative difficulty of examining the effect of higher order structures

on gene activity, much more progress has been made at the nucleosomal level of gene

organisation. It was initially believed that most nucleosomes could move freely up and
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down the DNA strand, passively interacting with the DNA (Prunell et al., 1978). This

mobility is also seen in vitro over a range of temperatures and at high and low ionic
concentrations (Meersseman et al., 1992).

Since then, the majority of studies on the nucleosomal architecture of chromatin
in vivo have shown that most nucleosomes are positioned. This occurs when
nucleosomes associate strongly with the DNA wrapped around them, such that they

appear not to move from that location in biochemical assays. Nucleosome substitutions

may take place, but for most of the time, that particular 146bp of DNA is associated with
a nucleosome.

In addition to translational positioning described above, a nucleosome can also
be rotationally positioned. This refers to the angular orientation of individual base pairs
on the nucleosome surface. This can be important in allowing or excluding factor access.

For instance, if a transcription factor binding site is obscured by facing towards the
surface of a nucleosome, its binding ability may be limited (Figure 10).

Figure 10 Rotational Positioning of Transcription Factor Binding Sites
A cross-section through part of the nucleosome (yellow) and the DNA strands (blue). Transcription factor
sites that are positioned away from the nucleosome are accessible (green) unlike those facing towards the
nucleosome (red).

Kornberg argued that since all cells in an organism contain the same DNA

sequences and since the nucleosomal repeat length can vary between different tissues in
an organism, it is impossible for precise positioning to occur for a given nucleosome in

every cell type (Kornberg et al., 1988). This is quite correct when comparing
nucleosome positions between tissues in an organism. Nonetheless, this does not exclude
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the possibility that in cells of a given type, most nucleosomes adopt the same positions.

Therefore, it is possible that all nucleosomes are positioned, but that these positions are

cell type specific. This in itself could produce an epigenetic form of gene regulation.

1.6 Positioning Mechanisms
There are several possible mechanisms which might lead to nucleosome

positioning:

1.6.1 Nucleosome Constraint or Tethering by DNA-Bound Factors

Binding of non-histone proteins to specific recognition sequences on the DNA

might create some degree of regular chromatin structure. Two non-histone proteins,
bound a limited distance apart, might limit the extent of nucleosome movement between

them, thereby acting to constrain a finite array. Alternatively, non-histone proteins might
interact with adjacent nucleosomes, tethering an array which extends away from them.

A vast number of transcription factors are now known to bind to cognate sites on

DNA. Some of these can bind without necessitating nucleosome removal when their
sites are rotationally positioned away from the nucleosome surface (Figure 10) (Beato et

al., 1995). The glucocorticoid receptor (GR) binds to the mouse mammary tumour virus

promoter in this way, leading to gene activation. It is the only factor discovered to date
which binds nucleosomal and naked DNA with equal affinity. Its binding does not lead
to nucleosome positioning though, as the array is already set before GR binds. Other
factors such as the winged helix transcription factor HNF3 are capable of binding within
a positioned nucleosome. It binds the mouse serum albumin gene enhancer prior to gene

activation (Shim et al., 1998) and is necessary for cell type specific expression (Liu et

al., 1991). It may be involved in actually setting this position (Shim et al., 1998).
Other factors can interact with remodelled or pre-set chromatin structures which

were generated prior to the inducing stimulus. These can be divided into two groups:

those which are able to bind to altered nucleosomes and those which can only bind
nucleosome-free regions (Beato et al., 1997). Nuclear factor 1 (NF1) is one such

transcription factor which cannot interact with its cognate site in a nucleosome, although
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it can bind in the linker region (Spangenberg et al., 1998). Although it has a high affinity
for naked DNA, it can only bind nucleosomal DNA once chromatin remodelling has
occurred (Eisfeld et al., 1997). This is most likely because NF1 almost completely
surrounds the circumference of the DNA helix and makes numerous contacts with the

bases and the backbone (Eisfeld et al., 1997). This class of transcription factor probably
does not position nucleosomes either, since they only gain access to most cognate sites
via additional factors or chromatin remodelling machines to assist in transcriptional
activation.

Factors which are found constitutively bound to nucleosome-free DNA are much
more likely candidates to set a nucleosome array structure. These are thought to bind

immediately after DNA replication at mitosis, when they compete for access with
histones. These are found in the promoter regions of genes which require a rapid

response. For instance, the GAL1/GAL10 regulatory region of the galactosidase gene

contains a pre-formed, inactive complex of GAL4 and GAL80 (Lohr and Lopez, 1995).
In the presence of galactose, the GAL80 repressor is removed, leading to rapid
induction. As these factors are bound when the nucleosomal architecture is forming,

they could easily restrict or curtail nucleosome movement and form an array.

1.6.2 Nucleosome Positioning from a Replication Origin
A potential, but untested, mechanism for positioning is location with respect to a

replication origin. As the replication complex moves along the DNA, histone proteins
are deposited on the newly synthesised strands to form nucleosomes. It may be that they
remain in the location where they are deposited; this location is therefore related to

where replication was initiated. Active replication origins can vary depending on cell

type, and the time of replication initiation also varies between euchromatin and
heterochromatin. This would alter the position of nucleosome arrays and could possibly
be used to test this model. Additional mechanisms can impose a regular nucleosomal

array after deposition (Cairns, 1998). However, unless this replication-generated
conformation is locked into position immediately, this model seems rather improbable.
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The DNA sequence alone is probably sufficient to shift large nucleosomal arrays into the
most thermodynamically stable position.

1.6.3 DNA Sequence-Directed Positioning
The DNA sequence is generally believed to be the primary determinant of

nucleosome positioning. However, there is no unique positioning consensus sequence;

rather it appears that the structure formed by the DNA may either attract or repel
nucleosomes. DNA base pairs are not the static structures normally seen in the double
helix model. They can twist, roll and slide in varying amounts depending on the base

composition (Calladine & Drew, 1992). For instance AA/TT sequences are most stable
in a low roll configuration, as they prefer to stack by forming an additional hydrogen
bond in the major groove. This leads to a more rigid structure. GG/GC sequences are

most stable in a high roll configuration, as the strong imbalance of electrical charge in
the guanine ring discourages them stacking directly over one-another.

This stability is reflected in the average position of these sequences within
nucleosomes. When DNA wraps round the core particle, it must bend approximately 45°
for every complete turn of the helix (approximately lObp). This severe contortion
favours alternating structures to create a bend. AA/TT sequences are found in a lObp

periodicity within nucleosomes where the minor groove faces inwards at a low roll

angle. Likewise, GC sequences are found where the minor groove faces outwards at a

high roll angle. By creating an intrinsic bend, nucleosome packing is much more

energetically favourable. In contrast, long (A)n or (T)n sequences can exclude
nucleosomes because of the relatively high energy required to bend them (Calladine &

Drew, 1992). These sequences are often found in the linker region that is relatively

straight.

1.7 Nucleosome Positioning can Modulate Gene Function

Nucleosomes are frequently positioned around DNA sequences with important
functional roles (Becker, 1994). These specific chromatin structures have been found in
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the vast majority of genes in which nucleosome positioning has been analysed (Wolffe,

1995). Two extensively studied examples are reviewed here. A regulatory role for a

positioned nucleosome is identified in the first example, the mouse mammary tumour

virus. This nucleosome prevents access of ubiquitous transcription factors to the

promoter until the correct inducing signal appears. The second example of the

Drosophila hsp26 gene examines how the folding of intervening DNA can keep

transcription factor sites accessible and possibly assist in gene activation.

1.7.1 The Mouse Mammary Tumour Virus
The mouse mammary tumour virus (MMTV) is one system in which nucleosome

positioning plays a critical role in gene regulation. Its 3' long terminal repeat (LTR) is

incorporated into a positioned nucleosomal array when inactive, in both episomes and
when integrated into a mouse chromosome (Bresnick et al., 1990; Richard-Foy et al.,

1987). Binding of glucocorticoid hormone receptor (GR) remodels one of these
nucleosomes and GR's co-operative interaction with NF1 activates transcription (Figure

11).
„ Transcription
Trans-acting Factor GRE NF1 OCT TFIID g^ gite
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Figure 11 Chromatin Organisation of the MMTV LTR
Positioned nucleosomes 'A' (+123 to -23) and 'B' (-78 to -221) are indicated. The transcription factor
binding sites on the associated DNA are shown with respect to these nucleosomes and the start site.
Courtesy of A.P.Wolffe: Chromatin Structure and Function, 2nd ed.
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Six nucleosomes are positioned over the 3'LTR and are designated 'A' to 'F'

(Richard-Foy et al., 1987). Nucleosome 'A' is closest to the 5'Cap site. Nucleosome 'B',
next to it, contains the GR cognate binding site and is remodelled at induction. The exact

positions of these nucleosomes have been widely debated as they differ depending on:

temperature, construct size, in vivo versus in vitro results (Archer et al., 1992), the
model system (Mymryk et al., 1995), integration site and type of construct (Flaus et al.,

1998). Nucleosome 'A' appears to be assembled in a tightly defined translational

position by A/T-rich regions at its borders. This short sequence can exclude
nucleosomes by forming a rigid structure that requires an excess of free energy in order
to be packaged. Nucleosome 'B', on the other hand, can assemble at over 13 different
locations that vary by over 60bp (Fragoso et al., 1995). All of these positions still

encapsulate the GR binding site and have a consistent rotational position, which is
essential for GR to bind effectively (Eisfeld et al., 1997).

As the DNA is intrinsically distorted over nucleosome 'B', nucleosome 'A'
assembles first, and is thought to lock 'B' into a fixed translational position. Which of
the 13 translational positions is chosen may depend on the DNA sequence in a particular
MMTV copy and on other proteins or cell-specific epigenetic mechanisms (Ostrowski et

al., 1983).
Glucocorticoid hormone receptor, by itself, does not lead to significant levels of

activation. Octameric transcription factor (OTF) and NF1 are essential for full
activation. As the GR's cognate site faces outward from the nucleosome, it can easily

gain access. OTF and NF1 only bind naked DNA strongly. In the case of NF1, it makes
DNA contacts at almost all points around the DNA duplex, necessitating nucleosome

disruption (Blomquist et al., 1996). Therefore, it is only when GR has disrupted
nucleosome 'B' that OTF and NF1 can gain access and act co-operatively to mediate full
activation (Chavez et al., 1997).

How GR remodels the nucleosome is still unclear. One possible method is by
recruitment of a HAT. A moderate increase in histone acetylation levels in cell culture

by the histone deacetylase inhibitor, Trichostatin A, remodels the nucleosome without
the need for GR. Indeed, it displays the same DNasel digestion pattern as GR-mediated
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activation (Bartsch et al., 1996). Alternatively, the H2A/H2B dimer(s) could be removed
from nucleosome 'B'. The H3/H4 tetramer occupies the same position on the DNA as

the octamer and the rotational orientation is essentially the same. The tetramer displays
the same DNase I digestion pattern as the induced octamer (Spangenberg et al., 1998).
The same pattern is seen in SWI/SNF treated octamers, indicating that the SWI/SNF

complex may modify nucleosomes by H2A/H2B removal. GR may mediate nucleosome
removal by recruiting SWI/SNF activity (Ostlund et al., 1997).

1.7.2 The Drosophila hsp26 Gene

Raising the temperature of a Drosophila melanogaster fly to 34°C leads to rapid

transcriptional activation of the hsp26 heat-shock gene. The promoter region of the gene

contains a positioned nucleosome which is located between two DNase I hypersensitive
sites encompassing the essential heat-shock elements (HSEs) (Figure 12). The
nucleosome position is determined not only by the underlying DNA sequence, but also

by the neighbouring sequences. These contain multiple (CT)n.(GA)n repeats which bind
GAGA factor (GAF) which may in turn assist in exact nucleosome positioning (Fedor et

al., 1988; Simpson, 1991) and in forming the local chromatin architecture (Katsani et

al., 1999; Wilkins et al., 1999).
Heat-shock transcription factor (HSF) also binds within these two HSEs and is

required to initiate transcription. The induction process is very rapid as RNA polymerase
II is already bound at the start site and is in a paused conformation about 20bp
downstream of the start site. An additional role of GAF may be to initiate RNA

polymerase II movement via phosphorylation (Lis et al., 1993; O'Brien et al., 1994)
once HSF has bound. However, it is not clear how all of these factors work in unison

(Wilkins et al., 1997).
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Figure 12 Chromatin Structure of the Drosophila hsp26 Gene
The gene is assembled into a precise chromatin structure prior to heat shock. A specifically positioned
nucleosome (yellow disk) lies between the DNase I hypersensitive sites (DH sites; red bars). GAGA is
bound to high affinity sites (magenta) and the TATA binding protein (TBP; blue) is present with RNA
polymerase II (green) prior to initiation. After heat shock, heat shock transcription factor (red) binds to the
HSEs and triggers transcription; there is a perturbation of the downstream nucleosome array during
transcription (white). Courtesy of S.Elgin.

The positioned nucleosome situated between the DH sites wraps up the DNA to

bring the sites into contact (Figure 13). However, this nucleosome is not essential for

gene activation (Lu et al., 1995). The underlying DNA sequence can be deleted,

inverted, or replaced by 'random sequence' bacteriophage lambda DNA without

impairing transcriptional activity. Transcriptional activity is impaired if a nucleosome is

artificially positioned over one of the DH sites. Therefore, the role of this positioned
nucleosome may be to prevent the DH sites being otherwise occluded by nucleosomes.
Other studies have shown that bringing distant sites into close contact by nucleosome

folding can lead to higher expression levels (Laybourn et al., 1992).
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Figure 13 Chromatin Organisation over the Drosophila hsp26 Promoter
A nucleosome is positioned between GAGA/HSTF binding sites. By wrapping up the intervening DNA it
brings them into contact next to the RNA polymerase. Courtesy of A.P.Wolffe: Chromatin Structure and
Function, 2nd ed.

1.8 Studying Chromatin: Finding a Sympathetic System

Chromatin structure has been studied in some detail in a variety of genes, most notably:

(1) MMTV in mouse (1.7.1), (2) PH05 in yeast (Svaren & Horz, 1997), (3) the silent

mating type locus in yeast (Weiss & Simpson, 1998), (4) hsp26 in Drosophila (1.7.2), (5)

lysozyme in chicken (Huber et al., 1996; Kruger et al., 1999), (6) the globin locus in
chicken (Davey et al., 1995), (7) 5S RNA genes in several species (Roberson et al.,

1989), (8) repetitive sequence DNA in species such as mouse (Widlund et al., 1997) and

(9) the serum albumin gene enhancer in mouse (McPherson et al., 1996).
All of these systems have their advantages and drawbacks. For example,

although MMTV is particularly amenable to study, the exact nucleosome positions it

adopts are dependent on its integration site in vivo, which may not be reflected in vitro

(Flaus & Richmond, 1998). The yeast PH05 gene is inducible, which is useful when

assessing nucleosome alignment before and during gene activation. However, like

MMTV, hsp26 and serum albumin, only six or fewer positioned nucleosomes in the
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array have been studied, whereas those positioned out-with this region may also be
influential. Lastly, the repetitive and 5S RNA genes are rather specialised cases and may

not relate to inducible pol II-transcribed genes. Perhaps the most interesting studies have
been on the avian lysozyme and globin genes. Both of these are eukaryotic,

developmentally regulated, tissue specific and the array structure has been studied over a

large region of each gene. Unfortunately, very few studies have focused on long-range
nucleosomal structures in mammalian genes.

1.9 The Mammary Gland

The mammary gland is a particularly amenable system in which to study the

developmental regulation (Groenen et al., 1994) and chromatin structure of a single

copy gene. Mammary-specific genes are regulated by hormonal (Forsyth, 1986) and
extra-cellular matrix (ECM) interactions (Streuli et al., 1991) which have been well
characterised. These also control the rounds of cellular differentiation, growth and

apoptosis which occur during successive lactations. Unlike most tissues which develop
in the embryo, the mammary gland develops mostly in the adult. This makes the study of

gene activation easier because of the abundance of tissue and because it can be analysed
at various points during activation. Tissue culture systems are available, which can help
elucidate the influences of hormones and transcription factors (Burdon et al., 1994).

As the gland is not essential for viability, it can be modified at will by generation

gene knock-outs (Kumar et al., 1994; Stinnakre et al., 1994), gene knock-ins (Stacey et

al., 1995) and gene modifications (Whitelaw et al., 1991; Whitelaw et al., 1992). In

addition, transgenic mouse models are available which have been instrumental in

defining the essential regulatory regions of various mammary-specific genes (Mercier &

Vilotte, 1993; Wilmut & Whitelaw, 1994).

1.10 Milk Protein Genes

Milk comprises two major classes of protein, namely the caseins and the wheys. These
two classes of proteins are defined by their ability to acid precipitate and their relative
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abundance varies considerably between species (Jenness, 1986). All of the caseins and

four of the whey proteins (a-lactalbumin, p-lactoglobulin, whey acidic protein and

lactoferrin) are synthesised in the mammary gland, whereas serum albumin, lysozyme
and the immunoglobulins are imported from the blood. There follows a brief summary

of the milk protein-encoding genes which are relevant to this thesis (reviewed in Mercier
& Vilotte, 1993).

1.10.1 The Caseins

The casein genes are clustered together in a locus in sheep (Leveziel et al.,

1991), goat (Hayes et al., 1992; Hayes et al., 1993) , mouse (Geissler et al., 1988) and
human (McConkey et al., 1996) species. The most extensively studied milk protein gene

is p-casein which is under the control of lactogenic hormones (Doppler et al., 1990;
Goodman & Rosen, 1990) and the extra-cellular matrix (Schmidhauser et al., 1990;

Schmidhauser et al., 1992). Both prolactin and glucocorticoid activate expression
whereas progesterone inhibits it. This results in the up-regulation of p-casein expression

during early lactation and its subsequent inactivation at weaning and involution. The

gene comprises nine exons spanning approximately 8.5kb. A 3.8kb promoter region

appears to be sufficient to drive tissue-specific and developmentally regulated

expression of p-casein or a reporter construct (Cerdan et al., 1998), although only a

338bp promoter region is sufficient to confer hormone responsiveness to mouse cells in
tissue culture (Schmitt-Ney et al., 1991).

1.10.2 Whey Acidic Protein
Like the casein genes, the induction and maintenance of WAP expression

depends on the synergistic action of glucocorticoid, prolactin, insulin and the ECM.
mRNA is found at low concentrations in virgin and early pregnant animals (Pittius et al.,

1988) and increases by 1000-fold at mid-lactation (Mercier & Vilotte, 1993). The gene

comprises a 2kb transcription unit which contains four exons. A minimal promoter

region of 175bp is sufficient to stimulate transcription of mouse cells in vitro (Lubon et

al., 1989).
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1.10.3 a-Lactalbumin

The presence of prolactin, insulin and glucocorticoid (Funder, 1989) are required
for gene induction in vivo. Unlike p-casein, a-lactalbumin levels remain low during

pregnancy and rise rapidly to a maximum after parturition (Nardacci et al., 1978). This

may partly result from their responses to differing concentrations of glucocorticoid
hormone (Ono & Oka, 1980).

The transcription unit spans approximately 2.5kb and includes four exons (Hall
et al., 1987). It appears that only 400bp of 5' sequence and 340bp of 3' sequence may be

required for mammary-specific expression and correct developmental regulation, but not

for high level or copy number-related expression (Soulier et al., 1992).

1.10.4 p-Lactoglobulin
BLG constitutes the majority of milk whey protein in ruminants. It is also present

in a wide variety of other animals, including horses, pigs, dogs, cats, dolphins and

kangaroos (Hambling et al., 1992). However, it is not present in rodents, rabbits or

humans. In ruminants it consists of a mature polypeptide chain of 162 amino acid

residues, containing five cysteine residues, four of which form intra-chain di-sulphide

bridges (Kold et al., 1983). The three-dimensional structure of bovine BLG has been
determined at 2.8A resolution (Papiz et al., 1986) and possesses an eight-stranded, anti-

parallel P-barrel core motif. Although its function is unknown, it displays high
structural homology to the human serum retinol binding protein (Newcomer et al.,

1984), suggesting a role in vitamin A transport. In milk, BLG exists predominantly as a

stable dimer, and like other members of the divergent lipocalin superfamily, it binds, and

may transport, a variety of hydrophobic molecules (Futterman et al., 1972).
BLG is expressed in a temporally regulated manner, specifically in

mammary gland secretory epithelial cells. Expression is barely detectable in the virgin

sheep (Whitelaw et al., 1998) but after conception increases gradually to constitute up to

0.25% total poly(A) mRNA at mid-pregnancy, which rises to 5% at parturition (Mercier
et al., 1993). After weaning, expression levels fall dramatically in accordance with

apoptosis and involution.
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1.11 Cloning and Manipulation of the P-Lactoglobulin Gene

Interest in ovine mammary-specific gene regulation was stimulated by the prospect of

generating transgenic sheep, which could produce valuable human pharmaceutical

proteins in their milk (Clark et ah, 1989; McClenaghan et al., 1991; Simons et al., 1988;
Wilmut et al., 1991; Wilmut et al., 1994). Mice were used initially to test the

performance of transgene constructs in an in vivo environment (Archibald et ah, 1990;

Simons et ah, 1987). The sheep p-lactoglobulin (BLG) gene was chosen as it has a high

expression level in sheep and although not endogenous to mice, displays a similar

expression profile in transgenic animals (Simons et ah, 1987) (Harris et ah, 1991)

(Wilde et ah, 1992) but also (Whitelaw et ah, 1998). This has the additional advantage
that analysis would not be complicated by interference from a similar endogenous gene.

The cloning and sequencing of the sheep BLG cDNA (Gaye et ah, 1986) lead to

the isolation of the gene from genomic DNA two years later (Ali et ah, 1988a). Four
clones were isolated, two of which, BLG-A and BLG-B, were characterised by
restriction enzyme and sequencing analysis. A comparison of the two alleles
demonstrated that they differ by only lbp in the coding region, resulting in a Tyr/His

change (Harris et ah, 1988). The BLG-A clone, used in this study, is a 16.2kb Sall-Sall

fragment which comprises 4.2kb of 5' sequence, a 4.7kb transcription unit and 7.3kb of

3'flanking sequence (Figure 14). The transcription unit comprises seven exons; exons I
and II encode an 18 amino acid signal and exon VII is non-coding.

Figure 14 The Ovine BLG Gene
The bent arrow indicates the start site. Green boxes represent exons; red are DNasel hypersensitive sites.
Numbering is in kilo-base pairs.

In order to identify whether the clone contained the entire gene domain necessary

for correct regulation in vivo, it was introduced into mice by pronuclear microinjection
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(Simons et al., 1987) to create lines 7 and 14. Transgenic mouse line 45 was also created
which contained only 1.9kb of 3' flanking sequence at the 3' end resulting in a smaller
10.5kb transgene. All lines expressed high levels of BLG mRNA in the mammary tissue
with levels roughly proportional to copy number. To further refine the gene domain, a

series of BLG gene fragments were made containing 1.9kb of 3' flanking sequence and
either 4.3kb, 3.3kb, 2.0kb, 800bp, 406bp, 146bp or 79bp of 5' flanking sequence

(Whitelaw et al., 1992). All lines containing 406bp or more of 5' flanking sequence

displayed high level, copy-number related mRNA expression levels. The constructs that
were further resected to leave 146bp or less of 5' sequence resulted in a dramatic
decrease in the frequency of transgene expression. This lead to the conclusion that the

BLGADp construct, which contains 406bp of 5' sequence and 1.9kb of 3' sequence of the
ovine BLG gene, is sufficient to direct efficient expression to the mammary gland of

transgenic mice. Further analysis revealed that the 406bp BLG 5' flanking region alone
was sufficient to direct expression of a reporter gene to the mammary gland (Webster et

al, 1995).
As with most transgenes, the intronic regions are also required for efficient

expression (Brinster et al., 1988; Palmiter et al., 1991). Deletion of all six introns

(Whitelaw et al., 1991) or either the first two, middle two, or last two introns (Webster

et al., 1997) abolished copy number dependent expression. Moreover, expression levels
were much lower and some lines did not express BLG. This variability in expression
was not evident in vitro.

1.11.1 Position Independent Expression
It is intriguing that the transgenic mouse lines generated which contained the

BLGADp construct (or larger flanking regions), all expressed BLG in a copy number
related manner. This is known as position independent expression and does not occur in
the majority of other transgenes. Normally transgene expression levels are highly
variable and substantially lower than predicted (Bonifer et al., 1996). This may be
caused by insertion into or near heterochromatin or by heterochromatinisation (Dorer et

al., 1994; Henikoff, 1998) and is exacerbated by elevated copy-numbers (Garrick et al.,
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1998). The position independent expression effect may be caused by DNA sequences

which inhibit heterochromatinisation or induce an active domain. This undoubtedly
involves the creation of a permissive chromatin environment. Alternatively, the

transgene itself may direct its insertion into a euchromaic 'open' chromatin domain

(Bishop, 1996)

1.11.2 Transgene Rescue

Not only does BLG appear to be immune to many of these silencing effects, it
can rescue other transgenes from inactivation. BLG-driven cDNA transgenes, which on

their own suffered these silencing affects, displayed a significant improvement in the

frequency and level of expression when co-injected with a BLG transgene (Clark et al.,

1992). This was dependent on BLG transcription but not its translation (Yull et al.,

1997).
It appears that the tissue-specific expression of both transgenes is influenced by

their joint promoter regions. A poorly expressed MMTV-driven transgene was rescued

by co-injection with a BLG transgene. Since the MMTV-LCR normally drives

expression in numerous tissues, it was expected to do the same once rescued.

Surprisingly, parallel tissue specificity was observed between both transgenes in the

double-transgenic mouse lines generated (Langley et al., 1998). Therefore, although
BLG is required to rescue expression, its expression profile is also influenced by the
other transgene. This was particularly evident when it was co-injected with prokaryotic

sequences which appear to be a foci for silencing (Clark et al., 1997).

1.12 BLG Regulation

1.12.1 Regulatory Elements
Like most milk protein genes, transcription factors and steroid hormones act

together to initiate BLG transcription (Topper et al., 1980; Osborne et al., 1995). There
are five known DNase I hypersensitive sites over the gene which vary depending on the

gene activation state (Whitelaw & Webster, 1998) (Figure 15). HSIII comprises the
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proximal promoter region and is essential and sufficient for temporally regulated, tissue-

specific expression of a heterologous gene (Webster et al., 1995). However, this does
not confer a copy number-related, stable expression profile.

Interestingly, HSIV and HSV are only present until just before parturition, after
which point BLG transcription is upregulated. Factors interacting at these sites may be

required to set a permissive domain structure. Once this is completed, they may no

longer be required, which correlates with the subsequent lack of hypersensitivity.

HSI HSII HS III HSIV HS V

virgin ♦ 1 1
100 day pregnant 1 1 1
110 day pregnant 1 1
mid-lactation 1 1
transgene 1 III

Figure 15 DNase I Hypersensitive Sites over the BLG Gene
(Modified from Whitelaw & Webster, 1998) The ovine BLG gene is depicted with its transcriptional start
site (green arrow) and exons (green boxes). Hypersensitive sites (vertical arrows) vary in intensity (arrow
thickness; HSII is erratic) relative to each other. The pattern in lactating mammary tissue of transgenic
mouse line BLG 14 is shown for a comparison.

Another element which influences transcription is the matrix attachment region
3' of the transcription unit (Whitelaw et al., 1999). It up-regulates basal expression levels
in HC11 cells and transgenic mice, although it does not confer copy number-dependent

expression.
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1.12.2 Transcriptional Control
Factors which associate with the proximal promoter region, HSIII, have been

investigated. Stat5 and two different types of NF1 associate with this region (Watson et

al., 1991). NF1 is a ubiquitously expressed family of transcription factors which appear,

in most cases, to be general activators of transcription. Signal transducers and activators
of transcription (Stats), on the other hand, are activated in the response to extracellular

signals, such as cytokines, growth factors and steroid hormones.

1.13 Stats Matter

Seven different Stat genes have been identified so far in mammals, named Statl to Stat6
with two different forms of Stat5 (a and b) (Hoey & Schindler, 1998). They all have

highly conserved structural domains (Becker et al., 1998) (Figure 16) and in general
bind as dimers to a palendromic recognition sequence. This recognition sequence

contains a central spacer region which ranges from 4 to 6bp and partly determines their

sequence specificity (Seidel et al., 1995). Both forms of Stat5 bind recognition

sequences with a 3bp internal spacer.

<?>
I II I

cooperative DNA binding dimerisation transactivation
DNA binding & specificity
tetramerisation

Figure 16 Domains of a Stat Protein

Although both 'a' and 'b' isoforms possess 95% sequence identity, they have
different targets for gene regulation (Teglund et al., 1998). Stat5a appears to be the

major activator of milk protein genes (Han et al., 1997; Liu et al., 1997) and

predominates, relative to Stat5b, in the mammary tissue. Stat5b predominates in muscle
tissue (Liu et al., 1995), can be activated through an independent pathway (Kazansky et
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al., 1999) and is involved in sexual dimorphism (Udy et al., 1997). However, Stat5b can

partly rescue milk gene expression in an absence of Stat5a activity (Liu et al., 1998).

1.13.1 Stat5 and Chromatin

Although all Stats must function within a chromatin environment, it is unknown
whether they can bind efficiently within a nucleosome. Most transcription factors bind
naked DNA much more easily than nucleosomal and some, such as NF1, can only bind
remodelled chromatin or within the linker region (Eisfeld et al., 1997). This appears to

be related to the numerous contacts it makes on all sides of the DNA helix, resulting in
steric exclusion.

The dimerisation structure of Stat5 is unknown, but that of Stat3 (Chen et al.,

1998) (Figure 17) and Statl (Becker et al., 1998) (Figure 18) are. Since all Stats are

highly conserved, it is reasonable to presume that the dimerisation structure of Stat5 is
also similar.

Figure 17 A Stat3 Homodimer Interacting with its Cognate Site
Modified from Chen et at., 1998. DNA helix, purple; DNA binding domain, red; coiled-coil domains
which mediate co-operative DNA binding and Stat tetramerisation, dark blue; linker domain, green; SH2
domain, gold.
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Figure 18 A Statl Homodimer Interacting with its Cognate Site
Modified from Becker et at., 1998. Domains are as indicated.

As can be seen from both figures, Stat dimers form extensive interactions right round the
DNA helix in a clamp-like structure. Like NF1, such extensive interactions with all sides
of the helix probably preclude binding within a nucleosome. Stat binding domains are

similar in structure to those of NFkB and p53 (Chen et al., 1998). Indirect evidence

suggests that the NFkB binding domain is incapable of binding efficiently within an

unstructured chromatin environment (Cook et al., 1995; Cook et al., 1999).

1.13.2 Stat-Mediated BLG Activation

Stat5 is up-regulated during mammary development (Philp et al., 1996) and
binds DNA sites in many milk protein genes. In BLG there are three in the 408bp
minimal promoter region at positions -93, -210 and -278bp with respect to the start site

(Watson et al., 1991). This transcription factor is part of the prolactin signal transduction

pathway which initiates with the binding of prolactin to its receptor on the cell surface

(Watson & Burdon, 1996) (Figure 19). This induces dimerisation of one or more of the

receptor chains, bringing together two Jak kinases (Wilks et al., 1991), owing to their
association with the membrane proximal intracellular domain of the receptor. The

proximity of the receptor chains and their associated Jaks results in tyrosine cross-

phosphorylation of both Jaks and specific residues on the receptor. It is this
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phosphorylation which is thought to recruit Stat5 monomers from the cytosol. Transient
association with the receptor results in tyrosine phosphorylation of Stat5 protein,

oligomerisation with at least one other Stat protein (Barahmand-Pour et al., 1998) and

subsequent translocation into the nucleus. Once in the nucleus, it binds DNA sites to

activate transcription.
An in vitro binding assay showed that the three BLG sites had varying affinities

for Stat. The three sites at -93bp, -210bp and -278bp have relative affinities of 44:8:1,

respectively. Mutation of these sites abrogates the hormonal response in vitro (Burdon et

al., 1994; Demmer et al., 1995) and in vivo. These authors found that Stat binding was

not essential for mammary expression, but was required for maximal activity. However,

they only showed an absence of Stat binding in vitro, not in vivo, therefore it is still
feasible that Stat5 is essential for BLG activation. Alternatively, there may be that
additional factor(s) as yet uncharacterised which are required for mammary-specific

expression.

GAS

Figure 19 The Jak/Stat Endocrine Pathway
See text for details
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1.14 Proj ect Overview

Both the hormonal signalling pathways and the DNase I hypersensitive sites have been
well characterised with respect to the BLG gene during its induction. However, nothing
is known regarding its nucleosome structure. I have completed a preliminary analysis of
the nucleosome structure throughout the ovine BLG gene as an initial step to

understanding the potential role of nucleosomes in the gene's regulation. Micrococcal
nuclease was used as a probe to test for the presence of nucleosomes and a regular
nucleosome repeat length. Further analysis using the chemical probe cuprous

phenanthroline tested for discrete nucleosome positions on the gene. This in vivo work
was complemented by an in vitro monomer extension technique which quantitatively
and qualitatively tests for DNA-directed nucleosome positioning of reconstituted histone

proteins. Both in vivo and in vitro approaches were used to analyse the promoter regions
of a number of other genes which display a similar pattern of Stat5 site consensus

sequences.
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Chapter 2

Materials and Methods

2.1 General DNA Manipulation and Analysis

2.1.1 Digesting DNA with site-specific restriction enzymes

All genomic and plasmid DNA was digested with various restriction enzymes

as per the manufacturers' guidelines (New England Biolabs; Roche Diagnostics)
with their buffers, except for the following:
• 2-3 fold excess of enzyme was used to digest plasmid DNA in one hour
• 6-12 fold excess of enzyme was used to digest genomic DNA overnight

2.1.2 Isolation of plasmid DNA from agarose gels

10% loading buffer (15% Ficoll, 0.25% Orange G) was added to the plasmid

digests before loading onto an agarose gel of between 1.5 and 3% (w/v) in Tris-
acetate/EDTA buffer (40mM Tris(hydroxymethyl) methylamine, adjusted to pH7.7
with glacial acetic acid; ImM diaminoethanetetra-acetic acid disodium salt) or Tris-
borate/EDTA buffer (50mM Tris(hydroxymethyl) methylamine, adjusted to pE18.8
with 16mM boric acid; ImM diaminoethanetetra-acetic acid disodium salt). After

electrophoresis DNA fragments were visualised using long wavelength UV light

(304nm) which causes intercalated ethidium bromide (250pg/litre buffer) to

fluoresce. The appropriate fragments were cut out using a fresh scalpel blade and

finely sliced on a petri-dish.
Two methods were used to extract the DNA from the agarose gel matrix:

Method 1:

A hole was made in the bottom of a 0.5ml microcentrifuge tube and a small
amount of glass wool pressed down towards the hole. The finely sliced agarose was

pushed down into the tube which then was placed in a 1.5ml microcentrifuge tube

(Figure 20). The column was frozen at -20°C for at least 30 minutes to break up the
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agarose gel matrix and release the DNA. The extraction column was then micro-

centrifuged at 14K rpm for 5 minutes to elute the DNA.

Centrifugal force

Glass wool

Hole in 0.5ml tube
— 1.5ml tube

DNA in solution

Gel slices

Figure 20 DNA Extraction Column from Agarose

Method 2:

Qiagen QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit was used latterly for higher DNA yields
and limited the need for further purification. Briefly, the gel slice was solubilised

using QG1 solution and this solution was centrifuged through a column which bound
the DNA. After a wash step to remove salt, the DNA was eluted by adding 30pl TE

(lOmM Tris, adjusted to pH8 with glacial acetic acid; O.lmM EDTA) to the column
and centrifuging for 1 minute.

2.1.3 PhenolcChloroform Extraction

Phenokchloroform extraction was used to extract and purify nucleic acids
from a variety of sources (Current Protocols in Molecular Biology (2.1.1)), including
the eluate from the DNA gel extraction spin column (Figure 20). Phenol solubilises

hydrophobic protein groups while the aqueous solution solubilises hydrophilic

groups. This strips protein from the DNA and aqueous solution, and leaves it in the
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phenokaqueous interface. Addition of chloroform assists in protein denaturation
therefore aiding the dissociation from the DNA. The high density of chloroform also
enhances the separation of phases, facilitating the removal of the aqueous phase with
little cross-contamination from organic material.

An equal volume of 1:1 phenol (equilibrated to pH7.6 by repeated extraction
with Tris buffer; Fisher Scientific UK) and chloroform was added to each sample in
a microcentrifuge tube, mixed by inverting the tube and micro-centrifuged at 14K

rpm for 5 minutes to separate the phases (see Appendix I for rpm to rcf conversion

table). The top aqueous phase was transferred into a clean tube taking care not to

disturb the proteinacious interface.
An equal volume of chloroform was added to this aqueous solution to remove

traces of phenol which would otherwise inhibit subsequent enzymatic reactions. The
two phases were mixed by inverting the tube and micro-centrifuged for 1 minute.
The upper aqueous phase was transferred to a clean tube and the DNA precipitated

using ethanol.

2.1.4 DNA Precipitation with Ethanol

DNA molecules in solution are surrounded by a 'cloak' of polarised water

molecules. The negatively charged phosphate backbone of DNA attracts the

hydrogen atoms in water molecules, polarising the water molecule and delocalising
electrons towards the oxygen atom (Figure 21). This, in turn, attracts more water

molecules and forms a shield keeping the DNA in solution. The association of the

phosphate groups with ions such as Na+ and K+ in solution decreases this effect.
Addition of lOOmM sodium acetate and two volumes of ethanol competed off

these water molecules. Incubation at -20°C overnight or -80°C for 20 minutes forced
the DNA out of solution. Micro-centrifugation at 14K rpm for 20 minutes pelleted
the DNA. The supernatant was removed.

The sodium acetate was removed by adding 500pl 70% ethanol diluted with
water. In subsequent enzymatic reactions it might otherwise generate star activity or

cause inhibition. The salt can dissolve in 70% ethanol but the DNA cannot. After a 2

minute incubation the DNA was pelleted as before. The supernatant was removed
and the pellet left to dry at room temperature.
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This is a particularly critical stage. If the pellet has not dried enough, ethanol
contamination will inhibit ligation reactions and endonucleases. If the pellet is too

dry, plasmid DNA can be difficult, and genomic DNA impossible, to solubilise. I

found that adding TE (lOmM Tris HC1, O.lmM EDTA) immediately once the rim of
the pellet turned clear overcame this problem.

Phosphate
backbone of
DNA molecule

o: cP

Weak bonds

H\ I -\
o
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Figure 21 Solubilisation of a DNA Molecule
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2.1.5 DNA Ligation

Restriction enzyme generated DNA fragments possess either 'blunt' or

'sticky' ends which can be rejoined by DNA ligase. An enzyme such as Pvull

recognises the following sequence to produce a non-overhanging or 'blunt' end:

5. I
CAG CTG Pvull Digestion^ CAG ®— CTG

3GTCGAC5. «DNA|igase GTC-® GAC

An alternative enzyme such as 2?amHI produces overhanging or 'sticky' ends:
5. \

G GATCC3'BnmHT Digesting G ®~GATCC
3' CCTAG^G5. "DNAIigase CCTAG-® G

'Sticky-ended' fragments contain a few bases of overlap between strands and so can

anneal prior to ligation. With the sites to be ligated in intimate contact, DNA ligase
can quickly covalently link them together. Owing to this lack of homology, 'blunt-
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ended' ligations require fifty times more enzyme and a warmer temperature in order
for DNA ligase to work effectively.

'Blunt' end ligations were performed with a 1:3 parts plasmid : insert molar

ratio, whereas, 'sticky' end ligations only required a 1:2 parts plasmid : insert molar
ratio. Vector sequences were always phosphatased prior to ligation to prevent self-

ligation by adding Shrimp Alkaline Phosphatase (SAP) (manufacturer: USB). Once
the restriction digest was complete, lpl (lUnit) SAP was added and incubated at

37°C for an additional 20 minutes.

A typical ligation reaction contained:

• lOOng vector and insert DNA (for 'sticky' end ligations)
• 500ng vector and insert DNA (for 'blunt' end ligations)

-in 8pl H20
• lpl lOx ligation buffer (Roche Diagnostics)

(500mM Tris-HCl pH7.8; lOOmM MgCl2; lOOmM DTT; lOmM ATP; 500pg/ml BSA)

• lpl DNA ligase at lU/pl (Roche Diagnostics)
- total lOpl

'Sticky' end ligations were performed at 16°C overnight while 'blunt' end ligations
were left at room temperature overnight.

2.1.6 Transformation of competent cells with plasmid DNA

Two primary cell types were employed during this work. (1) E. Coli DH5a

competent cells (genotype: F-, F805/acZAM15, A(ZacZYA-argF), U169, deoR,

recAX, endAX, hsdR\7(rk-, mk+), phoA, supE44, X-thi-1, gyrA96, relA 1) were

purchased from Gibco BRL and were used for all plasmid transformation procedures.

(2) For in vitro reconstitution work E. Coli DH11S cells were used (genotype: F',

mrcA, A{mrr fe<7RMSwcrBC), A(lac-proAB), A(recA1398), deoR, rpsL, srl, thi,

E'proAB+, /acIqZAM15). These provided the F' pillus required for helper phage
infection. Both cell types are competent when purchased.

The transformation procedure was the same for both strains. Cells were

thawed on ice and gently mixed with a yellow pipette tip. About lOng of ligated

plasmid DNA was added to 50pl of cells and placed on ice for 30 minutes. After a
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heat shock of 60 seconds at 42°C they were returned to ice for 2 minutes. 450pl of
LB medium (In 1 litre: lOg Tryptone, 5g yeast extract, 5g NaCl, 2g MgCh) was

added (without antibiotic) and incubated at 37°C for 1 hour with vigorous shaking.

Agar plates (15g agar per 500ml LB medium) were prepared containing

lOOpg/ml ampicillin to select for plasmid bearing bacteria. They were overlaid with

50pl 50mg/ml 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-p-D-galactoside (X-gal) and 50pl 0.2M

isopropyl-p-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) and left at 37°C to dry. 50-100pl of
cells were spread on each plate using a sterile glass spreader. Plates were incubated

overnight at 37°C.
Blue/white colony screening was used to identify bacterial colonies

containing an insertion in the multiple cloning region (MCR) of pBluescript vectors.

The E.coli lacZ gene codes for p-galactosidase which is induced with IPTG. It forms
dark blue plaques when plated on lac- hosts such as DH5a in the presence of the

chromogenic substrate X-gal. An insertion into the MCR disrupts the gene, forming
white rather than blue colonies which can then be selected.

2.1.7 Preparation of Plasmid DNA

Small-scale preparation

Two different methods were used. Firstly, alkali lysis as described by Current
Protocols in Molecular Biology (1.6.1):

5ml LB medium, containing lOOpg/ml ampicillin in 15ml tubes was

inoculated with a single white bacterial colony and incubated overnight at 37°C with

vigorous shaking. 1.5ml of cells was pelleted at 14K rpm in a microcentrifuge for 30
seconds and the supernatant removed. They were resuspended in lOOpl GTE buffer

(50mM glucose, 25mM Tris-HCl pH8, lOmM EDTA pH8) leaving no cell clumps.
After 5 minutes, 200pl of freshly prepared lysis solution was added (1% w/v SDS,

0.2M NaOH) and cells were left at 4°C for 5 minutes. Next, 150pl 5M potassium
acetate solution was added and the mixture vortexed for 2 seconds before placing on

ice for 5 minutes. The cell debris and chromosomal DNA were removed by micro-

centrifuging at 14K rpm and transferring the supernatant into a fresh tube containing

800pl ethanol. After 2 minutes the plasmid DNA and RNA were pelleted by
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centrifuging as before for 1 minute. A 70% ethanol wash removed excess salt and

SDS. The dry pellet was resuspended in 30pl TE.
RNA was removed from the preparation by adding RNase A. The protocol

recommends adding lpl of lOmg/ml RNase A per digestion, however, this causes

aberrant band shifting (Benore-Parsons et al., 1997). Adding 0.25pl RNase A

digested all the RNA in the majority of mini-preps without causing any shifting.

Secondly, the Qiagen QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit was used, following the
manufacturer's instructions:

Bacteria were grown and pelleted as in the alkali lysis protocol. 250pl of
buffer PI was added to resuspend the cells and remove RNA. 250pl of buffer P2

lysed the cells and the mixture was centrifuged for 10 minutes after addition of350pl
of buffer N3. The supernatant was applied to the QIAprep column and centrifuged
for 30-60 seconds. The bound DNA was washed with 750pl of buffer PE and, once

dry, eluted in 50pl of lOmM Tris-HCl pH8.5.

Large-scale preparation

The Qiagen QIAfilter Plasmid Maxi Kit was used for isolating large amounts of pure

plasmid DNA. The protocol is described briefly as follows:
A single colony was grown overnight in 5ml LB medium plus lOOpg/ml

ampicillin, minipreped the next day and checked by digestion with an appropriate
restriction enzyme. Approximately 500pl of this culture was used to inoculate LB

medium for the bulk preparation. For low copy number plasmids such as pPolylll,
500ml LB medium was inoculated. High copy number plasmids such as pUC and

pBluescript were grown in 100ml LB medium for a similar yield. Ampicillin was

added at lOOpg/ml ampicillin as above for selection purposes.

The next day the bacteria were pelleted at 6K rpm for 10 minutes at 4°C in
Sorvall Dry-Spin centrifuge tubes in an F-16 rotor. The supernatant was removed
and the cells resuspended in 10ml of buffer PI, leaving no cell clumps. 10ml of
buffer P2 lysed the cells over a period of 5 minutes after which 10ml buffer P3 was

added to precipitate cell debris and chromosomal DNA. This mixture was chilled on

ice for 15-20 minutes before being centrifuged as above at 13K rpm for 30 minutes.
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Meanwhile, a Qiagen-tip 500 DNA binding column was prepared. 10ml
buffer QBT was applied to the column and allowed to drain. Folded, pre-wetted filter

paper was placed on top of the column to remove any suspended or particulate matter

which might otherwise clog the column.
Once the bacterial lysate finished centrifuging, the supernatant was promptly

loaded onto the filter paper and allowed to enter the column via gravity flow. Traces
of RNA and protein were removed by two 30ml washes of buffer QC. Finally the
DNA was salt-eluted from the column by adding 15ml of buffer QF. Addition of
10.5ml isopropanol precipitated the DNA while leaving most of the salt in solution.

The DNA was pelleted by centrifugation at 1 IK rpm for 30 minutes at 4°C in
a 50ml Corex tube using a Sorvall SS-34 rotor. The remaining salt was removed by

adding 5ml of 70% ethanol and centrifuging as above for 10 minutes. Once the pellet
was dry, the DNA was dissolved in 300pl TE and its concentration determined by
UV spectrophotometry.

2.2 Isolation of Mouse and Sheep Nuclei

2.2.1 Tissue Dissection

A Merino sheep was sacrificed in mid-lactation to ensure that the p-

lactoglobulin gene was fully active in the mammary gland. Euthatal (Supplier:

Vetdrug) was used to over-anaesthetise the animal while causing no tissue damage.
Guidelines advise 1ml euthatal per 1.4kg sheep weight, but a 40-50ml injection is

routinely given to ensure no complications. An average Merino sheep weighs
between 50-60kg.

The entire mammary gland and a lobe of the liver were removed separately
with clean scalpel blades. 50ml tubes were filled with each tissue which had been
diced into approximately 1cm pieces. These were quickly frozen in liquid nitrogen
to prevent cellular endonucleases degrading the genomic DNA.

For analysis of mouse p-casein and mouse a-lactalbumin gene promoter

regions, a (CBA x C57B1/6)F1 female mouse was culled at 10 days post-partum

when lactation is at a maximum and milk proteins are most highly expressed. The

mammary and liver tissues were immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen.
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Goat liver and lactating mammary tissue was kindly provided by R. Pena,
Unitat de Genetica, Fac. Veterinaria, Bellaterra - UAB, Barcelona, Espagne. This
was used to analyse goat BLG and (3-casein genes in expressing and non-expressing
tissues.

All tissues were stored in liquid nitrogen until required and an entire tube of
frozen tissue was prepared at a time.

2.2.2 Nuclei Preparation

Tissue from each tube was placed in a mortar containing liquid nitrogen. At

no time was it allowed to cool down from -192°C. Using a pestle, the tissue was

ground down into a fine powder while constantly refilling the mortar with liquid

nitrogen. This mix was poured into several 50ml tubes containing 10ml of ice-cold
Tissue Resuspension Buffer (TRB: 15mM Tris-HCl pH7.4, 2mM EDTA, ImM

EGTA, 15mM NaCl, 60mM KC1, 0.15mM spermine, 0.5mM spermidine and 0.2%
v/v IGEPAL-CA630)(modified from Whitelaw et al., 1992). An additional 10ml of
TRB was poured on top. The upper and lower layers of buffer assist in resuspending
the tissue.

A plastic pastette was used to break up the frozen tissue into a homogenous
solution which was kept chilled on ice. A Dounce Homogeniser was used to free
nuclei from the cells by shearing the cells through a 150-250pm gap between the

plunger and holder. Approximately 8ml of tissue was homogenised at a time. Liver
tissue only required one stroke with the plunger owing to the low amount of
connective tissue. The mammary tissue required 2 strokes.

The homogenised tissue was fdtered through two layers of pre-wetted
Miracloth paper to remove the majority of the cell debris. This filtered solution was

centrifuged at IK rpm for 10 minutes at 4°C to pellet the nuclei in a Jouan CR3000.
Lower molecular weight cell debris remains in the supernatant which was removed
to leave the pellet.

The nuclei pellet was resuspended in Nuclei Resuspension Buffer (NRB:
15mM Tris-HCl pH7.4, 2mM EDTA, ImM EGTA, 15mM NaCl, 60mM KC1,
0.15mM spermine, 0.5mM spermidine) to a volume of 1ml and centrifuged at 6K

rpm at 4°C for 5 minutes in a microcentrifuge. The supernatant was then removed
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and the nuclei were resuspended in ice-cold storage buffer (50% glycerol, 75mM

NaCl, 0.5mM EDTA, 20mM Tris-HCl pH7.9, 0.85mM DTT and 0.125mM PMSF)
and frozen at -80°C until required.

2.2.3 Estimating Nuclei Concentration

Before use, the nuclei were removed from the -80°C freezer and thawed on

ice. They were washed three times in NRB in preparation for micrococcal nuclease

(MNase) digestion or three times in NBII (60mM KC1; 15mM NaCl; 15mM Tris-
HCl pH7.4; 0.3M sucrose; 0.5mM spermidine; 0.15mM spermine & 0.1 mM PMSF)
in preparation for cuprous phenanthroline digestion (see below). A lOpl aliquot was

diluted 100 fold in the same buffer, NRB or NBII, and 8pl of this diluted sample was

loaded onto a haemocytometer to estimate the nuclei concentration.
A haemocytometer contains a grid pattern in which each large square

contains lOOnl of liquid between it and the cover slip once loaded with sample. The
nuclei and grid pattern were visualised using a Nikon Phase Contrast microscope.
Nuclei in four of these squares were counted and an average taken for a more

accurate result. Multiplying the nuclei average by the volume of one square divided

by 1ml (lml/lOOnl or 1 xlO"3 / 1 xlO"7 = 10,000) and the dilution factor of 100 gives
the nuclei concentration per millilitre:

e.g. If the nuclei average from 4 squares is 300,

10,000 (vol. conversion) x 100 (dilution factor) x 300 (nuclei in that volume) =

3 xlO8 nuclei/ml

2.2.4 Protein-Free DNA Extraction

Sheep and mouse high molecular weight genomic DNA for positive and

negative controls for Southern blotting were prepared from the isolated nuclei. They
were washed three times in NBII buffer as above and then lysed by adding SDS to

1% volume and 10pl of 2mg/ml proteinase K.

After incubating at 37°C for at least four hours the DNA was

phenokchloroform extracted. This was made difficult because the DNA was of

extremely high molecular weight. To ease extraction, it was sheared by syringing the
DNA through a fine bore needle (0.2mm) several times prior to extraction. This
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reduced the fragment sizes of DNA to no smaller than 50kb which did not interfere
with subsequent manipulations.

After extraction, the DNA was ethanol precipitated, washed in 70% ethanol
and resuspended, once dry, in 300pl TE. The concentration was calculated by

spectrophotometry at 260nm at which wavelength its extinction co-efficient is

lmg/ml per 20OD Units.

2.2.5 Nuclear DNA Digestion using Micrococcal Nuclease

The washed and counted nuclei were digested by adding 120pl MNase
8..

(1800U) per 2x10 nuclei in a volume of 1ml. The reaction was initiated by adding

CaCb to a final concentration of 9mM at room temperature. 150pl aliquots were

removed at: 0, 2, 5, 7, 10 & 15 minutes and the MNase was inhibited by adding
EDTA to lOOmM. The nuclei proteins were digested by adding lOpl of lOmg/ml

proteinase K and lipids were dissociated with SDS to 1% volume. After at least 4

hours, samples were phenol:chloroform extracted, ethanol precipitated, washed with
70% ethanol and resuspended in 300pl TE. The DNA concentration was calculated

using spectrophotometry.

Sheep Naked DNA Control with MNase

In a total volume of 200pl NRB (without spermine and spermidine), lOOpg
naked sheep genomic DNA was digested with 30pl (450U) MNase in 9mM CaCh.
The reaction proceeded at 4°C for 20 minutes when it was terminated with EDTA to

lOOmM. After phenol:chloroform extraction it was ethanol precipitated and washed
in 70% ethanol. Finally it was resuspended in 75pl TE.

2.2.6 Nuclear DNA Digestion using Cuprous Phenanthroline

The following procedure was based on those developed by others (Cartwright
& Elgin, 1982; Quivy & Becker, 1996).

Nuclei in storage buffer were thawed from -80°C on ice and micro-

centrifuged at 3K rpm for 5 minutes. The pellet was resuspended in NBII buffer

(60mM KC1; 15mM NaCl; 15mM Tris-HCl pH7.4; 0.3M sucrose; 0.5mM

spermidine; 0.15mM spermine & O.lmM PMSF)(Caplan et al., 1987). The nuclei
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were centrifuged again, and resuspended in NBII buffer. This wash step was repeated
once more. The nuclei concentration was estimated using a haemocytometer (2.2.3)
and 4.2 xlO7 nuclei were made up to 0.5ml with NBII buffer. This amount of nuclei
is equivalent to 250pg of genomic DNA. They were incubated in a water bath at

22°C until they reached temperature.

The cuprous phenanthroline (OP-Cu) complex was prepared by mixing 50pl
of 40mM 1,10-phenanthroline with 50pl of 9mM copper II sulphate (Cartwright &

Elgin, 1982). After incubation at room temperature for 1 minute the complex was

diluted to 2ml with water. 50pl of the complex was added to the nuclei and after 2
minutes the reaction was initiated by addition of 50pl of 58mM 3-mercaptopropionic
acid. The reaction proceeded at 22°C and 95pl aliquots were taken at the following
time points: 0, 10, 20, 30, 40 & 60 minutes.

Each aliquot was immediately quenched with 9pl of 28mM neocuproine.
Once all time points had been completed, the nuclei were centrifuged at 3K for 5

minutes and the supernatant removed. The pellet was resuspended in lOOpl of STOP
MIX I (20mM Tris-HCl pH8; 20mM NaCl; 20mM EDTA; 1% SDS(w/v) &

600pg/ml proteinase K) and 50pl of STOP MIX II (150mM NaCl & 5mM EDTA),
and incubated at 37°C for at least 3 hours. The DNA was deproteinated by

phenol:chloroform extraction, followed by ethanol precipitation and a 70% ethanol
wash. The DNA was resuspended in 300pl TE and its concentration calculated using
UV spectroscopy.

20pg of each time point was digested with an appropriate restriction enzyme

such as BamHI. A restriction site on the gene acted as a reference point from which
nucleosome positions could be calculated.

Sheep Naked DNA Control with OP-Cu

The following were added to a 1.5ml microcentrifuge tube:

sheep DNA

3MKC1

3M NaCl

1M Tris-HCl (pH 7.4)

H20

x pi (100pg)

6pl

1.5pl

4.5pl
-to 300pl
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The conditions are the same as those for nuclear DNA digestion except for the
omission of a number of chemicals: Sucrose was only required as a buffer to keep
the nuclei intact and was not required for naked DNA stability. Spermine and

spermidine are important in stabilising the nucleosomal structure of DNA in nuclei.
These may have imposed unnatural structural constraints on naked DNA and so were

also omitted (Pelta et al., 1996).
The reaction was incubated at 22°C for approximately 5 minutes when 33pi

CUIISO4 - 1,10-phenanthroline complex was added. Two minutes later, once it had
associated with the DNA, the reaction was initiated with 33pl 58mM 3-

mercaptopropionic acid. After 75 seconds the reaction was quenched with 33pl

neocuproine. After phenol:chloroform extraction it was ethanol precipitated and
washed in 70% ethanol. Finally it was resuspended in 75pl TE.

20pg of this DNA was digested with an appropriate restriction enzyme. This

digested the DNA at a site abutting the probe used in subsequent indirect end-

labelling reactions.

2.3 Southern Blotting

2.3.1 Transfer onto Zetaprobe GT Membrane

By transferring the DNA from the agarose gel on to a membrane, it can be
examined for the presence of specific DNA fragments. This is achieved by the flow
of liquid through the gel and membrane. The DNA is carried with the liquid but
cannot pass through the membrane and is trapped there by cross-linking (Current
Protocols in Molecular Biology (2.9A)).

The gel did not require any treatment before blotting. Acid depurination is

commonly used to fragment the DNA so that higher molecular weight fragments are

transferred more easily. This was not needed as fragments up to 4.4kb could be
visualised quite clearly. Pre-treatment with NaOH in order to hydrolyse the

phosphodiester backbone at the site of depurination and to denature the DNA duplex
was also not required. The DNA is transferred through the gel with 0.4M NaOH
which denatures it and fixes it to the membrane.
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The Southern Blotting apparatus (Figure 22) shows how the alkali solution
can travel from the tank, via the 3MM paper wick, through the gel by the capillary
action of the paper towels. The DNA in the gel is carried up to the membrane with
the alkali solution and is fixed there by cross linking. The transfer process is fastest
with small fragments of DNA, although all required sizes are transferred after 16
hours or overnight.

Weight

Glass plate to evenly distribute weight

Paper towels
3MM paper
Zetaprobe membrane
Agarose gel

3MM paper as a wick
0.4M NaOH

Figure 22 Southern Blotting Apparatus

The three sheets of 3 MM paper above the membrane prevent it being contaminated
with any debris from the paper towels. The weight at the top of the stack was never

more than 500g in order to prevent transfer being impeded
After transfer, the membrane was washed in 2x SSC (30mM tri-sodium

citrate; 300mM NaCl; adjusted to pH7) to remove traces of agarose and fibres from
the 3 MM paper. It was then sandwiched between fresh 3MM paper and baked at

80°C for 1 hour. The membrane was stored between fresh 3MM paper, sealed in a

plastic bag, until it was ready to be hybridised.

2.3.2 Probe Labelling for Hybridisation to Membrane

The 'random primed' labelling method was originally developed by Feinberg
and Vogelstein (Feinberg & Vogelstein, 1983; Feinberg & Vogelstein, 1984). It is
based on the hybridisation of oligonucleotides of all possible hexamer sequences to

the denatured DNA to be labeled. a-32P labeled dCTP is incorporated into the

complementary strand as it is synthesised by Klenow polymerase.
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lOOng of probe was made up to a volume of 11 pi in distilled water. It was

boiled for 5 minutes and placed on ice to cool for 2 minutes. 4pl of High Prime

(Roche Diagnostics) was added which contains all constituents required for a

'random primed' labelling reaction except for radioactive dCTP. 5jli1 of a-32P
labelled dCTP was added in the 'hot lab' and the mixture was incubated at 37°C for

10 to 20 minutes.

While the labelling reaction proceeded, a G-50 'Nick Column' (Pharmacia

Biotech) was prepared as per the manufacturer's instructions. The sephadex column
removes unincorporated nucleotides and thus reduces background on the final image.
The storage buffer was removed and the column rinsed with TE (lOmM Tris-HCl

pH8; O.lmM EDTA pH8). Fresh TE was then added and allowed to pass through the
column by gravity flow.

Once the column was ready and the labelling reaction complete, the probe
mixture was added to the top of the column with 400pl TE. This eluate was

discarded. A second 400pl TE was added to the column and this eluate contained the
labelled probe.

The probe was denatured by adding 50pl 4M NaOH just before addition to

the hybridisation solution.

2.3.3 Testing Radiolabel Incorporation

2pl of the 400pl probe mixture was spotted on to a small piece of filter paper

and placed in a plastic vial. A Wallac 1410 p-counter (Pharmacia Biotech) was used
o

to analyse p-emission levels. All probes had to have a total activity of at least 1x10

cpm.

2.3.4 Hybridisation

The baked Zetaprobe membrane was placed in a Techne FHB11 roller bottle
and wetted for at least 5 minutes with 30ml hybridisation solution (0.5M Na2HPC>4

pH7.2; 7% SDS). It was evenly coated as it rotated in a Techne Hybridiser HB1D
oven at 65°C. Once the probe was ready, the old hybridisation solution was removed
and 20ml fresh hybridisation solution was added to the roller bottle with the
denatured probe. The hybridisation continued overnight for at least 16 hours.
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2.3.5 Hybridisation Washes and Exposure on Film

Once the hybridisation solution was removed, the membrane was washed

twice in 70ml wash buffer 1 (5% SDS; 40mM Na2HP04 pH7.2) for 15-30 minutes

per wash at 65°C. Two further, more stringent, washes removed the remainder of

non-specifically hybridised probe. Likewise, 70ml wash buffer 2 (1% SDS; 40mM

Na2HP04 pH7.2) was added for 15-30 minutes per wash. Next, the membrane was

removed from the roller bottle and immediately sealed in 2 layers of Saran wrap. The
membrane was scanned with a Geiger counter to assess p-emission levels and was

laid down on Afga film. The length of incubation at -80°C was proportional to the

p-emission levels and was typically 1-3 weeks.

2.4 An In Vitro Assay for Nucleosome Positioning: Monomer
Extension

2.4.1 Cloning Gene Promoter Regions

The following promoter region fragments were cloned into phagemid

pBluescript II KS (-) in both orientations so that ssDNA could be made from both the

upper and lower strands. Monomer extension could then be tested in both directions
and examined to make sure the results correlate.

Ovine p-lactoglobulin Gene

(Genebank Accession No.X12817) (Harris et al., 1988)

pSStglXS contains the entire BLG locus from -4.2kb (Sail) to -6.6kb (Xbal)
inserted into pUC19 using the same sites in the vector. Rsal digestion of this vector

yields a 1.7kb fragment of ovine BLG from -864 (Rsal) to +882 (Rsal). This was

inserted into pBluescript II KS (-) at the EcolEV site by blunt-ended ligation.
The plasmids produced were named pBlueBLG(+) and pBlueBLG(-). The +/-

refers to the orientation of the insert: in pBlueBLG(+), the numbering of the insert
increases in the same direction as those of the vector sequence. The numbering of the

pBlueBLG(-) insert decreases as those of the vector increase.
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Caprine p -lactoglobulin

Genebank Accession No. Z33881 (Folch et al., 1994)

pSX(12.5) contains the goat p-lactoglobulin gene from approximately -6kb (Sail) to

+6.9kb (Xbal) with respect to the start site (kind gift from R. Pena, M. Josep and A.
Sanchez , Unitat de Genetica, Fac.Veterinaria, Bellaterra-UAB, Barcelona,

Espagne). Using the same Sail and Xbal sites, it was inserted into pBluescript II SK

(+). Digestion with ZNrBI and Pvull generated a 0.75kb fragment from -727 (BsrBl)
to +31 (Pvull). Using blunt ended ligation it was inserted into the EcoBX site of

pBluescript II KS (-).

Unfortunately, the fragment preferentially inserted in only one direction. This
was the case in over 48 minipreps for no apparent reason. To overcome the problem
a different approach was taken: the pBluescript II KS (-) vector contains ZtasHII sites
on either side of the multiple cloning region. Digestion with this enzyme and

subsequent re-ligation should generate plasmids in which 50% contain the insert in
the opposite direction. This was successful and produced pK'BLG(R) where 'R'

stands for Reverse orientation, i.e. the numbering of the insert decreases as those of
the vector increase. This was the complement of pK'BLG(D) generated earlier,
where 'D' stands for Direct orientation. " K' " is an abbreviation for caprine.

Caprine p-casein

Genebank Accession No. M90559 (Roberts et al., 1992)

pI2B contains 5kb of the caprine p-casein gene from approximately -3kb (Sail) to

+2kb (Notl). It was cloned into the pUC19 vector using the same restriction sites

(kind gift from J-L. Villote, Jouy-en-Josas, France). Partial digestion with BglII

generated a 0.45kb fragment from -309 (BgllT) to +139 (Bglll). This was inserted
into pBluescript II KS (-) using a ligation-compatible BamHl site to generate

pKTjcasR and pKEcasD.

Mouse p-casein

Genebank Accession Nos. X13484, X15991 & X15992 (Yoshimura et al., 1989)
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A 6.6kb JScoRI fragment of the p-casein gene from C57B1/6 strain of mouse

(Goodman and Rosen 1990) was cloned into the EcoBA site of pPolylll-D (Lathe et

al. 1987). The resultant plasmid which contains -1.4kb to +5.2kb the mouse p-casein

gene was named ofpPolylllDp (kind gift from S. Kumar).
Nsil digestion of pPolylllDp resulted in a 0.64kb fragment from -545 (Nsil)

to +95 (Nsil). This was inserted into pBluescript II KS (-) using a ligation-

compatible Pstl site to generate pmbcasR and pmbcasD.

Mouse a-lactalbumin

Genebank Accession No. M87863 (Vilotte and Soulier, 1992)

A ~600bp region of the mouse a-lactalbumin gene promoter was linked to the

chloramphenicol acetyl transferase (CAT) gene coding sequence in a pB9 vector

(kind gift from J-L. Villote, Jouy-en-Josas, France). This was excised with BamHl
which digests the plasmid on either side of the promoter region at -561 (BamHl) and
+50 (BamHl) in the polylinker region of the plasmid.

This mouse a-lactalbumin gene fragment was ligated into pBluescript II KS

(-) at the BamHl site. Unfortunately, the fragment only inserted in one orientation to

produce pmusalacR. The insert was rotated in the opposite direction by the same

means as the caprine BLG fragment, by digestion with 2?ssHII and re-ligation, to

produce pmusalacD.

Human a-lactalbumin

Genebank Accession No. X05153 (Hall et al., 1987)

pHAl (kind gift from PPL Therapeutics) contains a 7kb fragment of the
human a-lactalbumin gene from -2kb (AawSAI) to +5kb (Sau3AT) in the ligation-

compatible BamHI site of the pUC18 vector.

Using Accl and Pvull restriction enzymes, the promoter region was excised
from -570 (Accl) to +113 (PvwII) and inserted in one orientation into pBluescript II
KS (-) between the Accl and EcoBN sites to produce phumalacR. The fragment was
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cloned in the reverse orientation, as before, by digestion with 2?s.sHII and re-ligation
to produce phumalacD.

2.4.2 Preparation of ssDNA

All ten clones were initially transformed into E.coli strain DH5a, tested by

miniprep, grown in bulk culture and isolated by Qiagen QIAfilter Plasmid Maxi Kit.
This DNA was used for nucleosome reconstitution. The same DNA was transformed

into E.coli strain DH1 IS for subsequent preparation of ssDNA.

Buffers

All solutions were autoclaved unless indicated:

TBG (in 500ml H2O): 6g bactotryptone, 12g yeast extract, 2ml glycerol, 1.16g

KH2PO4, 4.79g K2HPO4 -add 5ml 2M glucose immediately before use

SOB (in 250ml H20): 5g bactotryptone, 1.25g yeast extract, 625pl 1M KC1, 833pl
3M NaCl, 5ml 500mM MgCl2, 5ml 500mM MgS04
PEG/NaCl (in 500ml H20): 40% polyethylene glycol 8000, 2.5M NaCl
5x M9 Salts (in 200ml H20): 12.8g Na2HP04.7H20, 3g KH2P04, 0.5g NaCl, l.Og

NH4CI

M9 Minimal Medium (un-autoclaved):

3g agar in 150ml H20 (autoclaved) -keep at 50°C while adding: 40ml 5x M9 Salts

(also at 50°C), 0.8ml 0.5M MgS04, 2.22ml 2M glucose, 20pl CaCl2, 19.3pl of

lOpg/pl thiamine, 193pl of lOOpg/pl ampicillin
TYP (per litre H20): 16g bactotryptone, 16g yeast extract, 5g NaCl, 2.5g K2HPO4
B Broth (per litre H2O): lOg bactotryptone, 8g NaCl
-add 5.56ml 2M glucose immediately before use

B Top: B Broth & 0.7% agar

B Bottom: B Broth &1.5% agar

2.4.3 Helper Phage Titre

M13K07 helper phage stock was kindly provided by A. Fleming of the

Pennings laboratory, Dept. of Biochemistry, University of Edinburgh.
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A DHIIS plating culture was set up by inoculating 5ml of TYP with lOOpl
DHIIS M9 glycerol. It was incubated at 37°C for about 6 hours at 300rpm with

shaking to reach mid to late log phase. Meanwhile, a 10-fold serial dilution of the

helper phage stock was prepared. Assuming an initial concentration of lxlO8 to

1x10 'pfu/ml, it was diluted seven times (lOpl phage and 90pl B Broth at each stage)
so that the last dilution contained between 10 and lxl04pfu/ml.

1 Ojul neat phage, lOpl of each phage dilution and lOpl B Broth, as a negative

control, were transferred to the bottom of 4.5ml polypropylene tubes. 190pl of the
DHIIS plating culture was added to each tube and left at room temperature for 5
minutes. 4ml of B Top (at 55°C) was added to each tube and then the mix was

poured on to B Bottom plates, left to dry and incubated overnight at 37°C.
The number of plaques formed was counted and the concentration was

estimated at 7.5x109pfu/ml.

2.4.4 Isolation of Phagemid Containing DHIIS F' Colonies

Individual colonies of transformed DHIIS bacteria were picked from LB agar

plates and streaked onto M9 minimal medium plates. DHIIS bacteria are deficient for

proline biosynthesis owing to a deletion in the pro operon. The F' episome contains
the complete pro operon and as the minimal medium lacks a source of proline, only
F' containing bacteria should grow. The F' episome is essential for ssDNA synthesis.

A small amount of LB agar carry-over is inevitable when re-streaking
colonies. This will contain proline which is lacking in the minimal medium plates
and will therefore allow F' deficient bacteria to grow. To be confident that each

selected colony contains the F', two screens were performed. Four colonies were

initially streaked per plate and positive colonies isolated. These were then re-streaked
on fresh minimal medium plates (one colony per plate). From these, individual
colonies were grown up in SOB plus 100pg/pl ampicillin, mini-prepped to test for
the plasmid and then stored in 40% glycerol.
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2.4.5 Phage Isolation

For each construct, 100ml TBG was dispensed into a sterile, plugged 500ml
conical flask and warmed to 37°C. It was inoculated with 300pl DHIIS plasmid

glycerol and then 1.3ml M13K07 helper phage (~lxl010pfu/ml). It was swirled after
both additions and incubated at 37°C for 90 minutes, rotating at 300rpm.

lOOpl of lOOpg/pl ampicillin and 140pl of 50gg/pl kanamycin were added
before letting the incubation continue for another 14 hours. This was sufficient time
to produce a maximum amount of ssDNA without any dsDNA contamination.

Once the incubation was complete, the culture was poured into a 100ml

bottle, cooled on ice for 15 minutes and centrifuged at 7K rpm for 20 minutes in a

JA14 Beckman rotor. The supernatant was then transferred to a fresh bottle and the

centrifugation step repeated to pellet all remaining bacteria.
80ml of this supernatant was added to 20ml PEG/NaCl in a fresh, iced 250ml

bottle. It was swirled to mix and incubated on ice for at least one hour. The

cloudiness of the solution was a good indicator of the yield of phage particles and
therefore ssDNA.

The phage particle precipitate was pelleted by centrifugation at 7K rpm for 30
minutes. The supernatant was removed and the sample centrifuged again for 5
minutes at 3K rpm and the supernatant removed. To remove the remaining

supernatant the last centrifugation step was repeated, supernatant removed using a

p200 pipetteman and the pellet resuspended in 1 to 2ml TE.

2.4.6 ssDNA Isolation

The QIAprep Spin Ml3 Kit is suitable for retrieving small amounts of
ssDNA from phage supernatant. 3 columns, with 100pl phage supernatant per

column, were sufficient to collect over 5pg of ssDNA. 2pg is sufficient for one

monomer extension reaction.

After at least 2 minutes, lpl MP buffer was added to lOOpl phage supernatant

to precipitate the phage particles from the solution. This was loaded on to the spin-
column and centrifuged for 60 seconds at maximum. Addition of 700gl MLB buffer
creates appropriate conditions for binding of the Ml 3 ssDNA to the QIAprep silica-

gel membrane and bacteriophage lysis begins. After centrifugation as above, 700pl
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more of MLB buffer was added to complete the lysis and binding. After 60 seconds
it was centrifuged as above.

Addition and centrifugation with 700pl PE wash buffer removed residual salt.

The empty column was then centrifuged again to remove traces of ethanol which
would perturb subsequent reactions. Lastly, the column was placed in a fresh 1.5ml

tube. lOOpl lOmM Tris-HCl (pH8.5) was added on to the column membrane to elute
the ssDNA and after 10 minutes it was centrifuged as above to remove the solution.

To test for contaminating dsDNA, 2gl of each sample was diluted to 20pl
with TE. lOpl of this was heated to 95°C for 5 minutes to denature any dsDNA. This
was loaded on a 1% agarose/TAE gel alongside the remaining lOpl sample. A smear

would appear in the heated sample lane if the sample were contaminated.
Each sample was quantified using DE81 chromatography paper which binds

DNA. 1 jul of each sample was spotted onto the paper next to a series of standards.
This was immersed in lxTBE containing 2.5ng/ml ethidium bromide for 10 minutes.
Excess ethidium bromide was removed by five 10 minute washes in lxTBE. The
concentration was estimated visually under 304nm UV light. The concentration was

also measured by electrophoresis through a 1.5% agarose/TAE gel using a Mass
Ladder standard (Roche Diagnostics).

2.4.7 Core Particle Isolation Buffers

TEP 2M (300ml): 6ml 50xTE, 120ml 5M NaCl
TEP 0.4M (500ml): 10ml 50xTE, 40ml 5M NaCl
TEP 16mM (1200ml): 24ml 50xTE, 3.8ml 5M NaCl

2.4.8 Nucleosome Reconstitution by Salt Gradient Dialysis

Just before using the TEP buffers, 40pl of 250mM PMSF was added per

100ml buffer to inhibit proteases (Moss et al., 1978). The dialysis sheet (6000-
8000Da exclusion limit) was prepared in the same manner by soaking in 300ml
water with 120pl 250mM PMSF.

Only one orientation of each construct was used for the reconstitution
reaction. 30pg of each construct was linearised with Seal restriction enzyme, which
cuts the plasmid only once, far from the insertion site. After phenol: chloroform
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extraction, ethanol precipitation and a 70% ethanol wash, it was raised to a

concentration of lpg/pl. lpl was electrophoresed through an agarose gel to check for

complete linearisation.
Each 25pg reaction contains lxTE, 2M NaCl, lpl PMSF, 16.8pl of

0.742pg/pl chicken core histones (a kind gift from the Allan laboratory, Dept. of

Biochemistry, University of Edinburgh) and 25pg linearised plasmid DNA. The core

histone: DNA ratio is 1:2 (w/w). Each reaction was incubated at room temperature

for 10 to 20 minutes prior to loading onto the dialysis sheet in the Gibco BRL micro-

dialysis system.

Once loaded, it was dialysed against a continual flow of the TEP 2M solution
which was gradually diluted over a period of 5 hours with the TEP 0.4M solution.
This process assembles nucleosomes on to the DNA. It was left overnight dialysing

against the TEP 16mM solution which induces nucleosomes to adopt energetically
favourable positions on the DNA.

2.4.9 Micrococcal Nuclease Digestion of Reconstitutes
Each reconstitution reaction was kept on ice and made up to 310pl with TEP

16mM solution. The exonuclease activity of micrococcal nuclease is reduced at 0°C

(Horz et al., 1981). This reaction was initiated with 1.15mM CaCU and 1.5 Weiss
Units of MNase. This proceeded for 35 minutes on ice. A brief period of 2 minutes at

37°C stimulated MNase exonuclease activity which digested the DNA to the end of
the core particle boundaries. The reaction was quenched with 5mM EDTA.

After phenol:chloroform extraction, ethanol precipitation and a 70% ethanol

wash, the resuspended core particle DNA was electrophoresed through a 2%

agarose/TAE gel and the 146bp monomer fragments isolated. Concentration was

estimated using the Mass Ladder (Roche Diagnostics) on an agarose gel.

2.4.10 Core Particle Labelling with 32P
Polynucleotide kinase catalyses the transfer of a phosphate group from the y

position of ATP to the 5' hydroxyl terminus of polynucleotides (Midgley et al., 1985;
Current Protocols in Molecular Biology (3.10.2)) . By using y- P ATP, the core

particle DNA can be radioactively end-labelled.
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30-50ng of core particle (monomer) DNA is required per monomer extension
reaction. In order to ensure reasonable recovery, at least 200ng was labelled in each
case. A typical 15pi labelling reaction contained:

9pl core particle DNA (>200ng)

1.5pl lOx buffer (500mM Tris-HCl (pH7.6), lOOmM MgCl2,
50mM DTT, ImM spermidine & ImM EDTA)

3.5pi y-32P ATP

lpl T4 Polynucleotide kinase

The reaction proceeded for 45-60 minutes at 37°C when it was terminated
with 30mM EDTA. The protein and unincorporated nucleotides were removed via

centrifugation through a Sephadex G50 column. The eluted core particle DNA was

denatured with 0.2M fresh NaOEl for 10 minutes.

Addition of 2M ammonium acetate (pH7.5) neutralised the solution and aided

precipitation with 2.5x (v/v) ethanol overnight at -20°C. The precipitate was washed
twice with 70% ethanol and resuspended in TE to lOng/pl.

2.4.11 Monomer Extension Reaction

This technique was developed in the Allan laboratory in order to map the

precise translational positions adopted by core histone octamers reconstituted onto

long DNA sequences (Yenidunya et al., 1994). This technique maps the boundaries
of core particle DNA fragments protected by a histone octamer from MNase

digestion and has been applied to the entire region of chicken p-globin gene (Davey
et al., 1995).

In the initial step, annealing is undertaken at a >2.5 fold excess of single
stranded template over monomer DNA. This typically means 30-50ng monomer

DNA and 1.5-2pg template ssDNA, depending on the size of the insert. As

pBlueBLG +/- contain a large insert, 2pg ssDNA was required per reaction. All other
constructs contain inserts of 450-750bp which require about 1.5pg ssDNA.

Each extension reaction requires a control in which water is substituted for

the restriction enzyme. This allows the background to be eliminated from subsequent
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data analysis. Therefore, at least two reactions are annealed each time and split later
for the extension reaction. More than two reactions are required if more than one

restriction enzyme is used during the extension step.

Annealing Reaction
For a double reaction, the following reagents were added to a PCR tube: 15pl

ssDNA (1.5-2pg construct dependent), lOjul of lOng/pl labelled, denatured monomer

DNA and 25pl premix (lOOmM NaCl, 2mM DTT, 20mM Tris-HCl (pH7.5), 20mM

MgCli). The reaction was mixed well and then denatured for 3 minutes at 95°C. The
monomers were annealed at 80°C, dropping to 55°C, over a period of about 45

minutes. The reaction was placed on ice after reaching 55°C.

Extension Reaction

Two fresh, ice-cold PCR tubes were prepared containing 5 units Klenow
DNA polymerase and either 20 units of the appropriate restriction enzyme or water

as the control. 50pl ice-cold premix (O.lmg/ml BSA & lOpM dNTPs) was added to

the annealing reaction and mixed well. Then, two 50pl aliquots of the reaction mix
were transferred into the two enzyme-containing PCR tubes. After a thorough mix,
the tubes were incubated at 37°C for 60 minutes in order for the extension reaction to

proceed.
After phenol:chloroform extraction, ethanol precipitation and a 70% ethanol

wash, the samples were resuspended in 8pl denaturing gel loading buffer (90%
deionised formamide, lxTBE, 9mM EDTA, 0.04% bromophenol blue & 0.04%

xylene cyanol). Before loading, the counts were normalised with respect to each
other by dilution in gel loading buffer and denatured at 95°C for 3 minutes.

2.4.12 Generation of Markers

Lambda markers

A 20pg sample of phage lambda DNA was digested with DdeI and another
with Hinfl. They were phenol:chloroform extracted, ethanol precipitated, washed in
70% ethanol and resuspended in TE to 100ng/pl. They were end-labelled with y-32P
ATP using polynucleotide kinase (as core particle labelling above),
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phenol:chloroform extracted, ethanol precipitated, washed in 70% ethanol again and

resuspended in 50pl denaturing gel loading buffer.
Before loading on the polyacrylamide gel, both markers were diluted with

denaturing gel loading buffer to give a similar intensity with respect to the monomer

extension samples.

lOObp Ladder
The lOObp ladder (Fermentas) was labelled in the same way as the lambda

markers. It was also resuspended in 50pl denaturing gel loading buffer.
Before loading on the polyacrylamide gel, the lOObp ladder was diluted with

denaturing gel loading buffer to about 20% cpm with respect to the lambda markers
to give a similar intensity.

M13 Sequence markers

2pg of M13 ssDNA was added to lpmol universal forward primer (a 17mer

adjacent to the MCR), 4pl of lOx reaction buffer (200mM Tris-HCl pH7.5, lOOmM

MgCh , 250mM NaCl) and made up to 20pl with water. The annealling reaction

proceeded at 65°C for 3 minutes, decreasing to 30°C over a period of 30 minutes. It
was removed to room temperature and 2pl of the labelling mix was added (7.5pM

dATP, 7.5pM dCTP, 7.5pM dGTP, 7.5pM dTTP) along with 2pl lOOmM DTT, 3pl
a-35S dATP and 4pl lOmM Tris HC1 pH7.5. After mixing, lpl (lOunits) T7 DNA

polymerase was added and it was mixed once more.

It was incubated at room temperature for 10 minutes and then split in to two

15.5pl aliquots. C-termination mix was added to one (80pM dATP, 80pM dCTP,

80pM dGTP, 80pM dTTP, 8pM ddCTP and 50mM NaCl) and T-termination mix to

the one (80pM dATP, 80pM dCTP, 80pM dGTP, 80pM dTTP, 8pM ddTTP and
50mM NaCl).

Five minutes at 37°C and then fifteen minutes at 50°C polymerised the DNA.

Finally, they were phenol:chloroform extracted, ethanol precipitated, washed in 70%
ethanol and resuspended in 56pl denaturing gel loading buffer. 2pl was loaded per

lane.
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2.4.13 Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis
All samples were electrophoresed in a denaturing 6% polyacrylamide gel at

50W for about 5 hours (Yenidunya et ah, 1994). The gel was disassembled, fixed

(10% acetic acid & 12% methanol solution) and washed in distilled water. After it
was transferred on to 3MM Whatman paper, it was dried for 1 hour under vacuum in
a Bio-Rad 583 gel drier. The gel was laid down on Kodak photographic film for

typically 4 hours before developing. It was exposed for several hours on a

Phosphorimaging plate for quantitative analysis.

2.5 Transgenic Mouse Analysis

In order to analyse the nucleosomal array over the promoter region in

transgenic mouse line 14, a lactating female mouse had to be generated. This

required testing the initial progeny for the transgene before they were of sufficient

age to be bred.
A (CBA x C57B1/6)F1 female mouse was mated with a (CBA x C57B1/6)

BLG14 transgenic male mouse. It contained two copies of a 16.2kb Sail fragment

encompassing the ovine BLG gene from -4.2kb to +12kb with respect to the

transcriptional start site (Simons et al., 1987; Dobie et al., 1996). The resulting

progeny were tail-tipped at 4-5 weeks old and this tissue was analysed by PCR for
the BLG transgene.

The BLG primers amplify a 248bp segment of the 5' end of the BLG gene:

5'primer: 5' GCTTCTGGGGTCTACCAGGAA 3' (-222bp wrt start site)

3'primer: 5' TCGTGCTTCTGAGCTCTGCAG 3' (+26bp wrt start site)

HPRT primers serve as an internal positive control by amplifying a 332bp

segment of that gene:

5'primer: 5' GAGTTCCGGAACTGCCTTTGGTG 3'

3'primer: 5' CTGTGCCACCGGGCGCATGG 3'

In both cases, equimolar amounts of both primers are added together to make
a 20pM working solution.
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The ~lcm of tail tissue was digested in 700pl tail-tip digestion buffer

(lOOmM Tris-HCl (pH8.5), 5mM EDTA, 200mM NaCl, 0.2% SDS and lOOpg/ml

proteinase K) (Laird et al., 1991). This was incubated overnight at 55°C with
occasional mixing. An equal volume of isopropanol was added to the lysate and the
sample mixed until precipitation was complete. The DNA was recovered by lifting
the aggregated precipitate from the solution with a yellow tip. Excess liquid was

dabbed off and the DNA resuspended in 150pl TE with agitation over a period of 30
minutes.

Meanwhile, the PCR mix was prepared (25pi / reaction):

2.5pl lOx PCR buffer (lOOmM Tris-HCl (pH8.3), 15mM MgCl2, 500mM KC1)
0.25pl 20pM BLG primer set

0.25pi 20pM HPRT primer set

4pl 1.25mM dNTP mix

2pl DMSO

0.08pl Taq polymerase
to 25pl with H20

1 pi of the mouse DNA was added to 24pl of PCR mix in a 200pl PCR tube.
After an initial denaturation step at 95°C for 2 minutes, it underwent 35 cycles of:

40secs 95°C

1 min 65°C

1 min 72°C

The final extension step was carried out for an additional 4 minutes. lOx gel loading
buffer was added to the sample and the fragments were separated on a 2% agarose/
TAE gel.

A female mouse which was positive for the transgene was mated and

mammary and liver tissues were isolated from it at mid-lactation.
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Chapter 3

Initial Analysis of the Chromatin Environment of the
Ovine BLG Gene

3.1 Introduction

Previous analysis of the BLG gene using DNase I has elucidated a number of regions

particularly sensitive to digestion. There are three of these hypersensitive sites over the
active promoter region (Figure 15): HS I (at -1.8kb), HS II (at -800bp) and HS III (at -

300 to +100bp) (Whitelaw et al., 1992). It appears that the first two sites are not required
for tissue-specific, temporally regulated expression in transgenes, but the last site is
essential. This latter site covers a region which contains the majority of transcription
factor binding sites, e.g. Stat5 and NF1, and the TATA box. DNase I hypersensitivity is

thought to reflect a more open chromatin environment in which transcription factors
have access to an otherwise repressive, compact domain.

In addition to these primary sites, HS IV (at +800bp) may be present in the first
intron and HS V (at +1500bp) in the second intron. However, these are only present in

virgin mammary chromatin until days 100-110 after conception. These sites may prepare

the locus for activation (Struhl, 1999). It is unknown what factors bind to these

hypersensitive sites. All five of these DNase I hypersensitive sites are mammary

specific, none being detected in the liver.

Although DNase I hypersensitivity is a useful marker for a pre-active (Elgin,

1984) or active gene domains (Elgin, 1981; Elgin 1988), it tells us very little about the
local nucleosomal chromatin structure which could have a direct relevance to

transcription. The most commonly used probe to investigate nucleosomal DNA is
micrococcal nuclease (MNase)(Thoma, 1992). It was discovered in 1957 by

Cunningham and colleagues (Privat de Garilhe et al., 1957) and was shown to: be

activated by calcium, be very heat stable, display maximal activity at pH8.6 and have a

molecular weight of 16.8kD (Cunningham, 1958; Alexander et al., 1961; Taniuchi et al.,
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1967). The enzyme also possesses ribonuclease activity and both activities are

inactivated with the addition of EDTA.

MNase digests DNA initially in an endonucleic manner (Horz & Altenburger

1981). To initiate cleavage, a groove in the enzyme binds three phosphate groups at the
3' side of the hydrolytic site on a single DNA strand (Cuatrecasas et al., 1967). After

cleavage, the exonucleic activity of the enzyme proceeds to chew away the DNA in a 5'
to 3' direction. In chromatin, this process is blocked by nucleosomes (Noll et al., 1977).

MNase preferentially digests chromatin in the linker region between
nucleosomes which is more accessible (Thomas et al., 1988; McPherson et al., 1993;

Truss et al., 1995). Partial digestion reveals a 'ladder' of DNA fragments in multiples of

approximately 200bp (Figure 23). After sufficient time, only 200bp monomer fragments
are left, containing one nucleosome repeat length. These are eventually digested, when
the exonucleic activity trims the DNA up to and then in to the core particle region.

Lowering the reaction temperature decreases this exonucleic activity. However, this also
increases the sequence preference of the enzyme. By cutting DNA at specific sites, often
within core particles, it becomes less reliable as a probe for nucleosome positioning.

Therefore, a balance must be reached between limited sequence preference, which

generates unwanted fragments, and some exonucleic activity, which makes sizing the

required fragments more difficult.
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Figure 23

MNase digest of sheep chromatin. Ethidium
bromide staining of the resulting DNA
fragments separated by electrophoresis through
a 1.5% agarose gel. Approximate fragment sizes
are indicated in base pairs.
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3.2 Results

In the first series of experiments I assessed the presence and repeat length of
nucleosomes throughout the BLG gene in both its active state in mammary nuclei

(Figures 28-31) and its inactive state in liver nuclei (Figures 32 - 35). Subsequently, I
examined specific regions of the gene for positioned nucleosomes, again in the active
state (Figures 41 & 42) and in the inactive state (Figures 43 & 44). In light of these

results, I examine the limitations of MNase as a probe for nucleosome positioning and

investigate other possibilities.

3.2.1 Digestion of Sheep Liver and Mammary Nuclei with MNase
Nuclei were prepared as in the materials and methods and were digested with

MNase at a ratio of l.lxlO5 nuclei: 1 Unit of enzyme. Aliquots were taken at 0, 1, 2, 5,

10 and 15 minutes and the reaction was terminated with EDTA. The resulting DNA

fragments were separated on a 1.5% agarose gel by electrophoresis, transferred to a

nylon membrane by Southern blotting and end-labelled with a probe specific to the BLG

gene region in question (Figure 24). In the initial series of experiments, nucleosome

footprints span both directions along the DNA strand since an additional restriction

enzyme was not used to delimit them to one direction. Therefore, where two probes

exist, abutting either side of a restriction enzyme site, only one was used in this assay.

3.2.2 Controls

Three controls are required for each Southern blot probing. The negative control
was mouse genomic DNA digested with a restriction enzyme whose site abuts the probe.
This tests for non-specific binding of the probe. DNA was extracted from non-transgenic

(CBA x C57B1/6)F1 mouse stock lines. The positive control was sheep genomic DNA,

again digested with the same restriction enzyme. Only a genomic fragment of the correct

size should be seen when the probe is specific to the target sequence. The last control

tests for the sequence specificity of MNase. Protein-free, 'naked' genomic DNA was

partially digested with MNase to reveal a smear of differently sized fragments on an

agarose gel. Any preferentially cleaved sites will appear as bands after probing the
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Southern blot membrane. These bands may limit the interpretation of equivalent bands
in the test lanes.

Naked sheep DNA was incubated with MNase and the reaction was stopped at

various time points. The resulting fragments were Southern blotted and indirectly end-
labelled with the 8900UP probe to examine which gave the most representative fragment
sizes (Figure 25). The 4-minute time-point was chosen.

3.2.3 Probe Generation

Nine probes were designed to span the gene for contiguous nucleosome mapping (Figure

26). In this initial assay, testing for the presence and repeat length of nucleosomes, not

all of these probes were used (see above). They were named according to their position
and mapping direction as follows:

Probe -2700UD

Derived from plasmid pBJl which contains 4.2kb of ovine BLG 5' sequence in the

pPolylll-I vector. Digestion with Pstl generates 10 fragments; the 1420bp fragment was

isolated and further digested with EcoRl. Out of three fragments generated, the 286bp

fragment was isolated, which spans from -3065bp to -2270bp with respect to the

transcriptional start site.

Probe -1700UP

Derived from plasmid pBJ21 which contains 2kb of ovine BLG 5' sequence linked to the

chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CAT) coding region in the pPolylll-I vector.

Digestion with Hindlll and BamHl generates three fragments from which the 440bp

fragment was isolated. It spans from -1699bp to -2139bp.
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Figure24ASchematicoftheTechniquetoTestforthePresenceofNucleosomes MNasepartiallydigestschromatin(pinkarrows),leavingfragmentsofDNAinmultiplesof180bp(redlines).Theradioactive probe(green&blue)hybridisestofragmentsspanningthatregionofBLG.Anydistinctbandsrevealedafterexposuretofilm indicateaDNAfootprint.Footprintsthataremultiplesof180bparemostlikelytorepresentnucleosomesassociatedwithDNA (lightblue).
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Digestiontimewith MNase(minutes)controls
I1251015201-+

Digestiontimewith MNase(minutes)controls
l~25l-+

Digestiontimewith MNase(minutes)controls
[2345~l-+

Digestiontimewith MNase(minutes)controls
I"1251015201 -+

ABCD
Figure25TheMNaseNakedDNAPositiveControl. SheepnakedgenomicDNAwasdigestedwithMNaseoveraperiodof20minutes.Aliquotsweretakenatseveraltimepointsduringthe reactionandthefragmentsgeneratedineachwereseparatedbyagaroseelectrophoresis(A).ThisgelwasSouthernblottedandhybridised withthe4700UPprobe(Figure26)(B).(C)and(D)arethesameas(A)and(B)respectively,exceptthatanarrowerwindowofdigestion timeswasusedtorefinethesearch.ThepositivecontrolwassheepgenomicDNAdigestedwithBamHlandthenegativecontrolwasmouse genomicDNA,alsodigestedwithBamHl.TheprobeabutsaBamHlsite,butthetestlanesareonlydigestedwithMNase.Unfortunately, theprobewascontaminatedwithafragmentadjacenttotheothersideoftheBamHlsite,evidentbythepresenceoftwogenomicbandsin thepositivecontrollane.However,thisisinconsequential,astheaimofthisexperimentwastodeterminewhichtimepointproducesthe mostrepresentativesmearoffragmentsoverthegeneregion.
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Probe -1700DOWN

Derived from plasmid pBJ58 which contains 408bp of ovine BLG 5' sequence linked to

the chloramphenicol acetyltransferase coding region in the pPolylll-I vector. Digestion
with Taql and BamHl generates three fragments from which the 358bp fragment was

isolated. It spans from -1699bp to -1341 bp.

Probe -900DOWN

Derived from plasmid pBJ2 which contains 3.1kb of ovine BLG 5' sequence in the

ptgPolyl vector. Digestion with Taql and Rsal generates fourteen fragments from which
the 367bp fragment was isolated. It spans the region -864bp to -497bp.

Probe +1700UP

Derived from plasmid pBJ14 which contains 1.1 kb of ovine BLG exon 3 and flanking
introns in the pUC18 vector. Digestion with EcoRl and PvwII generates five fragments
from which the 411bp fragment was isolated. It spans from +1252bp to +1663bp.

Probe +2700UP

Derived from plasmid pBLGASpA3' which contains 4.4kb of ovine BLG sequence from
the promoter to the last intron in the pUC19 vector. Digestion with BamHl and Hindlll

generates three fragments from which the 445bp fragment was isolated. It spans from

+2742bp to +2297bp.

Probe +2700DOWN

Derived from plasmid pBLGASpA3' and digested as above. The 2.3kb BamHl fragment
was isolated and further digested with BanI to produce the 345bp probe. It spans from

+2742bp to +3087bp.

Probe +4700UP

Derived from plasmid pBJ34 which contains 2.8kb of ovine BLG including exon 1 fused
to exon 5 and downstream sequence of 2.75kb, in the ptgPolylll-I vector. Digestion with
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BamYH and Ncol generates six fragments from which the 338bp fragment was isolated.
It spans the region +4755bp to +4417bp.

Probe +4700DOWN

Derived from plasmid pBJ34 as described above. Digestion with BamHl and Rsal

generates seven fragments from which the 272bp fragment was isolated. It spans from

+4755bp to +5025bp.

3.2.4 Probe Testing
All probes were Southern blot-tested with the positive and negative controls prior

to use to check for DNA contamination and ability to radioactively label. Only the
-2700UD probe was not used in subsequent experiments. In the positive / negative
control test it seemed to function perfectly. However, it appeared that the positive
control had not been digested to completion with Pstl as there was a high degree of

background. Therefore, sheep liver nuclei were partially digested with MNase and

completely digested with Pstl and probed with -2700UD (Figure 27) to test for
nucleosome positioning. The resulting image revealed that the probe was non-specific.
As the negative control lane was blank and the positive control lane was identical to the
test lanes, it appears that the probe was annealling to repetitive sequence DNA. For

example, only a single genomic band is evident in the positive control lane in Figure 29
which shows that the probe is gene-specific. The high background and repetitive

banding pattern seen in the positive control and test lanes in Figure 27 suggests that not

only is it non-specific, but that it is annealing to a large range of repeating sequences.

There is weak homology to reverse transcriptase from -3170bp to -3660bp

indicating the presence of an ancient long interspersed nuclear element. As the probe is
located very close to this region, it is probably hybridising to the terminal end of the
element and will therefore anneal throughout the genome at similar sites.
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Figure 27 Nucleosomes Over the -2.7kb Region of Ovine BLG in Liver

Lanes 1 to 6 show increasing digestion times with MNase (see 3.2.1). The negative (-)
and positive (+) controls were only digested with Pstl. The naked DNA control (n+) was
digested with MNase. Sizes are shown in relation to the Promega lkb marker lane (M).
The probe used was -2700UD (Figure 26)
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3.2.5 Micrococcal Nuclease Digestion of Ovine Mammary and Liver Chromatin
In order to examine the gene in its active and inactive states, both mammary and

liver nuclei were analysed. The BLG gene locus was tested initially for the presence and

repeat length of nucleosomes by partial digestion with MNase, without an additional
restriction enzyme. Titrations consisting of six time points were performed with

mammary nuclei which were hybridised to the following probes:

-1700DOWN (Figure 28) +1700UP (Figure 29)
+2700UP (Figure 30) +4700DOWN (Figure 31)

These included positive, negative and naked DNA controls and the band sizes were

calculated in relation to the marker lane.

Liver chromatin was digested and electrophoresed in the same way and
contained equivalent controls. The resulting Southern blots were labelled with the

following probes:

-1700DOWN (Figure 32) -900DOWN (Figure 33)
+2700DOWN (Figure 34) +4700DOWN (Figure 35)

The size of bands generated from the partial digestion with MNase were calculated using
either time point 2 (2 minutes digestion) or 3 (5 minutes digestion). These bands were

related to those in the marker lane to calculate their size in base pairs. The results are

tabulated for mammary chromatin in Table 2 and liver chromatin in Table 3.

Photomicrographs of the ethidium bromide-stained agarose gels are displayed in Figure

36, prior to Southern blotting.
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2500bp
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Figure 28 Nucleosomes Over the -1.7kb Region of Ovine BLG in Mammary

Lanes 1 to 6 show increasing digestion times with MNase (see 3.2.1). The negative (-)
and positive (+) controls were only digested with Bamlil. The naked DNA control (n+)
was only digested with MNase. Sizes are shown in relation to the Promega lkb marker
lane (M). The probe used was -1700DOWN (Figure 26).
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Figure 29 Nucleosomes Over the +1.7kb Region of Ovine BLG in Mammary

Lanes 1 to 6 show increasing digestion times with MNase (see 3.2.1). The negative (-)
and positive (+) controls were only digested with BantHl. The naked DNA control (n+)
was only digested with MNase. Sizes are shown in relation to the Promega lkb marker
lane (M). The probe used was +1700UP (Figure 26).
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1 2 3 4 5 6 - + n+ M

Lanes 1 to 6 show increasing digestion times with MNase (see 3.2.1). The negative (-)
and positive (+) controls were only digested with BamYH. The naked DNA control (n+)
was only digested with MNase. Sizes are shown in relation to the Promega lkb marker
lane (M). The probe used was +2700UP (Figure 26).
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Figure 31 Nucleosomes Over the +4.7kb Region of Ovine BLG in Mammary

Lanes 1 to 6 show increasing digestion times with MNase (see 3.2.1). The negative (-) and
positive (+) controls were only digested with BamYL\. The naked DNA control (n+) was only
digested with MNase. Sizes are shown in relation to the Promega lkb marker lane (M). The
probe used was +4700DOWN (Figure 26).
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1 2 3 4 5 6 - +

Figure 32 Nucleosomes Over the -1.7kb Region of Ovine BLG in Liver

Lanes 1 to 6 show increasing digestion times with MNase (see 3.2.1). The negative (-)
and positive (+) controls were only digested with BamHl. The naked DNA control (n+)
was only digested with MNase. Unfortunately, it was obscured by the marker lane. Sizes
are shown in relation to a weaker exposure of the Promega lkb marker lane. The probe
used was -1700DOWN (Figure 26).
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2 3 4 5 6 - +

Figure 33 Nucleosomes Over the -0.9kb Region of Ovine BLG in Liver
Lanes 1 to 6 show increasing digestion times with MNase (see 3.2.1). The negative (-) and
positive (+) controls were only digested with Rsal. The naked DNA control (n+) was only
digested with MNase, but was too faint to be seen on this exposure. Sizes are shown in relation
to a stronger exposure of the Promega lkb marker lane (M). The probe used was -900DOWN
(Figure 26).
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Figure 34 Nucleosomes Over the +2.7kb Region of Ovine BLG in Liver
Lanes 1 to 6 show increasing digestion times with MNase (see 3.2.1). The negative (-)
and positive (+) controls were only digested with BamYW. The naked DNA control (n+)
was only digested with MNase. Sizes are shown in relation to the Promega lkb marker
lane (M). The probe used was +2700DOWN (Figure 26).
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Figure 35 Nucleosomes Over the +4.7kb Region of Ovine BLG in Liver

Lanes 1 to 6 show increasing digestion times with MNase (see 3.2.1). The negative (-)
and positive (+) controls were only digested with BamHI. The naked DNA control (n+)
was only digested with MNase. Sizes are shown in relation to the Promega lkb marker
lane (M). The probe used was +4700DOWN (Figure 26).
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'2500bp
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Mammary Chromatin

genome (average) -1700DOWN probe + 1700 UP probe +2700 UP probe +4700DOWN probe

163 200 210 180 180

360 380 370 360 350

540 540 560 540 520

713 720 720 720 730

897 900 890 900 900

1093 1080 1060 1080 1060

1267 1260 1260 1260

1454 1440 1440 1440

1644 1620

Table 2 Fragment Sizes Generated from MNase Digestion of Mammary Chromatin
with an Ovine BLG-Specific Probe

Liver Chromatin

genome (average) -1700DOWN probe -900 UP probe +21QODOWN probe +A100DOWN probe
178 180 180 9 170

363 360 350 9 350

540 560 540 540 540

733 720 720 700 700

910 900 900 880 860

1090 1060 1080 1060 1050

1260 1260 1280 1260 1210

1440 1440 1440 1440

1625 1620 1620 1620

1800 1800

2000

Table 3 Fragment Sizes Generated from MNase Digestion of Liver Chromatin with an
Ovine BLG-Specific Probe ('?' indicates that bands in this range cannot be seen)
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-4 3000bp
2500bp Sizes
2000bp f

marker
-4 lOOObp lane
-4 750bp bands
-4 500bp

-1700DOWN (mammary; figure 28) +1700UP (mammary; figure 29) +2700UP (mammary; figure 30)

+4700DOWN (mammary; figure 31) -1700DOWN (liver; figure 32) -900DOWN (liver; figure 33)

+2700DOWN (liver; figure 34) +4700DOWN (liver; figure 35)

Figure 36 Ethidium Bromide-Stained Agarose Gels which Correlate with the Above
Southern Blots See corresponding figure for details of each gel; the marker lane is the same in all
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3.2.6 Analysis of Nucleosome Repeat Lengths
The size of each nucleosome multimer band from figure 36 was calculated for

both mammary and liver chromatin. These multimer sizes were averaged from all gels
and represent the mean size from the entire genome in that tissue. In addition, an average

of all multimer sizes was calculated over the BLG gene for both mammary and liver
chromatin (Table 4). These values were plotted relative to the band number in order to

calculate the average repeat length for bulk chromatin and BLG chromatin in both

mammary and liver tissues (Figure 37).
Nucleosome Band

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Mammary
(genome)

163 360 540 713 897 1093 1267 1454 1644

Mammary
(gene)

193 365 540 723 898 1070 1260 1440 1620

Liver

(genome)
178 363 540 733 910 1090 1260 1440 1625

Liver

(gene)
177 353 535 710 885 1063 1253 1440 1620

Table 4 Average Band Sizes for Gene-Specific and Bulk Chromatin Digests

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800

Size of Fragment (base pairs)

Figure 37 Graphical Representation of the Nucleosome Repeat Lengths
Mammary genomic, dark blue; mammary gene, magenta; liver genomic, yellow; liver gene, cyan.
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3.2.7 Discussion: Digestion of BLG with MNase
The average repeat lengths were calculated for the gene in its inactive and active

states and for bulk liver and mammary chromatin (Table 5). There is a distinct difference
between the nucleosome repeat lengths in bulk mammary and liver chromatin of 4.2bp.
This must be due to tissue specific factors. The repeat length in liver chromatin is similar
to that in the BLG gene where it only differs by 0.5bp. However, in mammary chromatin
it differs by 6.7bp. This large difference may be caused by the association of the active

gene with HMG14/17 rather that HI. These HMG proteins sequester 15bp of linker
DNA whereas HI sequesters 20bp (Goodwin et al., 1979). Thus, this association might
reduce the nucleosome repeat length over the active gene.

Mammary Mammary Liver Liver

(genome) (gene) (genome) (gene)

Repeat Length 185.lbp 178.4bp 180.9bp 180.4bp

Table 5 Nucleosome Repeat Lengths

Sizing these MNase digested fragments proved to be slightly problematic,
because as the MNase titration proceeded, the repeat length decreased. This is caused by
the exonucleic activity of the enzyme as it chews at the ends of the endonucleically
cleaved fragments. This was particularly evident in monomer, dimer and trimer

fragments as they lose more of their mass relative to the larger multimer fragments

(Figure 38) and (Figure 33).

540bp , . 506bpendonucleic

activity

1080bp
endonucleic

activity

1046bp

Figure 38 Micrococcal Exonuclease-Induced Size Reduction of DNA Fragments
A trimer fragment of 540bp is reduced approximately by 6% to 506bp when the terminal linker regions
are chewed away. However, a six-mer is only reduced by approximately by 3%. A red box indicates
nucleosome-protected DNA.
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This method is sufficient to map the BLG locus from -4kb to +6kb for the presence and

repeat length of nucleosomes in both tissues, so long as nucleosomes extend out in both
directions from the probe. For instance, when probed with -900DOWN, over ten

multimers are evident in liver chromatin (Figure 33), a distance of 1800bp. If they
extend in both directions, this maps from approximately -1800bp to the transcriptional
start site. A large difference in the repeat length in either direction would be evident as

two bands instead of one. A small difference would only be noticeable as a slightly
broader band in large multimer fragments since this assay is not sensitive enough to

distinguish small changes. Indeed, I estimate that it has an accuracy of approximately +/-

20bp.
Of course, this can only be true when nucleosomes extend outwards in both

directions. If a nuclease resistant domain were present on one side of the probe (Figure

39), the only difference would be a reduction in the banding intensity after the domain
had been reached. This could be very hard to determine in such an assay. Alternatively,
if transcription factors or a protein complex existed on one side of the probe there could
be diverse effects.

Bound transcription factors, such as NF1, protect much less DNA than a

nucleosome. This could result in an altered array on either side, or a smear of fragments
over that region owing to nucleosome sliding or a DNase I hypersensitive site. However,
in order for NF1 to bind, chromatin remodelling may have to take place (Di Croce et al,

1999). These effects are more likely to result from a combination of interactions, such as

the gene being pre-set for activation, nucleosome remodelling and then hierarchical

transcription factor interactions.
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Un-interrupted Array

+
Nuclease Resistant Domain

f
Multimers in both directions

NUCLEASE RESISTANT

Multimers in one direction

Transcription factors / Complexes Bound

-/-Q# #^
Diverse effects

DNase I Hypersensitive Site

Strong digestion site

Figure 39 Chromatin Structure can Alter Nucleosome Arrays Detected by MNase

None of these effects are obvious in these experiments. In order to examine the gene

more closely and possibly visualise these alterations in the array, we must look in only
one direction at a specific location.
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3.2.8 Micrococcal Nuclease Analysis of Positioned Nucleosomes on the BLG Gene
In order to examine the nucleosomes in only one direction from the probe, a

restriction enzyme must be used to delimit the probing direction (Figure 40). This abuts
the probe and acts as a reference point to determine the MNase cut sites on the gene. In
the following four examples for mammary (Figures 41 & 42) and liver chromatin

(Figures 43 & 44), the digestion sites have been tabulated in table 6. The region of BLG

mapped in each case is shown in figure 26.
The following results are displayed in a standard format: a photomicrograph of

the ethidium-stained DNA is shown before transfer onto nitro-cellulose membrane. Once

this had been probed, the radioactive bands were visualised on photographic film. A

diagram shows how these bands relate to their position on the gene. This was

accomplished by plotting their position on the image in relation to those of the maker
lane bands. A second diagram indicates how these digestion sites might correlate to

nucleosomes positioned on the gene region. See the legend below for the symbols

relating to these diagrams.

3.2.9 Examination of the BLG Gene in Mammary Chromatin

+2700DOWN Probing ofMammary Chromatin
The MNase digestion sites show a regular periodicity over this gene region in a

downstream direction from +2744bp (Figure 41). There is a phased array which begins
at approximately +3020bp and continues for seven nucleosomes downstream until

+4290bp. However, there is a digestion site missing in this array at position +4110bp.
This might be caused by MNase sequence specificity, as the enzyme may find the DNA
conformation difficult to cleave at this site. There are, however, no obvious stretches of

sequence in this region which it might find intolerable. Alternatively, the partial

digestion time points taken may simply not be best suited to reveal this digestion site.
In addition to this array, there is a single nucleosome positioned at +3070 to

+3260. This could be the end of an alternative nucleosome array which extends up until
this point. A map extending upstream from this point would answer this question.
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+4700DOWN Probing ofMammary Chromatin

Owing to the small size of the genomic fragment generated from +4755bp to the next

BamYW site, only three nucleosomes can be visualised (Figure 42). These are in a

different phase from the previous experiment and extend from +4925 to +5465. Apart
from this array, there are two additional digestion sites at +5195 and +5445. Again, it is
unclear what significance these have. As the MNase lane was not digested with BamYll,

it is impossible to say whether these are due to sequence specific digestion or are related
to protein interactions with the DNA.

3.2.10 Examination of the BLG Gene in Liver Chromatin

+2700DOWN Probing ofLiver Chromatin
This array (Figure 43) is identical to that seen in mammary chromatin (Figure 41). Again
it starts at +3020 (+/- 20bp) and continues downstream for seven nucleosomes.

Interestingly, the additional bands seen in the mammary sample do not appear in this
one. There is an alternative site at +3120 which could mean that some other protein is

binding this region or that it is again sequence-specific cutting. In this case, the
nucleosome rotational positioning must differ such that these different sites are open to

cleavage on the nucleosome's surface.
Like mammary chromatin, there is a digestion site missing, but in this case it is

on the other side of the nucleosome at +1190bp! It is unclear why this might be, but

perhaps a protein is binding the linker region and inhibiting MNase digestion on one of
the two sites. As they are very close, it is feasible that it could be exchanged between
sites depending on the tissue. Alternatively, as the liver chromatin is in a different
conformation from the active gene, in higher order structure, certain sites may be less
accessible to MNase than those in the active gene. This could lead to different cutting
efficiencies.

An additional problem with MNase was the naked DNA control. In both this blot
and the subsequent one, the control DNA has been almost completely degraded after
BamYll digestion. Further experiments revealed that MNase is responsible for this

degradation, even although the sample was phenol : chloroform extracted, with particular
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care to avoid contamination from the proteinacious interface. Only this lane suffered
from this problem and it was prominent in the majority of blots. Digestion with BamHl
before MNase digestion would have alleviated this problem, but may have given rise to

erroneous sequence-specific digestion sites, as the fragment sizes would be much
smaller.

+4700UP Probing ofLiver Chromatin
These results suggest that two alternative arrays exist from +4075 until exon 6 at +4560,

at which point only one array persists (Figure 44). A number of digestion sites are

present around this junction point, not all of which align with a nucleosome array.

Chromatin remodelling could account for these extra bands. However, it is impossible to

say without a full naked DNA control whether these extra sites exist because of MNase

sequence-specific digestion.
This experiment displays several common features with nucleosomes positioned

on mammary chromatin over the downstream region from +4.7kb (Figure 42). Notably,
both the dark blue coloured arrays and the light blue coloured arrays align in a 180bp

periodicity. It was initially unclear what the band at +5195bp in the mammary chromatin

represented, but as it aligns with the light blue array in liver chromatin at +4475bp, it

probably indicates the end of this alternative array.

Like the previous blots, a digestion site is absent at +3435bp. In addition to the

previous possibilities, this may be due to chromatin remodelling over the exon 6 region.

LEGEND:

I ~~1 Matrix attachment region

SWES I Short interspersed nuclear elementSINES

—►

Exon (I)

Hypersensitive site (III)

Start site of transcription

Nucleosome in phased array 'B'

Nucleosome in phased array 'A'

Unclear nucleosome array

MNase digestion sites with increasing intensity
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MicrococcalNuclease

Figure40ASchematicoftheIndirectEnd-LabellingTechniquetoTestforNucleosomePositioning MNasepartiallydigestschromatinleavingfragmentsofDNAinmultiplesof180bp.FurtherdigestionofthepurifiedDNAwith
arestrictionenzyme,suchasBamWl,actsasareferencepoint.AfteragaroseelectrophoresisandSouthernblotting,the membraneishybridisedwitharadioactivelylabelledprobewhichabuttstheBamHIsiteontheBLGgene.Anydistinctbands revealedafterexposuretofilmindicatesaDNAfootprint.Footprintswhichareinmultiplesof180bparemostlikelytorepresent nucleosomescoveringtheDNA.NodistinctbandssuggeststhatnucleosomesareeithernotpresentoraremotilealongtheDNA duplex.Fragmentshybridisingtotheprobearered;theprobeisdarkblue,nucleosomesarelightblue;theradioactivelabelis green;MNasecutsitesarepink.
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Figure41NucleosomeMappingDownstreamfrom+2.7kbintheOvineBLGGeneinMammaryChromatin (A)Ethidium-stainedgelbeforeblotting (B)Exposureofindirectend-labelledSouthernblot(si; (C)MNasedigestionsitesinrelationtotheBLGgene (D)Diagramofnucleosomepositionsonthegene Lanes:
1.SheepmammarynucleidigestedwithBamWlplus MNase;timepoint0(0minutes)

2.SheepmammarynucleidigestedwithBamYLlplus MNase;timepoint1(1minute)
3.SheepmammarynucleidigestedwithitamHIplus MNase;timepoint2(2minutes)

4.SheepmammarynucleidigestedwithBamYilplus MNase;timepoint3(5minutes)
5.SheepmammarynucleidigestedwithBamRlplus MNase;timepoint4(10minutes)

6.SheepmammarynucleidigestedwithBamYilplus MNase;timepoint5(15minutes)
7.Negativecontrol: mousegenomicDNAdigestedwithBamW\

8.Positivecontrol: sheepgenomicDNAdigestedwithBamYW
9.NakedDNAcontrol: sheepgenomicDNAdigestedwithMNaseandBamHl

10.Markerlane:Promegalkbladder
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Figure42NucleosomeMappingDownstreamfrom+4.7kbintheOvineBLGGeneinMammaryChromatin (A)Ethidium-stainedgelbeforeblotting (B)Exposureofindirectend-labelledSouthernblot(sizesindicated) (C)MNasedigestionsitesinrelationtotheBLGgene (D)Diagramofnucleosomepositionsonthegene Lanes:
1.

SheepmammarynucleidigestedwithBamHlplus MNase;timepoint0(0minutes)
2.

SheepmammarynucleidigestedwithBamHlplus MNase;timepoint1(1minute)
3.

SheepmammarynucleidigestedwithBamHlplus MNase;timepoint2(2minutes)
4.

SheepmammarynucleidigestedwithBamHlplus MNase;timepoint3(5minutes)
5.

SheepmammarynucleidigestedwithBamHlplus MNase;timepoint4(10minutes)
6.

SheepmammarynucleidigestedwithBamHlplus MNase;timepoint5(15minutes)
7.

Negativecontrol: mousegenomicDNAdigestedwithBamHl
8.

Positivecontrol: sheepgenomicDNAdigestedwithBamHl
9.

NakedDNAcontrol: sheepgenomicDNAdigestedwithMNase
10.

Markerlane:Promegalkbladder
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Figure43NucleosomeMappingDownstreamfrom+2.7kbintheOvineBLGGeneinLiverChromatin (A)Ethidium-stainedgelbeforeblotting (B)Exposureofindirectend-labelledSouthernblot(sizesindicated) (C)MNasedigestionsitesinrelationtotheBLGgene (D)Diagramofnucleosomepositionsonthegene Lanes:
1.SheeplivernucleidigestedwithBamHlplus MNase;timepoint0(0minutes)

2.SheeplivernucleidigestedwithBamHlplus MNase;timepoint1(1minute)
3.SheeplivernucleidigestedwithBamHlplus MNase;timepoint2(2minutes)

4.SheeplivernucleidigestedwithBamHlplus MNase;timepoint3(5minutes)
5.SheeplivernucleidigestedwithBamHlplus MNase;timepoint4(10minutes)

6.SheeplivernucleidigestedwithBamHlplus MNase;timepoint5(15minutes)
7.Negativecontrol: mousegenomicDNAdigestedwithBamHl

8.Positivecontrol: sheepgenomicDNAdigestedwithBamHl
9.NakedDNAcontrol: sheepgenomicDNAdigestedwithMNaseandBamHl

10.Markerlane:Promegalkbladder
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Figure44NucleosomeMappingUpstreamfrom+4.7kbintheOvineBLGGeneinLiverChromatin (A)Ethidium-stainedgelbeforeblotting (B)Exposureofindirectend-labelledSouthernblot(sizesindicated) (C)MNasedigestionsitesinrelationtotheBLGgene (D)Diagramofnucleosomepositionsonthegene Lanes:
1.SheeplivernucleidigestedwithBamHlplus MNase;timepoint0(0minutes)

2.SheeplivernucleidigestedwithBaniHIplus MNase;timepoint1(1minute)
3.SheeplivernucleidigestedwithBamHlplus MNase;timepoint2(2minutes)

4.SheeplivernucleidigestedwithBamHlplus MNase;timepoint3(5minutes)
5.SheeplivernucleidigestedwithBamHlplus MNase;timepoint4(10minutes)

6.SheeplivernucleidigestedwithBamHlplus MNase;timepoint5(15minutes)
7.Negativecontrol: mousegenomicDNAdigestedwithBamHl

8.Positivecontrol: sheepgenomicDNAdigestedwithBamHl
9.NakedDNAcontrol: sheepgenomicDNAdigestedwithMNaseandBamHl

10.Markerlane:Promegalkbladder
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Mammary Chromatin Liver Chromatin
+2700DOWN +4700DOWN +2700DOWN +4700UP

Fragment Position Fragment Position Fragment Position Fragment Position
size on gene size on gene size on gene size on gene
270 +3010 170 +4925 280 +3020 195 +4560
330 +3070 350 +5105 380 +3120 280 +4475
430 +3170 440 +5195 460 +3200 380 +4375
520 +3260 530 +5285 640 +3380 460 +4295
640 +3380 690 +5445 850 +3590 550 +4205

830 +3570 710 +5465 1010 +3750 580 +4175

1010 +3750 1370 +4110 640 +4115

1190 +3930 1550 +4290 680 +4075

1550 +4290 960 +3795
1160 +3595
1370 +3385
1540 +3215

Table 6 MNase digestion sites over selected areas of the ovine BLG gene

3.3 Overview and Discussion

The first series of experiments (Figures 28-35) show that BLG contains a regularly

spaced array of nucleosomes in both the active gene, in mammary nuclei, and the
inactive gene, in liver nuclei. Moreover, the repeat length of approximately 180bp shows
an interesting correlation with gene activity.

The second series of experiments (Figures 41-44) indicate that nucleosomes are

positioned on the BLG gene. These positions correspond to two different phases

(nucleosomes coloured dark blue and light blue) which are not mutually exclusive.

Presumably, one phase may exist in one cell while another exists in a neighbouring cell.

Indeed, they could be in a constant state of flux, shifting between either conformation.

3.3.1 MNase as a Probe for Chromatin Structure

I have found that MNase is limited as a probe for chromatin structure. Firstly,
there are a substantial number of additional digestion sites which do not correspond to

the nucleosome array. Indeed, there are some bands missing which are expected to exist
to complete the array. These discrepancies may exist because of the heterogeneity in the
nuclei populations taken from both tissues. It is feasible that alternative positions are
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adopted in different cell types within a given tissue. This would give rise to additional
bands and possibly an absence of bands, where the nucleosome position is not defined.

However, an equally likely explanation is that they are caused by the enzyme's sequence

specificity.
This is further complicated because of problems with the naked DNA control.

This control is necessary to highlight sequence-specific digestion sites which may be

present in the test lanes. Even after careful phenol: chloroform extraction, MNase was

consistently carried over into the restriction enzyme digestion where it digested the
DNA almost completely. Multiple extractions failed to circumvent this problem. Even
this control may not be sufficient to overcome the problems of MNase sequence-specific

digestion as it has been shown to digest naked DNA in multiples of 200bp (Keene &

Elgin, 1981).
As the DNA is undoubtedly in a different conformation in chromatin than in that

of naked DNA, this control may not identify all the genuine sequence-specific digestion
sites which are present in the nuclei. Unfortunately, this is a rather circular problem
which cannot be easily rectified. However, in a histone reconstitution reaction, one

group did show that the sequence specificity of the enzyme did not differ between
nucleosomal and naked DNA (Laskey 1977).

Interestingly, these sequence-specific digestion sites may have evolved through
evolution and reflect a functional relationship between DNA and the nucleosomes which

organise it (Keene & Elgin 1981).

3.3.2 MNase Sequence Specificity
Other groups have investigated this sequence specificity in detail. An analysis of

mouse satellite sequence DNA and pBR322 plasmid DNA in vitro (Horz & Altenburger

1981) showed that:
1. The majority of cleavage sites consist of alternating T/A sequences, specifically

TA rather than AT.

2. A cytosine residue at the 5' end of an A/T-region, equivalent to a guanine residue
at the 3' end of this region, is required for preferential cleavage.
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3. In addition, a G/C rich environment on either side of an A/T-region enhances

cleavage.
At the same time another group (Dingwall & Lomonossoff, 1981) proved that in
addition:

4. Nearly all tri-nucleotides released after digestion contain either an A or T residue
at their 5' terminus (96%).

5. TT dinucleotides are hydrolysed 100 times more rapidly than GG dinucleotides.
6. It preferentially digests inverted repeats.

7. MNase digests only a limited number of sites and the frequency of cutting varies
greatly between sites.

These results reflect those conducted on monkey a-satellite DNA in cell culture (Horz,
Fittler 1983; Smith & Lieberman 1984).

Within the transcribed region, BLG is approximately 60% G/C-rich. In the flanking

regions, which include 4kb 5' sequence and 1.9kb 3' sequence, this situation is reversed.
This may reflect the problems experienced with MNase. Since it has such a strong

sequence preference for TA sites (Figure 45), digestion within the coding region may be
limited and may be reflected in the above experiments (Figure 43). In the flanking

regions, it may be digesting heavily within the nucleosomes giving a high background

(Figure 45). Clearly MNase is not an ideal probe for chromatin structure.
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Figure 45 TA di-nucleotides over the BLG Gene
Each vertical line represents a TA dinucleotide of which there are 297 in total over the gene domain
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3.3.3 Alternative Probes for Chromatin Structure

Chemical nucleases are an alternative to enzymatic nucleases (Sigman, 1990a).
These can be defined as complexes which are redox-active and can nick nuclei acids
under physiological conditions by oxidative attack on the ribose or deoxyribose sugar. It
is this ribose-directed reactivity which distinguishes them from other DNA-modifying
chemical agents such as dimethyl sulphate. Unlike these which react preferentially with
various bases, chemical nucleases are essentially sequence-non-specific as they react

with the sugar backbone.
I considered a number of different types which are reviewed here.

TMTA-Fe(III)

(l,4,7-trimethyl-l,4,7-triazacyclononane)iron (III) chloride is a relatively new addition
to the list of chemical nucleases (Ehmann et al., 1998). It cleaves DNA in a sequence

independent manner under physiological conditions. However, it is relatively unaffected

by the non-sequence-specific histone-DNA interactions within a nucleosome complex
and is therefore not limited to linker DNA digestion. Although unsuitable as a tool for
nucleosome positioning, it intriguingly creates a DNA footprint over regions where

sequence-specific trans-acting factors are bound to the DNA and therefore could be
useful as a probe for transcription factors bound within a chromatin environment.

Hydroxyl Radicals
Iron (Il)-mediated reduction of hydrogen peroxide releases a hydroxyl radical which
cleaves the DNA sugar backbone with virtually no sequence specificity (Tullius et al.,

1986). It is ideal for generating very high resolution footprints of protein-DNA

interactions, but this resolution is too high to make it suitable for nucleosome mapping.
For instance, it can clearly show which side of the DNA molecule interacts with the
bound protein.
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MPE-Fe

Although hydroxyl radicals are, by themselves, unsuitable for nucleosome mapping,

they can be useful when generated by a co-ordinated complex, such as

methydiumpropyl-EDTA-Fe(II) (Hertzberg et al., 1984). MPE-Fe intercalates into the
DNA strand and produces a free radical in the presence of O2. This can be supplied in
the form of hydrogen peroxide. Although the optimum reaction conditions occur at 5M

NaCl, it cleaves efficiently and almost sequence-independently at physiological
conditions (Cartwright et al., 1983). It has been used effectively as a probe for
nucleosome positioning in cell culture to produce a very clear map (Benezra et al., 1986)
and is therefore an ideal candidate.

Cuprous Phenanthroline
Like MPE-Fe, the 1,10-phenanthroline-Cu(II) (OP-Cu) complex also interacts with the
DNA within the minor groove and cleaves it by producing hydroxyl radicals. It

possesses low sequence specificity and cleaves efficiently under physiological
conditions. Initial experimenters pre-incubated nuclei with hydrogen peroxide as the

oxygen donor and initiated the reaction by adding OP-Cu (Cartwright et al., 1982).

Although this method cleaved between nucleosomes with almost no sequence

specificity, it also generated free radicals in solution and lead to cleavage within the
nucleosomes. A subsequent method pre-incubated OP-Cu first at a moderately low
concentration with nuclei, which lead to its association with the DNA. The later addition

of mercaptopropionic acid as the oxygen donor meant that hydroxyl radicals were

generated specifically at the sites of OP-Cu-DNA contact (Quivy et al., 1996).

Therefore, this method significantly decreases inter-nucleosomal cleavage events.

3.3.4 A New Probe for Chromatin Structure

In a review of several reagents for protein footprinting, Tullis and co-workers
showed that MPE-Fe and OP-Cu provided the best resolution maps of the X repressor-

OrI complex (Tullius et al., 1987). The comparison in this paper is shown in figure 46.
Both are fairly comparable, except that MPE-Fe has fractionally less sequence

specificity. Although the OP-Cu test lanes 9 & 10 are rather over-exposed (Figure 46), I
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believe that OP-Cu provides a clearer and more definitive footprint. For this reason, I
chose OP-Cu to extend my MNase data in investigating nucleosome positioning over the
BLG gene.

DNase Fe(EDTA) MPE-Fe Cu (phen)£
+ + b + +

123456789 10

Figure 46 Comparison of footprints of X repressor made by four different reagents

DNA containing the 0RI operator sequence, labelled on the 3' end of the coding strand, was allowed to
react with each of the four DNA-cutting reagents in the presence (lanes marked with +) or absence of A
repressor (90nM). Lane 1, untreated DNA. Lanes 2 and 3, products of DNA cut by DNase I. Lanes 4 and
5, products of DNA cut by hydroxyl radical produced by iron (II) EDTA reagent. Lane 6, products of the
Maxim-Gilbert G-specific sequencing reaction. Lanes 7 and 8, products of DNA cut by MPE-Fe(II).
Lanes 9 and 10, products of DNA cut by OP-Cu. Taken from Tullis et al, 1987.
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Chapter 4

Chromatin Analysis of the Ovine BLG Gene using
Cuprous Phenanthroline

4.1 Introduction

Owing to the limitations of micrococcal nuclease in examining chromatin structure

(reviewed in 3.3.3), I decided to use an alternative probe. Cuprous 1,10-phenanthroline

(OP-Cu) is a chemical nuclease which yields fragments closely resembling those of

MNase, except that the exonucleic action and 'pushing' of nucleosomes is not observed

(Godde et al., 1992; Cartwright et al., 1982) (Figure 47). OP-Cu forms a tetrahedral

complex consisting of a copper ion which associates with two phenanthroline molecules

(Figure 48). It binds the minor groove of DNA through non-covalent interactions.
Addition of 3-mercaptopropionic acid oxidises the complex to form a copper-oxo

species. This generates a hydroxy-radical which reacts with the CI hydrogen of the

deoxyribose sugar, leading to its excision in the form of 5-methylenefuranone and
therefore a break in the DNA strand (Sigman et al., 1990b). Although alternatives exist,
this reaction predominates.

Lanes:

Figure 47

A comparison between MNase and OP-Cu
digestion time-courses. Lanes 1 to 3 show
increasing digestion time with MNase and a
concomitant decrease in fragment sizes caused by
its exonucleic activity. Lanes 4 to 6 show
increasing digestion time with OP-Cu with
consistent fragment sizes. Note: these two time-
courses are taken from different experiments solely
to illustrate this point.
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The complex has a strong preference for linker DNA and very low sequence

specificity, making it an ideal probe for nucleosome positioning (Yoon et al., 1990). The
small size of the molecule allows footprinting with higher resolution than with

nucleases, which are sterically hindered to cleave close to histone-DNA contacts. Its

reactivity with DNA is related to the accessibility and geometry of the minor groove and
therefore it does display a limited amount of sequence specificity. This can be
influenced by protein-DNA contacts and local distortions in the DNA structure

(Papavassiliou, 1994). However, this specificity is much less severe than that of MNase

(Quivy et al., 1996).

Figure 48 The cuprous phenanthroline complex

4.2 Results

Using the same approach as that taken with MNase, sheep mammary and liver nuclei
were digested with OP-Cu for 0, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 60 minutes to produce a broad
distribution of partial digests. After purification, the DNA was digested with a specific
restriction enzyme. The resulting fragments were separated on an agarose gel by

electrophoresis and transferred to a nylon membrane via Southern blotting. Indirect end-

labelling the fragments which abut the restriction enzyme site on the BLG gene reveals
if and where nucleosomes are positioned.

In this way, I mapped the ovine BLG locus from -4.0kb to +5.5kb. The full time
course experiments are shown in Appendix III, figures Al to A16. From this primary

data, I selected representative time points from mammary and liver digests in order to
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compare them directly on a composite gel. These were electrophoresed with the

appropriate controls and are displayed in figures 50- 57.

4.2.1 Controls

Similar controls to those in the MNase/restriction digested blots were used

(chapter 3). The positive control was sheep genomic DNA digested with a restriction

enzyme whose site abuts the probe (see chapter 3, figure 26). The mouse genomic DNA

negative control was digested with the same restriction enzyme to generate a similar

pattern of fragment sizes. The naked DNA control, which tests for OP-Cu sequence

specificity, was digested with OP-Cu and the reaction terminated with neocuproine at

various time points (Figure 49). A digestion time of 75 seconds produced the most

representative smear of DNA fragments in relation to the test lanes. Further digestion,
with the restriction enzyme whose site abuts the probe, enabled any sequence specific

digestion sites to be pinpointed on the gene.

4.2.2 Probes Utilised

All eight probes from the MNase experiments (chapter 3, figure 26; excluding
-2700UD in the repetitive region) were used to produce a contiguous nucleosome map

over the entire gene (Table 7).
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Digestion times in minutes Digestion times in minutes

+

i
I

Figure 49 The OP-Cu Naked DNA Positive Control

Sheep naked genomic DNA was digested with OP-Cu over a period of 20 minutes. Aliquots were taken at
several time points during the reaction and the fragments generated in each were separated by agarose
electrophoresis (A). This gel was Southern blotted and hybridised with the -1700DOWN probe to examine
the smear of fragments (B). The negative control (-) is mouse genomic DNA and the positive control (+) is
sheep genomic DNA. Both controls were digested with BamHl. The two strong signals at the bottom of
the positive control lane exposure were due to intense signals from the marker in the adjacent lane (not
shown).
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-1700UP

-1700DOWN
-900DOWN

+1700UP

+2700UP

+2700DOWN
+4700UP

+4700DOWN

LiverTitration

Fig.A1

Fig.A3

Fig.A5

Fig.A7

Fig.A9

Fig.A11

Fig.A13

Fig.A15

MammaryTitration
Fig.A2

Fig.A4

Fig.A6

Fig.A8

Fig.A10

Fig.A12

Fig.A14

Fig.A16

Composites

Figure50
Figure51
Figure52
Figure53
Figure54
Figure55
Figure56
Figure57

Table7CuprousPhenanthrolineBlotsSpanningtheOvineBLGGene TitrationsofliverandmammarynucleiwithOP-Cu,andacomparisonofboth(composites),areindicatedintheleft-mostcolumn.Theblotsgeneratedare listedasfiguresincolumnstotherightinrelationtotheprobesused.Abovethetable,theprobepositionsareindicatedinrelationtotheBLGgene(exons areblue;DNaseIhypersensitivesitesarered;thetranscriptionalstartsiteisagreenarrow).Theregionofthegenemappedbyeachprobeisindicatedbya purplearrow,e.g.forthe-1700UPprobethearrowpointsupstreamofthegenefromposition-1.7kb.Thefigurenumbersforthecompletemammaryand livertitrationsareprefixedwithan'A'torepresentAppendixIIIwheretheyarebound.
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4.2.3 OP-Cu Map of the Ovine BLG Gene
Two sets of data have been generated. The first set contains the full time course

experiments for both mammary and liver chromatin which are bound in Appendix III

(figures A1 to A16). These include all time points taken: at 0, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 60

minutes (time points 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 respectively). The second set are representative
of the first and directly compare liver and mammary OP-Cu digestion sites on the same

gel over the same region of the BLG gene. I have loaded two time points on the

composite gels from each titration for both liver and mammary tissues. Unless otherwise

stated, these are the points taken at 20 minutes (2) and 30 minutes (3). With each

experiment there is a small discussion of the data generated.
All of the following experiments are explained diagrammatically in a standard

format: (A) shows an ethidium-stained gel of the DNA before transfer to nylon
membrane and indirect end-labelling. The resulting exposure is shown in (B) and the

positions of the bands in relation to the BLG gene in (C). The mapping direction is

always from the bottom of the gel, indicated by a red arrow. (D) shows nucleosome

positions on the gene which would accommodate the banding data. As banding patterns

differ over the promoter region in liver and mammary, the two figures spanning this

region have (D) as liver-specific bands and (E) as mammary-specific bands. The legend
to these diagrams is below.

The gels have all been loaded in the same order. The outside lanes (1 and 10)
contain sizing markers together with negative control DNA. Owing to the large amount

of genomic DNA loaded in the test lanes, they electrophorese at a slower rate in relation
to the small amounts of plasmid DNA in the marker lane. Negative control DNA was

added to overcome this problem which would otherwise lead to erroneous band sizing.
Lanes 2 and 3 contain the OP-Cu / restriction enzyme digested time points from

mammary nuclei. Lane 4 contains mammary time point 2, but only OP-Cu digested to

show the nucleosome repeat. Lane 5 is the naked DNA control to test for OP-Cu

sequence specific digestion. Lane 6 is as lane 4 for liver nuclei. Lanes 7 and 8 are as 2
and 3, for liver nuclei. Lane 9 is the positive control. All band sizes and their positions
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on BLG are summarised in table 8. The complete nucleosome map generated from the

following experiments can be seen at the end of this chapter as a foldout (Figure 58)
It uses the same legend as below and is in the same format as the following

experiments.

r Start site of transcription

I III I Hypersensitive site (III)

Exon (I)

MAR I Matrix attachment region

SINES | Short interspersed nuclear elements

Primitive LINE Sequence

§

Long interspersed nuclear element
Relates bands on the blot to the

BLG gene sequence

(with increasing band intensity)

Nucleosome in phased array 'A'

Nucleosome in phased array 'B'

Nucleosome in alternative phase

OP-CU cut sites on naked DNA

(with increasing band intensity)
Unclear nucleosome positions

Legend to Figures
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-1700UP -1700DOWN -900DOWN +1700UP

Fragment Position on Fragment Position Fragment Position on Fragment Position
size gene size on gene size gene size on gene
170 -1870 180 -1520 260 -605 250 + 1410
250 -1950 300 -1400 430 -435 300 + 1360
350 -2050 360 -1340 610 -255 360 +1300
430 -2130 480 -1220 790 -75 400 +1260
540 -2240 540 -1160 970 + 105 470 +1190
620 -2320 720 -980 1150 +285 560 +1100
710 -2410 900 -800 1330 +465 640 +1020
800 -2500 1080 -620 740 +920
900 -2600 1260 -440 Mammary specific 1020 +640
980 -2680 1440 -260 digestion sites 1200 +460
1080 -2780 1620 -80 380 -485 1380 +280
1160 -2860 1800 +100 545 -320
1260 -2960 1980 +280
1340 -3040 2160 +460
1520 -3220 2340 +640
1700 -3400 Mammary specific
1950 -3650 digestion sites
2130 -3830 1220 -480
2310 -4010 1400 -300

+2700UP +2700DOWN +4700UP +4700DOWN

Fragment Position Fragment Position Fragment Position Fragment Position
size on gene size on gene size on gene size on gene
300 +2440 280 +3020 195 +4560 180 +4935
380 +2360 380 +3120 285 +4470 260 +5015
470 +2270 460 +3200 375 +4380 360 +5115
560 +2180 640 +3380 450 +4305 450 +5205

650 +2090 830 +3570 540 +4215 520 +5275
740 +2000 1010 +3750 620 +4135 700 +5455
830 + 1910 1190 +3930 660 +4095
920 + 1820 1370 +4110 820 +3935
1000 +1740 1550 +4290 1000 +3755
1090 +1650 1730 +4470 1180 +3575
1280 +1460 1360 +3395
1400 + 1260 1540 +3215

1930 +810 1720 +3035
2100 +640

2280 +460
2460 +280
2640 +100

Table 8 A summary of the OP-Cu digestion sites throughout the sheep BLG gene
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Figure50NucleosomeMappingfrom-1.7kbtoUpstreamoftheOvineBLGGene (A)Ethidium-stainedgelbeforeblotting (B)Exposureofindirectend-labelledSouthernblot(sizesindicated) (C)OP-CudigestionsitesinrelationtotheBLGgene (D)Diagramofnucleosomepositionsonthegene Lanes:1
1.MousegenomicDNAdigestedwithBamHlplusi 5pgoflkbladder(BoehringerMannheim)i

2.SheepmammarynucleidigestedwithBamHlplusI OP-Cu;timepoint2|
3.SheepmammarynucleidigestedwithBamHlplusI OP-Cu;timepoint3p

4.SheepmammarynucleidigestedwithBamHlplus OP-Cu;timepoint4
5.SheepnakedgenomicDNApositivecontrol digestedwithBamHlplusOP-Cu

6.SheeplivernucleidigestedwithOP-Cuonly timepoint2
7.SheeplivernucleidigestedwithBamHlplus OP-Cu;timepoint2

8.SheeplivernucleidigestedwithBamHlplus OP-Cu;timepoint3
9.SheepgenomicDNApositivecontrol digestedwithBamHlonly

10.Aslane1.
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Figure51NucleosomeMappingfrom-1.7kbtoDownstreamoftheOvineBLGGene (A)Ethidium-stainedgelbeforeblotting (B)Exposureofindirectend-labelledSouthernblot(sizesindicated) (C)OP-CudigestionsitesinrelationtotheBLGgene (D)Diagramofnucleosomepositionsonthegeneinliverchromatin (E)Diagramofnucleosomepositionsonthegeneinmammarychromatin Lanes:
1.MousegenomicDNAdigestedwithBamHlplus 5pgoflkbladder(BoehringerMannheim)

2.SheepmammarynucleidigestedwithBamHlplus OP-Cu;timepoint2
3.SheepmammarynucleidigestedwithBamHlplus OP-Cu;timepoint3

4.SheepmammarynucleidigestedwithOP-Cuonly timepoint2
5.SheepnakedgenomicDNApositivecontrol digestedwithBamHlplusOP-Cu

6.SheeplivernucleidigestedwithOP-Cuonly timepoint2
7.SheeplivernucleidigestedwithBamHlplus OP-Cu;timepoint2

8.SheeplivernucleidigestedwithBamHlplus OP-Cu;timepoint3
9.SheepgenomicDNApositivecontrol digestedwithBamHlonly

10.Aslane1.
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Figure52NucleosomeMappingfrom-0.9kbtoDownstreamoftheOvineBLGGene (A)Ethidium-stainedgelbeforeblotting (B)Exposureofindirectend-labelledSouthernblot(sizesindicated) (C)OP-CudigestionsitesinrelationtotheBLGgene (D)Diagramofnucleosomepositionsonthegeneinliverchromatin (E)Diagramofnucleosomepositionsonthegeneinmammarychromatin Lanes:
1.MousegenomicDNAdigestedwithRsalplus 5ggoflkbladder(BoehringerMannheim)

2.SheepmammarynucleidigestedwithRsalplus OP-Cu;timepoint2
3.SheepmammarynucleidigestedwithRsalplus OP-Cu;timepoint3

4.SheepmammarynucleidigestedwithRsalplus OP-Cu;timepoint4
5.SheepnakedgenomicDNApositivecontrol digestedwithRsalplusOP-Cu

6.SheeplivernucleidigestedwithOP-Cuonly timepoint2
7.SheeplivernucleidigestedwithRsalplus OP-Cu;timepoint2

8.SheeplivernucleidigestedwithRsalplus OP-Cu;timepoint3
9.SheepgenomicDNApositivecontrol Timepoint0digestedwithRsalonly

10.Aslane1.
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Figure53NucleosomeMappingfrom+1.7kbtoUpstreamoftheOvineBLGGene (A)Ethidium-stainedgelbeforeblotting (B)Exposureofindirectend-labelledSouthernblot(sizesindicated) (C)OP-CudigestionsitesinrelationtotheBLGgene (D)Diagramofnucleosomepositionsonthegene Lanes:
1.MousegenomicDNAdigestedwithPvullplus 5pgoflkbladder(BoehringerMannheim)

2.SheepmammarynucleidigestedwithPvullplus OP-Cu;timepoint2
3.SheepmammarynucleidigestedwithPvullplus OP-Cu;timepoint3

4.SheepmammarynucleidigestedwithOP-Cuonly timepoint2
5.SheepnakedgenomicDNApositivecontrol digestedwithPvullplusOP-Cu

6.SheeplivernucleidigestedwithOP-Cuonly timepoint2
7.SheeplivernucleidigestedwithPv«IIplus OP-Cu;timepoint2

8.SheeplivernucleidigestedwithPvwIIplus OP-Cu;timepoint3
9.SheepgenomicDNApositivecontrol digestedwithPvullonly

10.Aslane1.
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Figure54NucleosomeMappingfrom+2.7kbtoUpstreamoftheOvineBLGGene (A)Ethidium-stainedgelbeforeblotting (B)Exposureofindirectend-labelledSouthernblot(sizesindicated) (C)OP-CudigestionsitesinrelationtotheBLGgene (D)Diagramofnucleosomepositionsonthegene Lanes:
1.

MousegenomicDNAdigestedwithBamHlplus
5pgoflkbladder(BoehringerMannheim)

2.

SheepmammarynucleidigestedwithBamHlplus OP-Cu;timepoint2
3.

SheepmammarynucleidigestedwithBamHlplus OP-Cu;timepoint3
4.

SheepmammarynucleidigestedwithBamHlplus OP-Cu;timepoint4
5.

SheepnakedgenomicDNApositivecontrol digestedwithBamHlplusOP-Cu
6.

SheeplivernucleidigestedwithOP-Cuonly timepoint2
7.

SheeplivernucleidigestedwithBamHlplus OP-Cu;timepoint2
8.

SheeplivernucleidigestedwithBamHlplus OP-Cu;timepoint3
9.

SheepgenomicDNApositivecontrol digestedwithBamHlonly
10.

Aslane1.
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Figure55NucleosomeMappingfrom+2.7kbtoDownstreamoftheOvineBLGGene (A)Ethidium-stainedgelbeforeblotting (B)Exposureofindirectend-labelledSouthernblot(sizesindicated) (C)OP-CudigestionsitesinrelationtotheBLGgene (D)Diagramofnucleosomepositionsonthegene Lanes:
1.MousegenomicDNAdigestedwithBamHlplus 5ggoflkbladder(BoehringerMannheim)

2.SheepmammarynucleidigestedwithBamHlplus OP-Cu;timepoint2
3.SheepmammarynucleidigestedwithBamHlplus OP-Cu;timepoint3

4.SheepmammarynucleidigestedwithOP-Cuonly timepoint2
5.SheepnakedgenomicDNApositivecontrol digestedwithBamHlplusOP-Cu

6.SheeplivernucleidigestedwithOP-Cuonly timepoint2
7.SheeplivernucleidigestedwithBamHlplus OP-Cu;timepoint2

8.SheeplivernucleidigestedwithBamHlplus OP-Cu;timepoint3
9.SheepgenomicDNApositivecontrol digestedwithBamHlonly

10.Aslane1.
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Figure56NucleosomeMappingfrom+4.7kbtoUpstreamoftheOvineBLGGene (A)Ethidium-stainedgelbeforeblotting (B)Exposureofindirectend-labelledSouthernblot(sizesindicated) (C)OP-CudigestionsitesinrelationtotheBLGgene (D)Diagramofnucleosomepositionsonthegene Lanes:
1.MousegenomicDNAdigestedwithBamHlplus 5pgoflkbladder(BoehringerMannheim)

2.SheepmammarynucleidigestedwithBamHlplus OP-Cu;timepoint2
3.SheepmammarynucleidigestedwithBamHlplus OP-Cu;timepoint3

4.SheepmammarynucleidigestedwithOP-Cuonly timepoint2
5.SheepnakedgenomicDNApositivecontrol digestedwithBamHlplusOP-Cu

6.SheeplivernucleidigestedwithOP-Cuonly timepoint2
7.SheeplivernucleidigestedwithBamHlplus OP-Cu;timepoint2

8.SheeplivernucleidigestedwithBamHlplus OP-Cu;timepoint3
9.SheepgenomicDNApositivecontrol digestedwithBamHIonly

10.Aslane1.



 



Figure57NucleosomeMappingfrom+4.7kbtoDownstreamoftheOvineBLGGene (A)Ethidium-stainedgelbeforeblotting (B)Exposureofindirectend-labelledSouthernblot(sizesindicated) (C)OP-CudigestionsitesinrelationtotheBLGgene (D)Diagramofnucleosomepositionsonthegene Lanes:12■t45678910
1.MousegenomicDNAdigestedwithBamHlplus 5pgoflkbladder(BoehringerMannheim)

2.SheepmammarynucleidigestedwithBamHlplus OP-Cu;timepoint2
3.SheepmammarynucleidigestedwithBamHlplus OP-Cu;timepoint3

4.SheepmammarynucleidigestedwithOP-Cuonly timepoint2
5.SheepnakedgenomicDNApositivecontrol digestedwithBamHlplusOP-Cu

6.SheeplivernucleidigestedwithOP-Cuonly timepoint2
7.SheeplivernucleidigestedwithBamHlplus OP-Cu;timepoint2

8.SheeplivernucleidigestedwithBamHlplus OP-Cu;timepoint3
9.SheepgenomicDNApositivecontrol digestedwithBamHlonly

10.Aslane1.
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Composite from -1.7kb to Upstream of BLG (Figure 50)
This experiment maps the gene from -1700bp to -4814bp, generating a genomic

fragment of 3.1 kb in size. By accident, lane 4 is time point 4 (40mins) digested with OP-
Cu and BamWi rather than time point 2 only digested with OP-Cu.

From -2kb to -3kb of the gene there appear to be two alternative nucleosome

phases which I have denoted 'A' for light blue and 'B' for dark blue. Phase 'B' continues

just inside the long interspersed nuclear element (LINE) sequence before there is a gap

of approximately 250bp from -3.4kb to -3.65kb. This is more clearly demonstrated in the
full time course in liver (fig.A2). Here you can see the gap before the two prominent
bands at the top of the gel. There are two very faint bands in this gap which may indicate

binding of non-nucleosomal proteins. Moreover, in fig.A2 you can also see a large uncut

region further upstream of the last mapped band at -4010bp.
The region from -3.2kb to -4.2kb has weak homology to reverse transcriptase

and hence may be a LINE. If this is the case, further LINE sequences will stretch further

upstream out-with the mapped region. It is feasible that LINE-specific factors are

binding within these undigested regions or that the region has been folded in such a

nature so as to exclude OP-Cu digestion.
One very strong OP-Cu sequence specific digestion site exists at -2280bp, next to

DNase hypersensitive site I, and another slightly weaker at -2750bp. Neither of these lie
in the linker region between nucleosomes. Unlike MNase, this sequence specificity is
much less frequent and is clearly defined.

Composite from -1.7kb to Downstream of BLG (Figure 51)
The genomic band at the top of the picture is 4.4kb in size. It encompasses the

region mapped from -1700bp to +2740bp.
The alternating array of nucleosomes ends at -1340bp with a strong digestion

site. Similar strongly digesting sites are present at -980bp, -620bp and at -260bp,

enclosing two nucleosomes each. This might indicate alternative nucleosome positions a

very short distance apart, so that two bands fuse to generate one thick, more intense
band. Alternatively, they may be indicative of a higher order structural formation (see
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1.4). Interestingly, the naked DNA control parallels these highly digesting sites. Rather
than solely indicating sequence preference of OP-Cu, these regions may have a more

open conformation or may be structurally modified which allows greater access.

In the liver, a regular array of 'A' phased nucleosomes extends over the promoter

into the coding region. However, this does not happen in the mammary where the

regular phasing stops at -620bp and is replaced with several digestion sites in close

proximity. This breakdown in the array is most likely due to the binding of transcription
factors over the promoter, which are necessary for transcription to occur. Although they

may not remove the nucleosomes, they may alter the accessibility of OP-Cu to

nucleosome-bound DNA, making it possible to digest DNA further into the
nucleosomes.

After -180bp no specific digestion sites are generated in the mammary. While the

gene is actively transcribing during digestion, nucleosomes are constantly shuffled from
in front of to behind the polymerase complex (Studitsky et al., 1994; Studitsky et ai,

1995). This continual movement will generate a random digestion pattern, evident as a

smear (the full titration in fig.A4 also shows an absence of specific digestion sites).

Composite from -0.9kb to Downstream of BLG (Figure 52)
The genomic band at the top of the picture is 1.75kb in size from -865bp to

+882bp.
This experiment maps the promoter region at closer range than the last

experiment and provides evidence of the same nucleosomal array seen in figure 51,

probing in a downstream direction from -1.7kb. Moreover, this correlates well with the
other experiments, in which the nucleosome phasing is in line with this.

Composite from +1.7kb to Upstream of BLG (Figure 53)
The region mapped spans from +1663bp to +38bp, generating a genomic band at

the top of the picture of 1.6kb in size.
After +640bp at DNase I hypersensitive site II, the array returns to its previous

state, alternating between 'A' and 'B' phases. This is exactly in phase with the pattern
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which occurred upstream between -1160bp and -3040bp, thirteen nucleosomes away.

However, the pattern appears to be slightly more complex now. There is no cut site at

+820bp which would digest on the upstream side of the last nucleosome in the 'A' array

before it enters the alternating array state. Moreover, additional digestion sits are present

at +1410bp and +1300bp which do not fit with the nucleosome model I have portrayed.
There is no obvious nucleosomal model which could account for these additional

digestion sites while all eight histone proteins are bound to form a nucleosome.
Additional factors or a more relaxed DNA conformation around the nucleosome might

produce these sites.

Hypersensitive sites IV and V are only present in the sheep mammary gland
before day 110 of pregnancy. They are present in the virgin tissue but not at any stage in
the liver. Therefore, they cannot directly account for this complex array formation.

However, this formation may be a consequence of them if they set the array initially.
Like the previous experiment, there are no obvious specific digestion sites in the

mammary chromatin. The very weak digestion sites which can be seen could be due to

non-expressing nuclei from connective tissue which is present at low concentration

throughout the mammary gland (chapter 3).

Composite from +2.7kb to Upstream of BLG (Figure 54)
This experiment maps up to and over the previous region from +2740bp to

-1700bp and has interesting similarities and differences. The genomic band at the top of
the picture is 4.4kb in size. Both maps are identical except over the region between

+820bp and +1360bp. An extra 'A'-phase nucleosome exists between +1360bp and

+1190bp in the previous map which is not obvious here. However, this could be
obscured by the intensely digested site at +1260bp. This site appears to demarcate the

region of altered nucleosome phasing up to +820bp, when the regular phasing re¬

appears.

In the mammary gland all bands are again very weak, with the possible exception
of two at +2000bp and +2090bp. The reason for this stronger digestion is unclear, but
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could possibly be due to higher order chromatin formation, alternative linker histones or

polymerase pausing. Near the top of the gel another strongly digesting site is present at

about -100. This correlates with the multiple cut sites specific to the mammary

chromatin within HSIII (see figures 51 and 52). Although not illustrated in the diagram,
the 'A' phase in the liver can be seen to extend for at least another three nucleosomes

past +100bp, again correlating with previous data.

Composite from +2.7kb to Downstream of BLG (Figure 55)
The genomic band at the top of the picture is 2kb in size which maps from

+2740bp to +4750bp.
As the map extends outwards in an upstream direction from the BamWl site at

+2.7kb, there is a gap in map between +2440bp and +3020bp. However, there is reason

to believe that both 'A' and 'B' nucleosome phases continue up until +3120bp. In this

map there is a band at +3120bp and possibly one at +2940bp (a 180bp fragment). These
would roughly be in line with the 'B' array which extends to +2360bp in the last

experiment (Figure 54). At +3200bp and +3380bp there are very intense digestion sites,

possibly indicating the end of the 'B' array with a strongly defined 'A' phase
nucleosome. This array continues on its own up to the limit of this experiment at

+4470bp.
The mammary chromatin displays much the same intensity of banding pattern at

this point as in the liver. Although less sample has been loaded, it is obvious that the
same sites are digested in the mammary as in the liver and with similar relative
intensities. No DNase I hypersensitive site has been detected over this region.

Composite from +4.7kb to Upstream of the BLG Gene (Figure 56)
The genomic band at the top of the picture is 2kb in size which maps from

+4750bp to +2740bp.
The 'A'-phase array digestion sites overlap and agree with the previous

experiment. The 'B' array re-appears at +4215bp, but is not obvious in the previous

experiment as it is at the upper extreme. Faint sub-bands may be present in the last
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experiment at this position if viewed closely. This time the 'B' array does not match up

precisely with the last time it was present at +2360bp (50bp difference). However, this
was ten nucleosomes away; an increase of 6bp each to 186bp per nucleosome would
account for this discrepancy indicating that there may be some interaction between these

long separated arrays. Alternatively, this could be a separate array, quite different from
the previous one. Interestingly, phase 'B' becomes dominant over phase 'A'.

Again, the mammary banding pattern is becoming increasingly stronger,

especially after +3935bp where it is virtually identical to that in liver. It is unclear why
the phasing should re-appear at this point, before the end of the transcription unit. One

explanation could be that the polymerase complex slows as it approaches the end of the
transcribed domain. This would mean that the nucleosomes were shifting less frequently
than those further upstream and give rise to a more defined phased array.

Composite from +4.7kb to Downstream of BLG (Figure 57)
The genomic band at the top of the picture is 900bp in size from which maps the

gene from +4750bp to +5650bp.
As the same BamH\ restriction enzyme site from the last experiment was used to

map downstream in this experiment, a gap is present in the map from +4560bp to

+4935bp. However, both 'A' and 'B' arrays persist in the same alignment from the last

experiment and phase 'B' is still dominant. It is not clear whether array 'A' continues on

its own further downstream out-with the mapping region, or if 'B' is also persists. There
is a strong band beneath the genomic band which may be a doublet, indicating that array

'B' is also present. Alternatively, it could indicate the termination of the 'A' phase.
Previous maps have shown that when two arrays overlap and one array ends, the other,

persistent array has much stronger digestion sites over the first nucleosome.

Although this map extends across a matrix attachment region (within +4750bp to

+5650bp) and SINEs (from +5202bp to +5732bp), the chromatin structure does not

appear to be radically modified or remodelled.
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Figure 58 Nucleosome Structure over the Ovine BLG Gene (Foldout)

The inactive gene in liver chromatin (top) and active gene in mammary chromatin
(bottom) are represented using the same legend as before. Indeterminate nucleosome
positions over the transcribed region in the active gene are represented by stippled ovals.
Note the alternative array structure over the proximal promoter region in the active gene.
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4.3 Comparison with MNase Data

In the previous chapter, selected regions of the BLG gene were mapped using MNase as

a probe for the nucleosome alignment. In particular, the regions mapped were probed
with the +2700DOWN probe in mammary and liver chromatin, the +4700DOWN probe
in mammary chromatin and the +4700UP probe in liver chromatin. Although I found
that MNase had severe limitations as a probe for chromatin structure, it would be

interesting to compare the maps generated with MNase and OP-Cu.

Therefore, the diagrammatic representation of all three regions are compared in

figure 59 with the +2700DOWN probe, figure 60 with the +4700DOWN probe and

figure 61 with the +4700UP probe.

Figure 59 Comparison Between MNase and OP-Cu with the +2700DOWN Probe

MNase (mammary)OP-Cu (liver and mammary) MNase (liver)
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OP-Cu (liver and mammary) MNase (mammary)

Figure 60 Comparison Between MNase and OP-Cu with the +4700DOWN Probe

OP-Cu (liver and mammary)
'

3kb

MNase (liver)

Figure 61 Comparison Between MNase and OP-Cu with the +4700UP Probe

Both MNase and OP-Cu probes produce very similar maps of the nucleosome positions
over the BLG gene. The nucleosome repeat length is the same in both, which indicates
that digesting the chromatin either alters the nucleosomes equally, or more likely does
not affect them at all so that the resultant map reflects a real phenomenon. Moreover, the
nucleosome positions are the same in both, which strengthens this argument and shows
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that although MNase possesses higher sequence specificity than OP-Cu, it still functions

reasonably as a probe for nucleosomal positioning.
There are two noticeable differences between the maps. Firstly, although the

nucleosome positions are the same in both cases, there is an extra alternatively phased

nucleosome, proximal to the probe in figure 59. This is only present in mammary

chromatin when tested with MNase. The mammary lanes from both digests are

compared directly in figure 62. From this direct comparison, it appears that a single

digestion site exists in the MNase digest where one does not in the OP-Cu digest

(indicated by a red arrow). This represents the 3' side of the nucleosome. A digestion

site exists in on the 5' side in both MNase and OP-Cu digests. Therefore, the only
difference in this respect is a single digestion site. This may be caused by sequence-

specific digestion. It is also interesting to note that relative intensity of the bands is much
more even in the OP-Cu digestion than in the MNase digestion. This probably reflects
on the relative lack of sequence specificity of OP-Cu. The banding pattern is also much
more tightly defined with OP-Cu, making interpretation easier.

OP-Cu MNase

5'

Figure 62 A Direct Comparison of the Nucleosome Positions in OP-Cu and MNase
Mammary Chromatin Digestion

The +2700DOWN probe was used in both cases to elucidate nucleosome positions from a BamHl site at
+2742bp in a downstream direction. Both images were taken from the original figures in chapters 3 & 4.
Between images, ovals are drawn to indicate the positions of nucleosomes with respect to the bands. The red
arrows indicate the discrepancy between results.
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The second difference is that interpreting the data of the +4700UP probing of liver
chromatin with MNase was difficult in the middle of the probed region (see stippled
nucleosomes in figure 63 and figure 44 in chapter 3). When aligned with the OP-Cu

digest of the same region, it is obvious that the same banding pattern is present in the
MNase digestion. However, the bands are not so clearly defined.

OP-Cu MNase

Stippled
nucleosome region
in figure 44

Figure 63 A Direct Comparison of the Nucleosome Positions in OP-Cu and MNase
Liver Chromatin Digestion
The +4700UP probe was used in both cases to elucidate nucleosome positions from a Bamill site at
+4755bp in an upstream direction. Both images were taken from the original figures in chapters 3 & 4. A
box surrounds the region which was difficult to interpret in the MNase digest.

In summary, both probes generated almost identical maps of nucleosome positions over

the BLG regions which have been compared. Only small discrepancies between the

maps exist and in addition, most OP-Cu digests provided a clearer and more definitive

map.
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4.4 Comparison with Another Long-Range Nucleosome Map

As far as I am aware, this is the only published long-range nucleosome map of a pol II
transcribed gene analysed from tissue. The closest work was performed by the Bonifer

laboratory who study the chicken lysozyme gene (Huber et al., 1996). They mapped

approximately 7kb of 5' sequence upstream from the transcriptional start site in a variety
of cell lines. These cell lines represent different stages of macrophage development,
where the gene is expressed, and erythroid cell lines where it is not. Although they also

employed an indirect end-labelling procedure to elucidate the nucleosome structure,

their results are substantially different from mine.
Most prominently, they find that only a small number of sequences contain

positioned nucleosomes. All of these are associated with DNase I hypersensitive site

positions. The hypersensitive sites do not have to be present for this positioning to occur.

Distinct positions are present in the inactive gene at the same regions as those in the
active gene. It is difficult to tell whether the positions vary between the different cell

types as results are aligned from different experiments to a marker lane from a different

experiment.
The majority of sequences did not display nucleosome positioning in the chicken

lysozyme gene. These are visible as a very light smear in the Southern blot data,

completely lacking in any distinct banding pattern. However, nucleosomes may still

adopt specific positions over these regions in macrophages, as cell lines frequently have
a different nucleosome repeat length from the endogenous tissue (van Holde, 1988).

Moreover, they employed MNase and do not control for sequence specific digestion. I
have shown that this enzyme could generate a spurious banding pattern and also be
refractive to DNA digestion in some linker regions. Using OP-Cu, I found distinct

positions throughout the gene, with the only exception being in the active gene, where
there were no strong positions between the transcriptional start site and exon five

(figures 51, 52, 53, 54 & 56).
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4.5 Summary
The ovine BLG gene comprises two distinct nucleosome phases which I have named 'A',

represented in light blue, and 'B', represented as dark blue (see Legend). In a given

population of nuclei and at specific locations on the gene they exist together, for instance
between -2000 and -3000. Presumably, phase 'A' predominates in some nuclei and phase
'B' in others unless they oscillate between states. In addition, they can exist separately,
for instance phase 'A' is only present between -1000 and +1000. Phase 'B' is only present

by itself in small areas, for instance between -3040 and -3400.
The only point on the gene where the arrays differ is at about -4kb. Two

nucleosomes (indicated yellow in figure 50) appear to exist in a separate array, divided
from the rest of the gene by a 250bp stretch of undigested DNA (see figure A1 in

Appendix III). This point may define the end of the gene domain. A DNase I general

sensitivity assay could detect if this were the case.

The entire array is clearly defined in the liver where the gene is inactive.

However, in the mammary where the gene is active, the pattern stops over the promoter

region at HSIII with a unique pattern of digestion sites. There are no clearly defined

digestion sites over the start of the transcribed region, but they gradually become more

obvious towards the end, becoming equivalent to those in the liver chromatin around
exon 5.

In BLG, the only distinct difference in chromatin pattern between the active and
inactive gene is over the promoter region at HSIII. Obviously, this excludes the
transcribed region where no chromatin pattern can be seen in the active gene. The

promoter is particularly well mapped in figure 52 using the -0.9kb probe where Rsal

digestion sites at -865 and +882 delimit this area. In the next chapter I shall investigate
this region using the in vitro monomer extension technique to find out the precise sites
of sequence-dependent nucleosome positions. As the DNA sequence is the primary
determinant of nucleosome positioning, this map should correlate with this in vivo map.

In addition to corroborating the in vivo map, this will demonstrate whether some

nucleosomes are more strongly positioned than others. A particularly strongly positioned
nucleosome may be important in initially defining the array.
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Chapter 5

Sequence-Dependent Nucleosome Positioning on the
Ovine BLG Promoter in vitro

5.1 Introduction

The DNA sequence is thought to be a major determinant of nucleosome positioning (see

1.6.3). For this reason, many groups have reconstituted histones on to short, end-labelled
linear DNA fragments in vitro to examine this effect (Drew et al., 1985; Hayes et al.,

1990; Roberts et al., 1995; Fitzgerald et al., 1998). These methods produce high-
resolution nucleosome maps by digesting the unprotected DNA with MNase, DNase or

exonuclease III. Analysis by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis reveals an undigested

footprint where a nucleosome sequesters the DNA.
Such methods are sufficient to map short regions of DNA, but do not lend

themselves to mapping longer stretches of sequence. Recently, the monomer extension

technique has been developed by Allan and co-workers which has been used to produce
a long-range nucleosome positioning map spanning 8kb of the chicken p- and s-globin

gene locus (Yenidunya et al., 1994; Davey et al., 1995). This technique maps the precise

positions adopted by core histone octamers reconstituted on to long DNA sequences.

MNase is employed to nick the unprotected DNA and then progressively digest it until it
reaches a nucleosome boundary. Large sequences of up to 2kb have been mapped in this

way in a single experiment. I have employed this method to map the nucleosome

positions in vitro over the ovine BLG promoter region.
A significant body of evidence suggests that nucleosomes can adopt well defined

locations on the DNA sequence in both reconstituted systems and within the nucleus

(Bock et al., 1984; Thoma et al., 1985; Drew et al., 1987). Moreover, these locations are

frequently the same in both instances (Adroer et al., 1998). Therefore, the in vitro map

of the BLG promoter should complement my in vivo data (chapters 3 & 4) by providing
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a more accurate map of the nucleosome positions. Moreover, as the in vitro data is

quantitative as well as qualitative, it indicates the relative positioning affinities of

nucleosomes. A more strongly positioned nucleosome may have a more important role
in either setting the local nucleosomal array and / or in modulating gene activity.

It should also be born in mind that the nucleosome repeat lengths can differ
between tissues (van Holde, 1988) and gene activity state (De Ambrosis et al., 1987) in
the same organism. Therefore, although the DNA sequence appears to be a major
determinant of nucleosome positioning, it cannot be the only one (Blank et al., 1996; Liu
et al., 1997). Other factors such as: electrostatic interactions (Blank et al., 1995),
chromatin folding (Blank et al., 1996), high mobility group proteins (Tremethick et al.,

1996), linker histones (Sun et al., 1990; Jeong et al., 1991), core histone variants

(Leonardson et al., 1989), non-histone protein complexes (Ito et al., 1997) and even diet

(Castro et al., 1986) can modify nucleosome spacing. Hence, an in vitro map should

only be interpreted in relation to an in vivo one.

5.2 The Monomer Extension Technique
The technique comprises five steps (Figure 65):

1. The region to be mapped is cloned in to pBluescript II KS (-) in both orientations
to examine the nucleosome positioning on both strands.

2. Single stranded DNA is prepared from both constructs with the assistance of

helper phage.
3. Core histones are reconstituted on to one of the dsDNA constructs to form

nucleosomes. These must be at a concentration of approximately one nucleosome

per 500bp of construct DNA in order to test solely for DNA sequence-directed

positioning signals. These reconstitutes are then digested with MNase to release

only nucleosome-protected 146bp fragments of DNA. These 'monomer'

fragments are purified and 32P end-labelled.
4. The monomer fragments of DNA are annealled to one of the ssDNA constructs

and extended with the Klenow fragment of DNA polymerase to form dsDNA.
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This extension reaction proceeds and eventually reaches a key restriction enzyme

site, unique to the construct. While still ssDNA, this site cannot be utilised by the

corresponding restriction enzyme which is present in the reaction mix. However,
once the polymerase makes the site dsDNA, the DNA is cleaved. This site is
used as a reference point in order to position the monomer fragments which had
annealed to the ssDNA construct (Figure 65).

5. The labelled fragments are separated by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and
visualised by phosphorimager and photographic film. The bands correspond to

the distance from the restriction enzyme site to the far-end of the annealed
monomer fragment (Figure 64 & Figure 65). These bands be sized by using the
radiolabelled markers on the same gel and can be quantitated relative to one-

another.

The positions of the nucleosomes can be calculated by simply subtracting the size of
each band from the location of the restriction enzyme site used in the assay. This tells us

the location of the terminal end of the nucleosome (Figure 64). To pinpoint the centre of
the nucleosome 73nt must be added (half of one 146bp nucleosome width). It is accurate

to within +/-lnt at the base of the gel, but may vary by up to 25nt at the top.

Figure 64 Relating band size to nucleosome position
A strongly positioned nucleosome is evident in this diagram at 250bp. This distance upstream from the
ZscoRI site is the terminal end of the nucleosome on the DNA sequence. 73bp further in marks the centre
of the nucleosome. The nucleosome-protected monomer DNA fragment isolated earlier is indicated as a
red box.
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As the Klenow fragment of DNA polymerase synthesises double-stranded DNA away

from the 146bp monomer DNA fragment, it may reach DNA sequences which
destabilise the polymerisation reaction. If the reaction terminates prematurely and

consistently at a specific location before the restriction enzyme site, a band will appear

on the phosphorimage of the resulting polyacrylamide gel. This band does not

correspond to the position of a nucleosome, but reflects a sequence-specific termination
reaction.

In order to control for this possibility, a control reaction is run in parallel which
substitutes water for the restriction enzyme. In this extension reaction, any bands

generated can be excluded from the test lanes which contain the restriction enzyme.

Moreover, as the DNA polymerase reaction terminates prematurely in a sequence-

independent manner, the smear of fragments generated can be subtracted from the test

lanes to reduce the background.
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5.3 Results

Two constructs were generated which contained the 1746bp Rsal fragment of the ovine
BLG gene promoter. They span from -864bp to +882bp with respect to the

transcriptional start site and were inserted in to pBluescript II KS (-) via blunt-ended

ligation into the ITcoRV site in both orientations (Figure 66).
ssDNA was isolated from the pBlueBLG(-) construct using helper phage and

PEG-mediated precipitation. Heated and unheated samples were electrophoresed

through a 2% agarose gel to test for quality and dsDNA contamination (Figure 67).

0/4707 0 / 4707

1/EcoRV
RV

Rsa I
Hind III Eco RV

Rsa I

Figure 66 Constructs Containing the Ovine BLG Promoter Region
The insert of 1746bp (red) has been inserted in both orientations. The sequence of pBlueBLG(+) decreases
in line with that of the plasmid sequence. The insert is in the opposite orientation in pBlueBLG(-). The
start site is indicated as a green arrow and relevant restriction enzyme sites are listed.

M Unheated samples M

Figure 67 Heated and Unheated Samples of pBlueBLG ssDNA
Five different isolates of pBlueBLG(-) were tested. All proved to be of high quality and free from dsDNA
contamination. The upper band in each lane is phage ssDNA commonly found in these preparations and
does not interfere with subsequent steps. 'Heated' means an additional step of 95°C for 5 minutes directly
before loading. 'M' is the lkb marker lane.

M Heated samples M
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The monomer DNA was prepared by reconstituting of histones on to pBlueBLG(-),

digesting it with MNase and isolating the protected 146bp fragments. These were

checked for quality and concentration on an agarose gel (Figure 68).

200bp ►
lOObp ►

Figure 68 pBlueBLG Monomer DNA Fragments
All monomer fragments arc high quality and do not contain contaminating dimcr or trimcr nuclcosome
fragments.

The limit of nucleosome mapping for a single restriction enzyme is approximately

800bp. As the BLG insert is 1.7kb in size, several restriction enzymes were used to map

the full region. These were iscoRI, P/7MI and Sphl (Figure 66). HindlW was also used
as a control as it maps nucleosome positions on the vector and can be used to compare

experiments, for instance, between opposite strands. The polyacrylamide gel of the

resulting reactions can be seen in figure 71.

5.3.1 Data Analysis
The relative intensity of each band was calculated using Aida software (Figure 72). It
correlates the position of each band in millimetres to its relative intensity, measured in

arbitrary units. Therefore, these peaks are related to their position on the image, rather
than to their position in base pairs on the gene. In order to position these peaks relative
to the gene sequence, we must look to the markers.

The sizes of all the bands in the marker lanes is known precisely. Using the

Sigma-plot program, the size of these bands can be related to their position on the image.
This relationship takes the form of a sixth order polynomial equation (Figure 73). Using
this equation, all the bands generated from the monomer extension reactions were

calculated in nucleotides and could therefore be related to the gene sequence. Bands
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which overlap between extension reactions were used to normalise the relative band
intensities between lanes. The background was subtracted from all ordinates by using the

undigested control lane (lane 12).
The position of each band relative to the transcriptional start site was calculated

by subtracting its size from the position of the restriction enzyme site used. For example,
there is a prominent band in Figure 74 in lanes 3 & 4, indicated by red arrow. Using the

polynomial equation, its size was calculated to be 590bp. The position of the PflMl
restriction enzyme used in this extension reaction is +334bp with respect to the

transcriptional start site (Figure 69). Therefore, the position of this digestion site on the

gene is 334-590= -256bp. The centre of the nucleosome was determined by adding 73bp
to give its centre at -183bp.

pfi mi prominent digestion site

H 73bp

-183bp at the nucleosome dyad

Figure 69 Calculating the Position of a Monomer Extension Band Relative to the Gene
The end of the nucleosome is 590bp upstream from the PJJMl digestion site. The centre of the nucleosome
is 73bp further in, at -183bp relative to the transcriptional start site. The BLG insert is red, the exons are
green boxes and the positioned nucleosome is blue.

The bands positions in the extension reactions containing restriction enzymes Sphl and
EcoPl were calculated in the same way (Figure 70). The only exception was that 8bp of

plasmid sequence also had to be accounted for in the EcoRl the digest (from 707 to 715
in figure 66). These results were plotted with their position on the BLG gene versus the
relative band intensities (Figure 74).
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Figure 70 Monomer Extension Mapping of the pBlueBLG(-) construct
The direction of the monomer extension reaction is indicated. The restriction enzyme in the reaction
cleaves the DNA at the positions indicated. The maximum mapping distance of each restriction enzyme is
up to 800bp of DNA, indicated below.

The lanes of the corresponding polyacrylamide gel overleaf are as follows:

1. Marker lane: phage lambda DNA digested with Dde 1 and end-labelled

2. Marker lane: phage lambda DNA digested with Hinfl and end-labelled

3. pBlueBLG(-) monomer extension digested with PflMl

4. pBlueBLG(-) monomer extension digested with PflNll
(duplicate experiment to test for consistency)

5. pBlueBLG(-) monomer extension digested with SphI

6. Marker lane: M13 phage sequenced for cytosine nucleotides

7. Marker lane: M13 phage sequenced for thymidine nucleotides

8. Marker lane: phage lambda DNA digested with DdeI and end-labelled

9. Marker lane: phage lambda DNA digested with Hinfl and end-labelled

10. pBlueBLG(-) monomer extension digested with EcoRl

11. pBlueBLG(-) monomer extension digested with Hindlll

12. pBlueBLG(-) monomer extension control (undigested)

13. Marker lane: M13 phage sequenced for cytosine nucleotides

14. Marker lane: M13 phage sequenced for thymidine nucleotides
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Lane numbers: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10111213 14
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Figure 71 Photographic Image of the pBlueBLG(-) Monomer Extension Reactions
Lanes are indicated above; see text for reference to the red arrow
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Figure 72 Position of Each Band in Relation to its Intensity
A densitometer scan of figure 71, lanes 4 (/yfMI), 5 (Spill) and 10 (EcoRI). The background has not been
subtracted at this point
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Figure 72 cont. Position of Each Band in Relation to its Intensity

A densitometer scan of figure 71, lanes 11 (Hindlll) and 12 (H20 control).
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Figure74NucleosomeMapoftheinvitroNucleosomePositionsovertheSheepBLGPromoterRegion Blueovalsabovethepeaksindicatethepositionofnucleosomeinliverchromatininvivo
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5.4 Discussion

The most striking feature of this map is the strong positioning signal at -183bp (red

arrow). This would position the core particle between -llObp and -256bp and the full

repeat length of 180bp between -93bp and -273bp (Figure 75). There is a smaller peak

upstream of it at -224bp which may indicate an alternative position. The next two most

intense peaks are at -lObp and +356bp. These would align very well with this strongly

positioned nucleosome in a putative 180bp-repeat array. In accordance with this array

are peaks at -743bp, +161 bp and +542bp. There is a peak at -617bp which does not

align with this array and several clustered next to the +542bp peak, notably +520bp and

+458bp. However, owing to the net stabilisation energy from the former peaks, the most

stable array on the insert might be formed by nucleosomes coloured light blue (Figure

75). Obviously, in its natural environment, long range effects and additional proteins
could have a more pronounced influence on this short phased array.

Figure 75 Strong in vitro Nucleosome Positions over the Ovine BLG Promoter
Positions which correlate with a 180bp-array are coloured light blue. Those which do not are coloured
shades of magenta. The start site (green arrow), exon 1 (green box) and DNase I hypersensitive sites (red
box) are indicated. The exact position of the centre of each nucleosome is marked above.

The strongly positioned nucleosome at -183 shows an interesting relationship with the
Stat binding sites which it encompasses (Figure 76). Two of the sites are positioned

exactly at the terminal ends of the nucleosome at -93 and -278. The third is at -210,

approximately 30bp from the dyad axis.
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Stat5 alone is not sufficient to induce full activation (see 1.12 & 1.13), however,

perhaps the location of its binding sites in the linker regions assist its binding to the

DNA, which may induce nucleosome remodelling (Pfitzner et al., 1998). Nucleosome

remodelling could make the NF1 sites more accessible, leading to full activation.

Alternatively, these positions on the nucleosome may enable all three Stat-bound dimers
to interact with each other, possibly mediating a co-operative action. If this were the

case, the nucleosome might also have to be rotationally positioned to allow the Stat5
dimer access to the middle site within the nucleosome. It is unknown whether Stat5

requires nucleosome removal or remodelling to bind its cognate sequence or whether,
like the glucocorticoid receptor, it can bind within a rotationally positioned nucleosome
when its cognate site faces away from the histone proteins. However, from its structure

and indirect evidence, it probably does not bind within a nucleosome (see 1.13).

Figure 76 Position of Stat and NF1 Sites on the Strongly Positioned Nucleosome
The exact positions are: NF1: -51, -55, -77, -159, -254, -266, -272 and -379 Stat: -93, -210 and -278

The nucleosome array present in vivo reflects this hypothetical array formed by

positioned nucleosomes in vitro. In both mammary and liver chromatin the array over

the promoter region (chapter 4, figure 58) matches the light-blue coloured array in figure
74. This is compelling evidence that the underlying DNA sequence over the promoter

region of BLG is a major determinant of nucleosome positioning within this localised
domain. This could result from a number of strong, in-phase positioning signals.

Moreover, this strengthens previous evidence that the monomer extension technique is a

valid method of studying nucleosome positions in vitro.
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Chapter 6
A 16kb BLG Transgene Organises a Normal Nucleosomal

Array over the Promoter

6.1 Introduction

The same nucleosomal array was present over the promoter region of BLG in vitro as

that in vivo (chapter 5). This would suggest that the promoter itself contains sufficient
information to form the correct array structure. However, it is feasible that sequences

out-with the local domain are important in augmenting this structure. Frequently, it has
been shown that regions many kilobases away are vital for correct gene activation

(Pinkert et al., 1987; Montoliu et al., 1996). These distal elements may be involved in

modifying the chromatin structure of the promoter region prior to gene activation as well
as directly activating the gene via transcription factor interactions. I wished to test if

long-range interactions were important in BLG gene activation and as an initial step I
examined the BLG 14 transgene.

The BLG 14 mouse line contains about 5 copies of a BLG transgene comprising
4.2kb of 5' sequence, a 4.7kb transcription unit and 7.3kb of 3' flanking sequence. This
line expresses BLG in a stable and copy number related manner, homogeneously in

secretory epithelial cells throughout the mammary gland (Dobie et al., 1996). Analysis
of this BLG transgene in liver and lactating mammary tissues should answer this

question, since it comprises a finite domain which cannot be influenced by distal
elements from its natural setting.

6.2 Results

Nuclei were isolated by standard procedures from liver and mammary tissues taken from
a BLG14 mouse at mid-lactation (chapter 2). They were partially digested with OP-Cu
and aliquots removed at various time points (2.2.6). After purification, the DNA was

digested with Rsal to generate a 1,7kb genomic fragment. Only time points 2 and 3 from
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each tissue were loaded on an agarose gel together with the appropriate controls. These
time points contained representative fragments from the full time-coarse and could be

compared directly.
After electrophoresis, the DNA fragments were transferred to a nylon membrane

via Southern blotting. Fragments which abut the Rsal site on the BLG gene were

indirect end-labelled using -900DOWN, the same probe used when probing the

equivalent digest of sheep genomic DNA (figures 26 & 52). Radioactively labelled

fragments were visualised on photographic film. Nucleosome positions have been
related diagrammatically to the transcriptional start site of BLG in figure 77 and their

positions are summarised in table 9.

Mammary
Chromatin

Band sizes 260 380 430 545 610

Position on Gene -604 -485 -434 -320 -254

Liver

Chromatin

Band sizes 260 430 610

Position on Gene -604 -434 -254

Mammary
Chromatin

Band sizes 790

Position on Gene -74

Liver

Chromatin

Band sizes 790 970 1150 1330

Position on Gene -74 + 106 +286 +466

Table 9 Positions of OP-Cu Digestion Sites on the BLG 14 Gene Promoter
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Figure77NucleosomeMappingfrom-0.9kbtoDownstreamoftheBLG14Transgene (A)Ethidium-stainedgelbeforeblotting (B)Exposureofindirectend-labelledSouthernblot(sizesindicated) (C)OP-CudigestionsitesinrelationtotheBLGgene\£3/ (D)Diagramofnucleosomepositionsonthegeneinliverchromatin (E)Diagramofnucleosomepositionsonthegeneinmammarychromatin Lanes:12345678910
1BLG14mammarynucleidigestedwithOP-Cuonlŷ timepoint2 .

2.BLG14mammarynucleidigestedwithRsalplus|:|OP-Cu;timepoint2■,.H
3.BLG14mammarynucleidigestedwithRsalplus8tfj| 4.BLG14nakedgenomicDNApositivecontrolUjflH|■■■BUS digestedwithRsalplusOP-CûfiBf|IfJf

5.BLG14livernucleidigestedwithRsalplusrf;IIR|B:": OP-Cu;timepoint2.flIll:I
6.BLG14livernucleidigestedwithRsalplus81p||VI 7.BLG14livernucleidigestedwithOP-Cuonly 8.MousegenomicDNAnegativecontrol digestedwithRsalonly

9.BLG14genomicDNApositivecontrol digestedwithRsalonly
10.MousegenomicDNAdigestedwithRsalplus 5pgoflkbladder(BoehringerMannheim)
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6.3 Discussion

The nucleosomal pattern in the promoter region of the BLG14 transgene appears

essentially identical to that of the gene in its natural environment in sheep (cf. figure 52
in chapter 4). In the liver chromatin, there is a regular and clearly defined array over the

transcriptional start site. In the active gene in mammary tissue, there appears to be an

alternatively positioned nucleosome near the transcriptional start site. At this point only
a smear is evident, although the nucleosomes are probably still present.

Lane 1 (Figure 77) was probed with OP-Cu digested mouse mammary DNA
which was not digested with Rsal. At least ten nucleosome-repeat bands are evident
which do not appear to drop in their relative intensity at any point. A drop in intensity

might indicate that nucleosomes were absent on one side of the probe. Therefore, I

suggest that the nucleosomes within the coding region are in a constant state of flux

owing to polymerase read-though. Moreover, they appear to move as an entire array,

rather than individually, since a regular repeat structure is still evident.
Like the corresponding Southern blot of sheep genomic DNA in chapter 4 (figure

52), the nucleosome positions align with the rest of those in the BLG gene. Therefore,
within the limits of this assay, this experiment shows that the chromatin structure of the

promoter region of the 16kb transgene in mouse line BLG 14 possesses an essentially
identical nucleosome structure to that of the gene in its natural setting in mammary and
liver chromatin in the sheep genome. This means that all sequences necessary to induce
the changes in the nucleosomal alignment on gene activation are present within the
confines of this transgene. As the nucleosome repeat length in these tissues is so similar
in both sheep and mouse, it is difficult to tell whether the transgene repeat length differs
from the average repeat length in mouse chromatin.

It is possible, but highly unlikely, that endogenous mouse sequences out-with the

transgene could compensate for an absence of essential distal elements in the BLG gene.

It is particularly unlikely since these results reflect those not only from the gene in its
natural setting (chapter 4), but also from the in vitro results (chapter 5). Completing the
same experiment in a number of other lines, which contain the same BLG transgene at a

different integration site, could effectively discount this possibility. Indeed, testing
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smaller and smaller transgenes, e.g. only the BLG promoter region, might identify which

regions are capable of setting this nucleosomal structure.

Therefore, this evidence and the in vitro evidence in the previous chapter

strongly suggest that it is the local sequences within the BLG gene which are sufficient
to reorganise the chromatin structure to induce gene activation. This is probably
mediated through the recruitment of trans-acting factors which interact with the

underlying DNA sequence.
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Chapter 7

In vivo and in vitro Investigation of Additional Milk
Protein Gene Promoters which are Stat5 Regulated

7.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, the Stat5 GAS binding sites showed an interesting relationship
with the in vitro nucleosome positions on the ovine BLG promoter region. Two of the
three binding sites are located in the linker regions on either side of the nucleosome

positioned at -180bp on the sheep gene. The third is located 30bp away from the dyad
axis of that nucleosome. If this were significant in relation to Stat5-mediated gene

regulation, a similar relationship might be found in the highly related caprine BLG gene.

Other milk protein genes, which are also Stat5 regulated, might have a similar

relationship with positioned nucleosomes over their promoter regions. If this were the

case, it could suggest that positioned nucleosomes have a direct bearing on Stat-
mediated gene regulation.

To test this hypothesis, the position of nucleosomes over the promoter region of
a number of other Stat5-regulated genes was analysed (Figure 78). The highly related

caprine BLG gene was tested initially, since a strong deviation from the nucleosome

positions in the ovine BLG gene would realistically negate this hypothesis. The

following genes were also tested: goat p-casein, mouse p-casein, mouse a-lactalbumin
and human a-lactalbumin. A correlation over such a broad range of genes and/or species
would lend weight to the hypothesis.

All gene promoter regions were cloned in both orientations in to pBluescript II

KS(-) to examine the nucleosome positions in vitro. In addition, with the exception of
the human gene, they were analysed in vivo in nuclei extracted from tissue. My efforts of

persuasion in the neighbouring neo-natal clinics were not sufficient in order to acquire
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healthy, fresh, lactating human mammary tissue. Neoplastic or cancerous tissue could
have been obtained, but it is usually highly degraded, fixed or non-lactating and may

well have an altered chromatin configuration (Patel et al., 1997).
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Figure 78 Positions of Stat5-Binding Sites on the Genes Analysed
Stat site positions (red) are as follows: ovine & caprine BLG -93, -210 & -278; caprine p-casein -98;
mouse p-casein -98; mouse a-lactalbumin -267; human a-lactalbumin -62, -278 & -457. Distance in base
pairs is indicated above & the transcriptional start site is displayed as a green arrow.

7.2 Results

I shall present the data in the following manner:

1. Analysis of the aforementioned gene promoters in the following order: the

caprine BLG gene (7.3), the caprine p-casein gene (7.4), the mouse p-casein gene

(7.5), the mouse a-lactalbumin gene (7.6) and the human a-lactalbumin gene

(7.7).
2. Each section shall begin with a description of the experimental design, followed

by the in vitro analysis and then the in vivo analysis.
3. At the end of each section there will be a discussion relating to these findings.
4. At the end of the chapter, I shall present an overall discussion (7.8).
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The legend used to represent the in vivo data in figures 84, 91, 99 and 106 is the same as

that used in chapters 3 and 4 (see legend).

Start site of transcription A
Nucleosome in phased array

hi i Hypersensitive site (III) \J

Exon (I) I Nucleosome in alternative phased array

OP-CU cut sites over gene

Nucleosome array unclear

Legend In vivo data figures

7.3 Caprine p-Lactoglobulin

7.3.1 In vitro analysis

The promoter region from -727 (ZfarBI) to +31 (PvmII) was cloned into the £coRV site
of pBluescript II KS (-) by blunt ended ligation to create pK'BLG (D) (Figure 79). The
insert was cloned in the opposite orientation by digesting with ZfasHII which cleaves on

either side of the multiple cloning region. After re-ligation, pK'BLG (R) was isolated.
"K' " stands for caprine and "D" and "R" for "direct" and "reverse" orientations,

respectively.
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Figure 79 Constructs Containing the Caprine BLG Promoter Region in Both
Orientations
Notable restriction enzyme sites are indicated next to their position on the plasmid. The first exon (green
box) is positioned next to the transcriptional start site (green arrow).

The core particle DNA fragments and ssDNA were isolated as before (2.4 & 5.2) (Figure

80). The restriction enzyme used in the pK'BLG (D) monomer extension reactions was

ZscoRI and for the pK'BLG (R) reaction Hindlll was used. These produce extension

fragments which span the insert. Once electrophoresed through a polyacrylamide gel the

banding patterns were visualised on a phosphorimaging screen (Figure 81).

146bp
monomers

ssDNA ssDNA

(unheated) (heated)

Figure 80 Monomer DNA Fragments and ssDNA from K'BLG Constructs

The band sizes were correlated with their position on the image using Aida and Sigma-

plot software as before (chapter 5). Once the background had been subtracted, the peaks
were plotted with respect to their position on the caprine BLG promoter for both

pK'BLG (D) (Figure 82) and pK'BLG (R) (Figure 83).
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Lanes:

1. lOObp marker

2. Lambda Hinfl marker

3. Lambda DdeI marker

4. K'BLG (D) & EcoK\

5. K'BLG (D) & H20

6. K'BLG (R) & HindlU

7. K'BLG (R) & H20

8. 1 OObp marker

.*4— 10OObp
— 900bp
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Figure 81 Monomer Extension Reactions of the pK'BLG (D) and (R) Constructs
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PositionwithRespecttotheTranscriptionalStartSite
Figure82NucleosomePositionsOvertheCaprineBLGPromoterRegioninpK'BLG(D)
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PositionwithRespecttotheTranscriptionalStartSite
Figure83NucleosomePositionsOvertheCaprineBLGPromoterRegioninpK'BLG(R)
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7.3.2 In vivo analysis
Goat liver and lactating mammary nuclei were isolated by standard procedures (2.2).

They were digested with OP-Cu in the same manner, and for the same time, as those of

sheep nuclei (4.2). The time points are the same as follows:

time point 0: 0 minutes OP-Cu digestion time point 3: 30 minutes OP-Cu digestion
time point 1:10 minutes OP-Cu digestion time point 4: 40 minutes OP-Cu digestion
time point 2: 20 minutes OP-Cu digestion time point 5: 60 minutes OP-Cu digestion

After protein extraction, the DNA was further digested with BamYLl, which cuts the
BLG promoter at -1.7kb with respect to the transcriptional start site. Primers were

designed to abut this site on its downstream side and amplify a region of 247bp adjacent
to it. This fragment was purified and end-labelled to act as a probe for the Southern
blotted membrane.

The radiolabelled fragments were visualised on the membrane using

photographic film and the band sizes were calculated in relation to the markers (Table

10). A diagrammatic representation of the banding pattern (Figure 84) shows the OP-Cu

digestion sites in relation to the gene sequence.

Like the ovine BLG gene, only time points 2 and 3 for both mammary and liver
titrations were electrophoresed on the composite gel so that the active and inactive

promoter regions could be compared directly.

Mammary

Chromatin

Band sizes 180 310 370 480 530 660 710 900 1070 1250 1190

Position on Gene -1.52 -1.37 -1.33 -1.22 -1.17 -1.04 -0.99 -0.80 -0.63 -0.45 -0.51

Mammary

Chromatin

Band sizes 1370 1430

Position on Gene -0.21 -0.27

Liver

Chromatin

Band sizes 180 370 530 710 900 1070 1250 1430 1610 1790 1970

Position on Gene -1.52 -1.33 -1.17 -0.99 -0.80 -0.63 -0.45 -0.27 -0.09 +0.09 +0.27

Table 10 Positions of OP-Cu Digestion Sites on the Caprine BLG Gene Promoter
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Figure84NucleosomeMappingfrom-1.7kbtoDownstreamoftheCaprineBLGGene (A)Ethidium-stainedgelbeforeblotting (B)Exposureofindirectend-labelledSouthernblot(sizesindicated) (C)OP-CudigestionsitesinrelationtotheBLGgene (D)Diagramofnucleosomepositionsonthegeneinlivernuclei (E)Diagramofnucleosomepositionsonthegeneinmammarynuclei Lanes:
1.CaprinemammarynucleidigestedwithOP-Cuonly timepoint2

2.CaprinemammarynucleidigestedwithBamYYlplus OP-Cu;timepoint3
3.CaprinemammarynucleidigestedwithBamYYlplus OP-Cu;timepoint2

4.CaprinenakedgenomicDNApositivecontrol digestedwithBamYllplusOP-Cu
5.CaprinelivernucleidigestedwithBamYllplus OP-Cu;timepoint2

6.CaprinelivernucleidigestedwithBamYilplus OP-Cu;timepoint3
7.CaprinelivernucleidigestedwithOP-Cuonly timepoint2

8.MousegenomicDNAnegativecontrol digestedwithBamYllonly
9.CaprinegenomicDNApositivecontrol digestedwithBamYilonly

10.MousegenomicDNAdigestedwithBamYYlplus 5ggoflkbladder(BoehringerMannheim)
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7.3.3 Discussion

The in vitro data indicates a strongly positioned nucleosome at -174bp with respect to

the transcriptional start site. There is an additional sub-band close to this site at -165bp
which may indicate an alternative position. Most importantly this is the strongest

position in this map and it correlates almost exactly with the same position on the ovine
BLG map.

There are additional peaks at positions +9bp, -316bp and -397bp with a cluster
further upstream at positions -469bp, -477bp, -499bp and -518bp. These are most

obvious in pK'BLG (R) where they are more intense than their counterparts in pK'BLG

(D). This probably because of a decrease in the relative intensity of the -174bp band, so

that in actual fact they are not as intense as they appear. The relative decrease in

intensity of this band may be caused by the high background experienced at the top of
the gel (Figure 81). Although in the figure the band is very prominent, the high

background may have diluted this relative intensity when subtracted from the H2O
control lane. Therefore, I postulate that the only strong positioning signal is the one

present at -174bp.
This position is reflected in the in vivo analysis in liver chromatin (Figure 84).

There is a regular array of nucleosomes extending from -1520bp until the limit of the

assay at +270bp. It is feasible that this entire array could be positioned from the strongly

positioned nucleosome at -174bp. This array reflects that of the ovine BLG gene, except

that there is no distinct alternative array. This alternative array is indicated by dark-blue
coloured nucleosomes in the ovine BLG gene. In the ovine gene, it starts at

approximately -3kb and continues for about 1800bp until just short of the HS II site at

-800bp. There are faint indications of bands in this region in the goat BLG gene which

may be indicative of this very weak alternative array.

In goat mammary chromatin, the same array seen in liver chromatin stops at

-270bp with respect to the BLG transcriptional start site. No obvious bands exist
downstream of this point, possibly because the nucleosomes are in a constant state of
flux as the polymerase repeatedly initiates transcription.
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Like the sheep mammary BLG gene, the nucleosomal array is disrupted at about

-630bp. A number of additional digestion sites exist between this point and -270bp, but
their exact positions are unclear as these bands are tightly compressed. Since the

transcription factor binding sites are highly conserved between goat and sheep BLG

genes, these digestion sites are probably the same in both cases, indicating the presence

of a possible alternative array.

This alternative array seen further upstream in the sheep BLG gene is also
obvious in the same region in the goat mammary BLG gene. In the goat gene it starts at

-1040bp and extends in an upstream direction to at least -1370bp (Figure 84;
nucleosomes coloured dark blue). This differs slightly from the sheep gene where it
starts at -1220bp, one nucleosome further upstream. It is intriguing that this switch in
nucleosome phases occurs at almost the same position in both species.

In summary, the most strongly positioned nucleosome in vitro exists at -174bp
with respect to the transcriptional start site for both sheep and goat BLG. This position is
also occupied in vivo and may direct the array of phased nucleosomes which surround it.
The Stat5 binding sites and this strongly positioned nucleosome are conserved in goat

and sheep BLG genes (Figure 85). Therefore, caprine BLG data supports the hypothesis
that the position of this nucleosome may in some way augment Stat5-mediated induction
of the BLG gene.

Figure 85 Position of Stat and NF1 Sites on the Strongly Positioned Nucleosome
The exact positions are: NF1: -51, -55, -77, -159, -254, -266, -272 and -379 Stat: -93, -210 and -278
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7.4 Caprine p-Casein

7.4.1 In vitro analysis
The caprine p-casein promoter region from -309 (Bgl II) to +139 (Bgl II) was

cloned into pBluescript II KS (-) using a ligation compatible BamHl site. It inserted in
both orientations to produce pK'bcas (D) and pK'bcas (R) (Figure 86).

Figure 86 Constructs Containing the Caprine P-Casein Promoter Region in Both
Orientations

The monomer DNA fragments and the ssDNA were isolated as before and displayed no

contamination when checked on a 2% agarose gel (Figure 87).

S

I / \
146bp ssDNA ssDNA

monomers (unheated) (heated)

Figure 87 Caprine P-Casein monomer DNA fragments and ssDNA from pK'bcas (D)
and pK'bcas (R)

The monomer extension reactions were performed with the Xbal restriction enzyme to

test for nucleosome positions on the insert, and H2O in the undigested control (Figure

88). After data analysis, the peaks were plotted in relation to their position on the gene

for both constructs pK'bcas (D) (Figure 89) and pK'bcas (R) (Figure 90).
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Lanes:

1. lOObp marker

2. Lambda Hinfl marker

3. Lambda DdeI marker

4. K'bcas (D) & Xbal

5. K'bcas (D) & H20

6. K'bcas (R) & Xbal

7. K'bcas (R) & H20

8. 1 OObp marker

[ m■

Figure 88 Monomer Extension Reactions of the pK'bcas Constructs



PositionwithRespecttotheTranscriptionalStartSite
Figure89MapoftheinvitroNucleosomePositionsovertheCaprinep-CaseinPromoterRegioninpK'bcas(D) 183
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7.4.2 In vivo analysis
The same OP-Cu digests of goat mammary and liver nuclei generated previously to

probe for caprine BLG were used here. However, instead of subsequently digesting the
DNA time points with BamYW, they were digested with Hindlll. This digests the goat

P-casein promoter at -1762bp, generating a genomic fragment spanning the promoter

region in excess of 2kb. Primer pairs were designed to amplify a 279bp region abutting
"3 'J

the downstream end of the Hindlll site. This was used as the PdCTP end-labelled

probe specific to the caprine p-casein gene. If there are any positioned nucleosomes over

the goat p-casein promoter region, this probe would highlight them as footprints,
bounded on either side by distinct bands.

The samples loaded in the 1.5% agarose gel were in the same order as the

previous Southern blot experiments. Again, only time points 2 and 3 from both liver and

mammary nuclei titrations were loaded in order to compare the active and inactive states

directly. The resulting radiolabeled fragments on the membrane were visualised on

photographic film. A diagram of the banding pattern has been drawn to indicate the

possible positions of nucleosomes which would correlate best with this data (Figure 91).
The positions of the digestion sites on the gene are indicated in table 11.

Although the liver chromatin sample was obscured by non-specific background
in regions further up the membrane, nucleosome positioning in bands smaller than

1130bp is still very clear.

Mammary
Chromatin

Band sizes 170 260 350 430 520 590 680 770

Position on Gene -1592 -1502 -1412 -1332 -1242 -1172 -1082 -992

Mammary
Chromatin

Band sizes 860 950 1130 1310 1400 1490 1580 1670

Position on Gene -902 -812 -632 -452 -362 -272 -182 -92

Mammary
Chromatin

Band sizes 2110

Position on Gene +348

Liver

Chromatin

Band sizes 350 520 680 860 1040

Position on Gene -1412 -1242 -1082 -902 -722

Table 11 Positions of OP-Cu Digestion Sites on the Caprine p-Casein Gene Promoter
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Figure91NucleosomeMappingfrom-1.76kbtoDownstreamoftheCaprinep-CaseinGene (A)Ethidium-stainedgelbeforeblotting (B)Exposureofindirectend-labelledSouthernblot(sizesindicated) (C)OP-CudigestionsitesinrelationtotheBLGgene (D)Diagramofnucleosomepositionsonthegeneinlivernuclei (E)Diagramofnucleosomepositionsonthegeneinmammarynuclei Lanes:12345678910
1.CaprinemammarynucleidigestedwithOP-Cuonly timepoint2

2.CaprinemammarynucleidigestedwithHindlllplus OP-Cu;timepoint3
3.CaprinemammarynucleidigestedwithHindlllplus OP-Cu;timepoint2

4.CaprinenakedgenomicDNApositivecontrol digestedwithHindlllplusOP-Cu
5.CaprinelivernucleidigestedwithHindlllplus OP-Cu;timepoint2

6.CaprinelivernucleidigestedwithHindlllplus OP-Cu;timepoint3
7.CaprinelivernucleidigestedwithOP-Cuonly timepoint2

8.MousegenomicDNAnegativecontrol digestedwithHindlllonly
9.CaprinegenomicDNApositivecontrol digestedwithHindlllonly

10.MousegenomicDNAdigestedwithHindlllplus 5ggoflkbladder(BoehringerMannheim)
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7.4.3 Discussion

There is a very strongly positioned nucleosome at +83bp in the in vitro map. It is three
times the intensity of all other peaks, except the one at -295bp. This peak is under half
its intensity, but interestingly it is quite broad, spanning to -284bp, which would be in

phase with a nucleosome array positioned over the +83bp site (Figure 92). Within this

array, the Stat5 site is situated directly in the centre of a nucleosome (Figure 92), raising
the possibility that this may exclude Stat5 access to its cognate site in vivo.

-457bp -277bp -98bp +83bp

Figure 92 Nucleosome Array Extrapolated from in vitro Data
The Stat5 site at -98bp is indicated by a red circle

A complex array of nucleosomes can be visualised over the promoter region in vivo

(Figure 91). The liver sample banding patterns are rather unclear above the 1130bp band

owing to non-specific hybridisation. However, a clear array is present up until that point
which is in phase with the in vitro array (Figure 92). This array places the Stat5 binding
sites in the centre of a nucleosome.

The nucleosome array in mammary chromatin can be visualised much further
over the gene, extending to over 2kb in size (Table 11). Two alternative nucleosome

arrays extend between -1592bp and -812bp, exactly out of phase with a 90bp difference.
After this point the array indicated by light-blue coloured nucleosome appears to

predominate until -452bp where both arrays resume. Between -92bp and +348bp it is

very difficult to distinguish individual bands as they are so tightly packed (Figure 91).
There are two principal differences between the nucleosome arrays in the ovine

and caprine BLG genes and this gene. Firstly, bands are present over the mammary p-

casein gene transcriptional start site, whereas, in both BLG genes there are none. This
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could indicate that the goat p-casein gene is not as actively transcribed as the BLG

genes. Secondly, an alternative nucleosomal array permeates the p-casein gene in

mammary chromatin but not liver chromatin. Conversely, in the BLG genes the
nucleosome structure in mammary and liver chromatin is very similar. This may be
instrumental in the regulation of goat p-casein discussed below.

The nucleosome array, indicated in Figure 91 by light-blue coloured

nucleosomes, positions the StatS binding site in the centre of a nucleosome. This array is
evident in both liver and mammary chromatin and also in the in vitro assay. However,
the alternative array in mammary chromatin, indicated by dark-blue coloured

nucleosomes, is 90bp out of phase with the light-blue coloured one. This would position
the Stat5 binding site directly in the linker region between nucleosomes (Figure 93).

-632bp -452bp -272bp -92bp

Figure 93 Nucleosome Array in the Caprine Mammary p-Casein Gene
Positions relative to the transcriptional start site and the Stat5 site (red) are indicated.

The light-blue coloured array may be the more stable array, owing to the strong

positioning signal at +83bp. This is present in the inactive gene in liver chromatin and

may stabilise the inactive state by excluding transcription factors. The dominant array

could shift to the alternative dark-blue coloured array when the gene is activated,

allowing Stat5 to possibly bind its cognate site more easily in the linker region. It is
unknown whether Stat5 can bind within a nucleosome (1.13.1). The mechanism by which
the phasing could shift between arrays is unclear, but could be due to long range

sequence dependent interactions. A modification to the array further away could

generate enough local stability to overcome the positioning signal at +83bp.

Alternatively, a chromatin remodelling complex may interact directly with the gene,

shifting and stabilising the alternative array structure.
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7.5 Mouse p-Casein

7.5.1 In vitro analysis
The mouse p-casein promoter region was excised from -545 (Nsil) to +95 (Nsil) with

respect to the transcriptional start site. Using the ligation-compatible Pstl site in the

vector, it was inserted into pBluescript II KS (-) in both orientations (Figure 94).

Figure 94 Constructs Generated which Contain the Mouse P-Casein Promoter Region in
both Orientations

The isolated monomer DNA fragments were electrophoresed through an agarose gel to

check for contaminating dimer fragments or degraded DNA beneath the 146bp band.
The ssDNA was tested in a similar manner for dsDNA contamination or degradation.
Both proved to be of sufficient quality to proceed with the monomer extension assay

(Figure 95).

I / \
146bp ssDNA ssDNA

monomers (unheated) (heated)

Figure 95 Monomer DNA fragments and ssDNA from pmbcas (D) and (R)

Each construct was tested for nucleosome positioning by conducting the monomer

extension reaction in the presence of BamHl, which acts as a reference point in order to
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locate the nucleosome binding sites. In addition, each reaction was also completed in the
absence of restriction enzyme in case the DNA polymerisation reaction terminated

prematurely at any specific point, generating fragments which do not relate to

nucleosome positions (Figure 96).

The banding patterns generated were analysed using Aida and Sigma-plot
software and the intensity of each position was plotted in relation to the centre of that
nucleosome (as chapter 5). The nucleosome positions on constructs pK'bcas(D) (Figure

97) and pK'bcas(R) (Figure 98) were plotted in relation to the transcriptional start site of
the gene.

7.5.2 In vivo analysis

Mouse liver and mammary tissues were isolated from a (CBA x C57B1/6)F1 non-

transgenic mouse and the nuclei isolated by standard procedures (2.5). They were

digested with OP-Cu as before, with aliquots taken at the following time points:

time point 0: 0 minutes OP-Cu digestion time point 3: 30 minutes OP-Cu digestion
time point 1:10 minutes OP-Cu digestion time point 4: 40 minutes OP-Cu digestion
time point 2: 20 minutes OP-Cu digestion time point 5: 60 minutes OP-Cu digestion

As in previous experiments, only time points 2 and 3 were loaded from both tissues, so

that they could be compared directly on the same blot. These time points were further

digested with restriction enzyme Xrnnl which digests the gene at +1349bp within the
transcribed region. A primer pair was designed to amplify a 324bp region abutting the

upstream side of the Xmnl site for use in the indirect end-labelling reaction. The results
are displayed in the same format as in previous experiments (Figure 99) (Table 12).

Mammary
Chromatin

Band sizes 110 290 470 650 830

Position on Gene +1240 + 1060 +880 +700 +520

Liver

Chromatin

Band sizes 110 290 470 650 830 1010

Position on Gene +1240 +1060 +880 +700 +520 +340

Table 12 Positions of OP-Cu Digestion Sites on the Mouse p-casein Gene Promoter
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Lanes:

1. Lambda DdeI marker

2. Lambda Hinfi marker

3. mbcas (D) & BamHI

4. mbcas (D) & H2O

5. mbcas (R) & BamWl

6. mbcas (R) & H2O

7. Lambda DdeI marker

8. Lambda Hinfl marker
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Figure 96 Monomer Extension Reactions of the mbcas (D) and (R) Constructs
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Figure98MapoftheInVitroNucleosomePositionsovertheMousep-caseinPromoterRegioninthepmbcas(R)Construct 194



Figure99NucleosomeMappingfrom1.34kbtoUpstreamoftheMouse(3-CaseinGene (A)Ethidium-stainedgelbeforeblotting (B)Exposureofindirectend-labelledSouthernblot(sizesindicated) (C)OP-Cudigestionsitesinrelationtothegene (D)Diagramofnucleosomepositionsonthegeneinlivernuclei (E)Diagramofnucleosomepositionsonthegeneinmammarynuclei Lanes:
1.MousemammarynucleidigestedwithOP-Cuonly timepoint2

2.MousemammarynucleidigestedwithXmnlplus OP-Cu;timepoint3
3.MousemammarynucleidigestedwithXmnlplus OP-Cu;timepoint2

4.MousenakedgenomicDNApositivecontrol digestedwithXmnlplusOP-Cu
5.MouselivernucleidigestedwithXmnlplus OP-Cu;timepoint2

6.MouselivernucleidigestedwithXmnlplus OP-Cu;timepoint3
7.MouselivernucleidigestedwithOP-Cuonly timepoint2

8.PorcinegenomicDNAnegativecontrol digestedwithXmnlonly
9.MousegenomicDNApositivecontrol digestedwithXmnlonly

10.PorcinegenomicDNAdigestedwithXmnlplus 5pgoflkbladder(BoehringerMannheim)

12345678910
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7.5.3 Discussion

The dominant positioning signal in vitro has its dyad centred at -284bp, with a

substantial sub-band at -297bp (Figure 98). The repeat length of this major nucleosome

position spans from -194bp to -374bp (Figure 100). An array which extends out from
this strongly positioned nucleosome will align the Stat5 site in the centre of an adjacent
nucleosome. This is very similar to the goat p-casein gene, whose Stat5 site is also
located at the centre of a nucleosome at the same position.

-464bp -284bp -104bp +76bp

Figure 100 Nucleosome Array in the Mouse Mammary p-Casein Gene
Positions relative to the transcriptional start site and the Stat5 site (red at -99bp) are indicated.

The in vivo map extends from +1240bp to +340bp (Table 12) in liver chromatin with

only a single phased array evident (Figure 99). This array does not extend over the

region mapped in vitro, but if extrapolated both in vivo and in vitro arrays do align.

Therefore, in liver chromatin, the Stat5 site is probably aligned to the centre of a

nucleosome.

The array is identical in the mammary gene chromatin, but can only be visualised

up to +520bp with respect to the transcriptional start site. Like the goat p-casein gene, an

alternative array may exist over the promoter region which allows Stat5 to bind its

cognate site within the linker region. This is quite feasible since the array which is
evident in the mouse p-casein gene aligns almost exactly with one in the goat p-casein

gene. The Stat5 site in both genes is present at the same position and in both cases is

positioned at the centre of a nucleosome in this array. Further investigation upstream of
the promoter region should reveal if this is the case.
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7.6 Mouse a-Lactalbumin

7.6.1 In vitro analysis
The mouse a-lactalbumin promoter region was cloned from -561 (UamHI) to +50

(.BamHY) and inserted into the pBluescript II KS (-) vector at the BamHl site. This
created pmalac(R). This phagemid was digested with Z?wHII and re-ligated to generate

pmalac(R) in the opposite orientation (Figure 101).

0 / 3561

SssHII

Seal Seal

BssHII

1289^
1307v

1392 HI
EcoRI

BssHII

Figure 101 Constructs Generated which Contain the Mouse a-Lactalbumin Promoter
Region in both Orientations

The monomer DNA fragments and ssDNA generated from both constructs were checked
on an agarose gel before proceeding to the extension reaction step (Figure 102).

146bp
monomers

ssDNA ssDNA

(unheated) (heated)

Figure 102 Monomer DNA fragments and ssDNA from pmalac (D) and (R)

•EcoRI was included in the pmalac(D) monomer extension reaction and Xbal in the

pmalac(R) reaction to act as a reference point in order to locate nucleosome positions on

the constructs. Each reaction was also conducted with water in place of the restriction

enzyme as a control (Figure 103).
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Lanes:

1. Lambda DdeI marker

2. Lambda Hinfl marker

3. malac (D) & .EcoRI

4. malac (D) & H20

5. malac (R) & Xbal

6. malac (R) & H20

7. M13 'C' nucleotide marker

8. M13 T nucleotide marker

- »

nil |M =

i

Figure 103 Monomer Extension Reactions of the pmalac (D) and (R) Constructs
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The monomer extension bands were sized using the M13 sequencing markers and the

bacteriophage lambda digestion markers with the Sigma-plot software package. In

addition, the bands were quantified with the Aida densitometer software. The resulting

peaks, which represent the relative nucleosome positioning intensities, were plotted with

respect to the centre of each nucleosome relative to the start site of the gene. pmalac(D)

(Figure 104) and pmalac(R) (Figure 105) maps overlap between -250bp and -200bp.
This is most obvious at the large peak at approximately -200bp.

7.6.2 Mouse a-Lactalbumin: in vivo analysis
The mouse mammary and liver OP-Cu digestion time points generated in the previous

experiment for the mouse p-casein gene were also used here. They were further digested
with restriction enzyme Xbal which digests the mouse a-lactalbumin gene at +1257bp
within the transcribed region. A primer pair was designed to amplify a 378bp region

abutting the upstream side of the Xbal site for use in the subsequent indirect end-

labelling reaction.
The radioactively labelled membrane was exposed to photographic film to reveal

any banding pattern over the OP-Cu & Xbal digested mouse a-lactalbumin promoter

region. This could indicate the presence of positioned nucleosomes. The band sizes were

calculated in relation to the marker lane and are shown in table 13. Possible nucleosome

positions over the promoter region are shown in relation to the photographic image of
the membrane (Figure 106).

Mammary
Chromatin

Band sizes 360 540 720 900 980 1080 1160 1260 1440

Position on Gene +897 +717 +537 +357 +277 +177 +97 -3 -183

Liver

Chromatin

Band sizes 180 360 540 720 900 1080 1260 1440 1620

Position on Gene +1077 +897 +717 +537 +357 +177 -3 -183 -363

Table 13 Positions of Digestion Sites on the Mouse a-Lactalbumin Gene Promoter
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PositionwithRespecttotheTranscriptionalStartSite
Figure104MapoftheInVitroNucleosomePositionsovertheMousea-lactalbuminPromoterinthepmalac(D)Construct 201



Figure105MapoftheInVitroNucleosomePositionsovertheMousea-lactalbuminPromoterinthepmalac(R)Construct 202



Figure106NucleosomeMappingfrom+1.26kbtoUpstreamoftheMousea-LactalbuminGene (A)Ethidium-stainedgelbeforeblotting (B)Exposureofindirectend-labelledSouthernblot(sizesindicated) (C)OP-CudigestionsitesinrelationtotheBLGgene (D)Diagramofnucleosomepositionsonthegeneinlivernuclei (E)Diagramofnucleosomepositionsonthegeneinmammarynuclei Lanes:
1.MousemammarynucleidigestedwithOP-Cuonly timepoint2

2.MousemammarynucleidigestedwithXbalplus OP-Cu;timepoint3
3.MousemammarynucleidigestedwithXbalplus OP-Cu;timepoint2

4.MousenakedgenomicDNApositivecontrol digestedwithXbalplusOP-Cu
5.MouselivernucleidigestedwithXbalplus OP-Cu;timepoint2

6.MouselivernucleidigestedwithXbalplus OP-Cu;timepoint3
7.MouselivernucleidigestedwithOP-Cuonly timepoint2

5.PorcinegenomicDNAnegativecontrol digestedwithXbalonly
9.MousegenomicDNApositivecontrol digestedwithXbalonly

10.PorcinegenomicDNAdigestedwithXbalplus 5pgoflkbladder(BoehringerMannheim)

12345678910
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7.6.3 Discussion

The distribution of peaks in this analysis is rather more complex than in the previous

genes. The most prominent peak in the in vitro analysis of the promoter region is

positioned at -512bp. In addition to this, there are several clusters of peaks, distributed
around a major peak at: -319bp, -298bp, -200bp, -184bp, -22bp, -7bp and +24bp. These
can be aligned into the following three nucleosome arrays (Figure 107):

Lactalbumin Gene Positions are relative to the transcriptional start site; the Stat5 site at -267bp is
indicated by a red circle.

Only the array represented by dark-blue coloured nucleosomes aligns with the in vivo

data (Figure 107). In vitro these are centrally positioned at -184bp and -7bp and in vivo

the positions are at +7bp, +187bp and if extrapolated, -173bp. Although these positions

vary by approximately 12bp, this is within the error margin.

Only the active gene in mammary chromatin displays this dark-blue coloured
nucleosomal array. It starts at +277bp and extends over the transcriptional start site to

the limit of the assay at -83bp. It is unknown how far upstream it persists. Notably, this

array positions the Stat5 site in the linker region between nucleosomes. In vivo there is
also an alternative light-blue coloured array in the active gene, which is approximately

90bp out of phase with the former array. Therefore, this array positions the Stat5 site
close to the dyad of the nucleosome.

This light-blue coloured array is the only one evident in the inactive gene in liver
chromatin. This array may deny Stat5 access to its cognate site when the gene is not

actively transcribing. This array might be present in mammary chromatin when the gene

is not highly active.
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7.7 Human a-Lactalbumin

7.7.1 In vitro analysis
The gene promoter region was cloned from -570 (AccI) to +113 (Pvull) and inserted in
one orientation into pBluescript II KS (-) between the Accl and EcolW sites to produce

phalac(R). This construct was digested with ZfasHII and re-ligated to produce phalac(R),
which contains the insert in the opposite orientation (Figure 108).

0/3624

essHii
Xho\

Sea I Seal

SssHII

EcoRV/Pvull
EcoRI

EcoRl
EcoRV / Pvull

Figure 108 Constructs Generated which Contain the Human a-Lactalbumin Promoter
Region in both Orientations

The monomer DNA fragments and the ssDNA isolated from both constructs (Figure

109) was of sufficient quality to proceed with the monomer extension reaction. Xhol
was included in the phalac(D) extension reaction and EcoRI in the phalac(R) extension
reaction. These act as a reference point in sizing the resulting fragments (Figure 110).

146bp
monomers

ssDNA ssDNA

(unheated) (heated)

Figure 109 146bp Monomer DNA Fragments and ssDNA from phalac(D) and
phalac(R) Constructs

The positions and relative intensities of the bands within the insert were plotted relative
to each other for both the phalac(D) (Figure 111) and the phalac(R) (Figure 112)
constructs.
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12 3 4 5 6 7 8

1OOObp

900bp
800bp

700bp

Lanes:

1. 1 OObp marker

2. halac (D) & Xhol

3. halac (D) & H20

4. halac (R) & ZTcoRI

5. halac (R) & H20

6. Lambda DdeI marker

7. Lambda Hinfl marker

8. 1 OObp marker

II 600bp

500bp

400bp

300bp

Figure 110 Monomer Extension Reactions of the halac (D) and (R) Constructs
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PositionwithRespecttotheTranscriptionalStartSite
Figure112MapoftheInVitroNucleosomePositionsovertheHumana-lactalbuminPromoterinthephalac(R)Construct 209



7.7.2 Discussion

Only an in vitro map was generated over the human a-lactalbumin promoter region

owing to the difficulty in obtaining tissue for in vivo work. The map displays several

prominent peaks at positions: -478bp, -438bp, -290bp, -265bp, -91bp, -35bp and +81 bp.
Nucleosomes can be aligned to fit this series of peaks as follows (Figure 113).

Figure 113 Nucleosome Array Extrapolated from in vitro Data of the Human a-
Lactalbumin Gene Positions are relative to the transcriptional start site; the Stat5 sites (at -62bp, -

278bp & -457bp) are indicated by red circles.

The peaks at -478bp, -290bp and +81 bp could form an array (coloured light-blue) which
is consistent with a repeat length of approximately 190bp. In addition, the peaks at

-438bp, -265bp and -91 bp could also form an alternative array with a repeat length of

approximately 180bp. The average repeat length in leukocytes is 185bp +/-2bp

(Kahmann & Rake, 1993) and in HeLa cells approximately 191 bp (Compton et al.,

1976; Tate & Philipson, 1979) . All Stat5 sites would be positioned close to the dyad
axis in either of these arrays. The nucleosome position at -35bp does not appear to align
with any other positions although it is quite prominent in the analysis (Figure 111).

If Stat5 preferentially binds its cognate site within the linker region between

nucleosomes, this alignment may assist in inhibiting Stat5-mediated gene activation. In
this case, chromatin remodelling might be required in order to allow Stat5 access to its
site.
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7.8 Summary

7.8.1 Positions of Stat5 Sites in vitro

Using the monomer extension technique, all of the aforementioned gene promoter

regions were analysed for sequence-dependent nucleosome positioning. In each case,

nucleosome arrays were calculated which fitted the data in a 180bp periodicity In

addition, the human a-lactalbumin promoter region was also tested. In this case the data
was fitted differently to accommodate the human nucleosome repeat (see above).

The BLG Genes

Both the ovine and caprine BLG genes displayed a single, strong positioning signal at

about -180bp. This aligns with the array present in both the active and inactive genes

and positions the outer Stat5 sites within the linker region on either side of a

nucleosome. The active gene may possess an additional array which places only the
middle site within the linker region. This change in array might lead to differential
access to Stat5 binding sites.

The /3-Casein Genes
The goat p-casein and mouse p-casein genes both displayed a single, strong

positioning signal. In each case, this fitted with smaller peaks in the in vitro map to

generate a putative array. Notably, in both cases this aligned with the array present in
both the active and the inactive gene (Table 14). It is feasible that this is the default state,

where the Stat5 site is hidden close to the nucleosomal dyad. Chromatin remodelling

may switch array settings between the active and inactive states, allowing Stat5 to bind
its site more easily within the linker region on gene activation.

The a-Lactalbumin Genes

The mouse a-lactalbumin gene does not possess one dominant positioning signal in its

promoter region. The two strongest signals are at +24bp and -512bp which would

position the Stat5 site in the linker region. However, as there are many conflicting
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positioning signals, a "default" array might not be set locally and could extend from
more dominant sites further away. In this way, the most stable array may actually be the
one present in both the active and inactive genes. The alternative array in the active gene

may be set by a chromatin remodelling mechanism.
Like the mouse a-lactalbumin gene, the human a-lactalbumin gene does not

show any dominant positioning signal. There are two possible array which fit this data,
both of which position the three Stat5 sites close to the nucleosomal dyad axes. Whether
this is similar to the scenario of the goat and mouse (3-casein genes or the mouse a-

lactalbumin gene is unclear.

7.8.2 Positions of Stat5 Sites in vivo

Goat BLG, goat p-casein, mouse p-casein and mouse a-lactalbumin gene promoter

regions were tested in vivo for the presence of positioned nucleosomes. In all these cases

the liver and mammary chromatin is covered by precisely positioned arrays which have
a repeat length of approximately 180bp.

Particular note was paid to the positions of the Stat5 sites on the genes in relation
to the positioned nucleosomes. These appear to be located in either the linker region
between nucleosomes or close to the dyad axis of a nucleosome (summarised in table

14). Interestingly, although there was only ever a single array in the inactive gene, there
were usually two different arrays in the active gene. Moreover, the alternative array was

usually located specifically around the region containing the Stat5 binding site(s). This
alternative array was approximately 90bp out of alignment with the other array in these
cases. This meant that the Stat5 site would be located in the centre of a nucleosome in

one array and in the linker region in the other array (Figure 114).

Figure 114 Position of a Stat5 Site in Relation to the Two Nucleosomal Arrays
The dark-blue coloured array positions the Stat5 site (red) close to the dyad axis, whereas the light-blue
coloured array places it within the linker region.
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In sheep and goat BLG genes it is difficult to tell if an alternative array exists within the
Stat5 region in the active gene. In both genes there is a single, clear array extending in a

downstream direction towards the promoter until -630bp. At this point there are multiple
OP-Cu digestion sites for approximately 540bp at which point no distinct bands can be
seen. In the inactive gene in liver chromatin, the single, clear array extends over the
entire promoter region.

Gene Tissue analysed In vitro

Promoter mammary liver array

Sheep BLG linker / dyad" linker linker

Goat BLG linker / dyad" linker linker

Goat (3-casein linker / dyad dyad dyad

Mouse p-casein linker? / dyad dyad dyad

Mouse a-lactalbumin linker / dyad dyad linker*"

Human a-lactalbumin Not tested Not tested dyad

Table 14 Position of Stat5 sites in relation to nucleosomes on the gene promoter
The positions of the Stat5 sites in relation to nucleosomes in the in vitro assay are based upon the most
obvious array structure. (#) unclear; (?) requires further investigation; (>?) one candidate in a complex
pattern.

Within this 540bp region, two alternative nucleosome arrays may exist when the gene is
active. These arrays would fit with the OP-Cu digestion sites generated. This would
allow the two outer Stat5 sites to be positioned either in the linker region in one array, or

near the dyad axes in the other array. Conversely, the middle Stat5 site would suffer the

opposite fate (Figure 115). If Stat5 binds preferentially within the linker region, this
could lead to a novel form of gene regulation.
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Figure 115 Alternative Nucleosome Positions over the Ovine and Caprine BLG
Promoter Regions in Relation to the Stat5 Sites NF1 sites are green circles; Stat5 sites are red
circles

In the goat p-casein gene and the mouse a-lactalbumin gene, a single array positions the
Stat5 site in the centre of a nucleosome in the inactive gene. This array also exists in the
active gene, as does an alternative array, which positions the site within the linker

region. This is quite different from the BLG genes, where the two outer Stat5 sites are

positioned in the linker region in the active and inactive genes and may alternatively be
close to the nucleosome dyad in the active gene.

Unfortunately, the map of the mouse p-casein gene does not extend as far as the

promoter region and stops at +340bp with respect to the transcriptional start site. If this

array is extrapolated, it positions the Stat5 site at the centre of a nucleosome. It is
feasible that, like the previous genes, an alternative array exists in the active gene. This
would require further investigation to be verified.

The nucleosome positions of all the promoter regions tested are summarised relative to

one-another in Figure 116.
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Figure 116 Alignment of Nucleosome Positions of all Promoters Analysed
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Chapter 8
Conclusions

8.1 Introduction

Chromatin is the functionally relevant template within which gene regulation must occur

(Workman & Kingston, 1998). Nucleosomes can be shifted, structurally modified and
locked into position by trans-acing factors in order to mediate gene activation in the
correct temporal framework. This is frequently ignored in cell-free systems in which the
DNA substrate is histone free, and also in tissue culture where the cell type has been
derived from a tissue at a particular developmental stage. For example, the majority of
cell culture work carried out on mammary gene regulation employs HC11 cells (Ball et

al., 1988). These were derived from COMMA-D1 cells (Danielson et al., 1984) from a

mid-pregnant mouse. Such cells cannot elucidate the full repertoire of developmental

signals leading to a change in nucleosome array structure prior to gene activation.

Moreover, nucleosome repeat length can vary between tissue and cell culture conditions

(Compton et al., 1976).
In order to understand how gene activity is controlled, a detailed knowledge of

the chromatin encompassing the gene is required. This initial plan will then enable

investigation of how chromatin is remodelled in association with gene expression status.

I have presented an initial study, examining the array structure over the BLG gene in

mammary and liver tissue from a mid-lactating Merino sheep. In addition, I have
examined the promoter regions of the following genes, also in mammary and liver
tissues: goat BLG, goat (3-casein, mouse p -casein and mouse a-lactalbumin.

8.2 Nucleosomal Structure of the BLG Gene

There are limited studies with which to compare my data. No-one has published a long-

range nucleosomal map of a pol II transcribed gene analysed from tissue-derived
chromatin. I have presented a comparison with the lysozyme gene (4.4), which was
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analysed in cell culture by the Bonifer laboratory. Their results differ markedly from
those presented here, as the majority of nucleosomes were not positioned.

My study shows that there are distinct nucleosome positions throughout the BLG

gene in its inactive state. Notably, there appear to be two types of phasing. The first

comprises a single phased array and the second comprises two overlapping arrays (see

chapter 4, figure 58). These two array types each span approximately ten nucleosome
widths which alternate across the gene. It is interesting that a solenoid structure is

composed of between five and six nucleosomes (McGhee et al., 1980). Therefore, each
ten nucleosome block might be encapsulated within two solenoid structures.

This phenomenon might also explain the overlapping alternatively phased arrays.

There may be two particularly stable arrangements for nucleosome positioning over this
ten nucleosome stretch. A two-solenoid array structure may form a distinct unit in which
nucleosome positions can be locked into place. Indeed, this two-solenoid array structure

might be packaged independently of the adjacent sequences such that nucleosomes
within it are not influenced by the most stable array structure of the entire locus.

Therefore, either array could exist within this two-solenoid structure.

If this hypothesis were true, it might be reflected in the mapping data. In this

model, the linker length would vary in size at the junction between the two-solenoid

array structures. This might result in some perturbation in the array structure at the

junction (Figure 117). This could manifest itself as a heavily digested site (chapter 4;

-1700DOWN), a heavily undigested site (chapter 4; +1700UP, +4700UP) or both

(chapter 4, +2700UP). Therefore, my data may be compatible with this hypothesis.
The active gene displays the same nucleosome positions as the inactive gene,

except over two regions. The first region, which spans the proximal promoter region, has
an alternatively phased nucleosome next to the Stat5 sites (see chapter 4, figure 52). This
alternative position might allow Stat5 access to the middle binding site on the BLG

promoter at -210bp (see 5.4 and 7.8.2 for discussion). The second region is from -90bp
to approximately exon 5 at +3.8kb. There are no clearly defined nucleosome positions
over this region, perhaps because the nucleosomes are in a constant state of flux owing
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to the movement of RNA polymerase. It is unclear why nucleosomes are visible after
exon 5 to the end of the coding region.

Linker lengths between
two-solenoid array structure

Linker lengths between
two-solenoid array structure

Figure 117 Implications of the Two-Solenoid Array Model

A two solenoid structure can encapsulate approximately 10 or 11 nucleosomes (blue). DNA is coloured
red. (A) The top two solenoids are in the same phase as the adjacent nucleosomal arrays, therefore the
linker length between solenoids is the same. (B) The top two solenoids are in a different phase from the
adjacent nucleosomal arrays, therefore, the linker sizes between the two-solenoid array structures would
differ. This diagram indicates the solenoids as distinct entities to convey this point. Note that in the
solenoid model, nucleosomes form a continuous spiral and are not flattened out as indicated here.
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The next step in this analysis is to investigate the mechanisms involved in

changing the nucleosome positions between the inactive and active gene states. Analysis
of the nucleosome phasing at different times during mammary development would
reveal the point at which any alteration in the phasing takes place. This may relate to the
formation of a 'repressed', rather than 'silent' state, when the chromatin over the gene

promoter is remodelled in preparation for activation. This remodelling may allow trans¬

acting factors easier access to their cognate sites in some instances (1.7.1).
In order to map nucleosome positions more accurately, the ligation mediated-

polymerase chain reaction technique could be used. This would allow base pair
resolution from OP-Cu digested chromatin.

8.3 Monomer Extension Data

Using the monomer extension technique, developed in Jim Allan's laboratory, I tested
for sequence-dependent nucleosome positioning over the promoter region-transcriptional
start site of the sheep BLG gene, goat BLG gene, goat p-casein gene, mouse p-casein

gene, mouse a-lactalbumin gene and the human a-lactalbumin gene. The former five

genes were also tested in vivo for nucleosome positioning in mammary and liver
chromatin. In all cases, the in vitro array generated, whether it be from several or just
one dominant position, correlated with the array in the inactive gene in liver chromatin.
This may represent a 'default' array structure which is most stable. If this were the case,

energy would be required to shift the array structure to that observed in the active gene.

The only possible exception was the mouse a-lactalbumin gene where there was no

obviously dominant array.

To extend this analysis, transgenic mice could be used to define the gene regions

required for setting up the correct array structure. A number of mouse strains have

already been generated which contain complete sheep BLG transgenes and others with
selected deletions. I have already shown that the correct array structure was formed over

the promoter region in transgenic mice containing an llkb fragment spanning the BLG

gene. Deletions and resections of this fragment should ellucidate which sequences are

involved in setting the initial array and which, if any, are necessary for setting the
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appropriate nucleosomal structure over the promoter region for gene activation. For

instance, why does the inclusion of introns consistently give more representative gene

expression levels in transgenic mice relative to cDNA constructs? Surely chromatin
structure is a key factor, whether it be at a local level or as a higher order structure

(Csordas, 1989).

8.4 Split-nucleosomes

Throughout this work I have suggested that two alternative array structures exist where

digestion sites are approximately 90bp apart. There is, however, a more radical solution:
nucleosome splitting (Thoma, 1991). This is a functional term for the observation of a

90bp periodicity in the array structure. It could represent the absence of the H2A/H2B
dimers associated with each nucleosome or a completely different, possibly non-histone,

protein complex. Only one group has reported this occurrence, which in itself is reason

for caution! They digested the chromatin of the hsp82 gene in S. cerevisiae with MNase
and DNase to reveal a 90bp cutting periodicity within the transcribed region of the gene

(Lee & Garrard, 1991). Unfortunately, they did not conduct a control for sequence-

specific digestion sites and therefore their data is rather inconclusive.
An absence of H2A/H2B dimers from the nucleosome octamer has been

correlated with diverse effects on transcription (Chang & Luse, 1997; Santisteban et al.,

1997) and can relieve the requirement for chromatin remodelling in some instances

(Kruger et al., 1995; Recht & Osley, 1999). They have also been shown to associate
with roughly 90bp of DNA (Puerta et al., 1993)

I have shown this 90bp cutting periodicity in regions both within and on either
side of the transcribed region, in both active and inactive gene states. This is contrary to

Lee's hypothesis that nucleosome splitting occurs due to the action of polymerase

transcription. Notably, chromatin over the BLG gene which has only been digested with
OP-Cu or MNase always displays a regular repeat pattern of approximately 180bp.

Therefore, it is unlikely that split-nucleosomes exist at any point over the gene.

Nevertheless, it is intriguing that the cutting periodicity is approximately 90bp when the

regular repeat in the gene differs from 180bp.
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Models for Gene Activation

I have formulated models for gene activation, with respect to the positioned
nucleosomes I have elucidated, for the BLG, p-casein and a-lactalbumin genes. Since
the p-casein gene is by far the most thoroughly studied of the three, I shall begin with it.

8.5 The p-Casein Gene

8.5.1 Nucleosome Positioning May Modulate Gene Activation
The promoter proximal regulatory region of the p-casein gene is highly related in

many species, including goat and mouse. Both of these species contain a consensus

binding site for Stat5 at -98bp and a partial consensus site at -140bp. There is a Yin-

Yang 1 (YY1) binding site at -115bp and a CCAAT/Enhancer Binding Protein (C/EBP)
site at -134bp. I propose a model for p-casein gene activation in which nucleosome

positioning plays a key role (Figure 118).

8.5.2 The Silent State

Nucleosomes in the inactive gene in liver chromatin are phased in a tightly
defined array downstream of the transcriptional start site and probably over the promoter

region (chapter 6). Within this array, one of these nucleosomes is positioned at

approximately -lOObp, placing all of the above transcription factor binding sites close to

the dyad axis. This could be the 'default' state of the array as the monomer extension
data suggests that this is the most stable array over the promoter. This array could be
essential in excluding ubiquitously expressed transcription factors from their sites within
the p-casein promoter region.
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REPRESSED
STATE

Figure 118 p-Casein Gene Activation May Require Chromatin Remodelling
See text for details. Transcription factors are indicated as follows: Stat5, red; YY1, gold stripes; ubiquitous
factors, green. Nucleosomes in the silent state are light blue, while those in the active state are dark blue.
For more detail of the model see figure 119.

Inhibits ubiquitous factors binding
and maintains repressed state

ubiquitous factors
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Various forms of C/EBP are present in a number of tissues, such as the retina

(Ben-Or & Okret, 1993), adipocytes, white adipose tissue (MacDougald et al., 1994) and

hematopoietic cells (Yamaguchi et al., 1999) which are able to bind the C/EBP cognate

site. Although it is unknown if C/EBP binds to the silent p-casein gene, it is unlikely as

no DNase I hypersensitive sites are present. Likewise, YY1 is present in many, indeed
almost certainly all, tissues (Shi et al., 1991; Johansson et al., 1998). Both of these
factors are bound to the p-casein promoter region when it is in the repressed state, just
before gene activation (Figure 119). Inappropriate binding in other tissues could lead to

gene activation and may be prevented by nucleosome-mediated exclusion.

8.5.3 The Repressed State
At some point between the silent and active states, I propose that the

nucleosomal array over the p-casein gene promoter region shifts to position the
aforementioned transcription factor binding sites within the linker region.

After conception, the levels of epidermal growth factor (EGF) rise in the

mammary tissue which leads to cell proliferation. Notably, in vitro experiments show
that cells respond optimally to lactogenic hormones and synthesise high levels of p-

casein only if they have been kept previously in a medium containing EGF (Taverna et

al., 1991). Although EGF confers competence to lactogenic hormones, it prevents

hormonal induction of p-casein gene expression when it is present in the culture medium
of confluent cells simultaneously with the lactogenic hormones (Hynes et al., 1990).

Therefore, it is involved either directly or indirectly in establishing the repressed gene

state, but must be removed for gene activation.
EGF can induce the activation and nuclear localisation of Stat5 dimers in mouse

liver (Ruff-Jamison et al., 1995). However, as the nucleosomal array is not re-organised
in the liver, Stat5 probably cannot bind the p-casein gene promoter. This induction

pathway does not occur in the mammary tissue. Interestingly, prolactin failed to

dimerise Stat5 or mediate Stat5 binding activity when injected into mouse livers.

Obviously, Stat5 induction is regulated very differently in the liver (Jahn et al., 1997),
which may explain its pleiotropic effects in different tissues.
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HDAC

glucocorticoids downregulate
C/EBPp isoform production -

replaced by C/EBPa

YY1 displaced by
Stat/p300 complex

p300/
CBP

transcriptional activation

Figure 119 A Model for p-Casein Gene Activation Over the Promoter Region
Nucleosomes (dark blue) may be remodelled (stippled dark blue) at some point between the repressed and
active states in the process of gene activation. Once the YY1 (gold-striped)/C/EBPp (purple)/HDAC (teal)
complex is displaced by p300/CBP (teal)/Stat5 (red), the initiation complex can form. It comprises these
displacement factors plus GR (green), C/EBPa (purple) and other histone acetylase associated factors (not
shown). Possible Stat5 tetramerisation is indicated by a red cross.
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In order to stabilise and maintain this repressed state, it is reasonable to assume

that specific trans-acting factors bind this domain. The binding activity of YY1 is much

higher in virgin and early pregnant mammary glands relative to that of lactating glands

(Raught et al., 1994). YY1 binds and repress (3-casein gene activation in conjunction
with another DNA binding factor, possibly C/EBPp (Meier & Groner, 1994). YY-1 can

also bind to HDAC1, 2 and 3. (Yang et al., 1997). These proteins possesses histone

deacetylase activity and represses transcription when tethered to a promoter. They are

well conserved throughout evolution. Therefore, this complex may maintain the

repressed state by deacetylating the surrounding histones, preventing other factors access

to their binding sites (Brown et al., 1998).
The other DNA-binding factor involved in maintaining this repressed state may

be C/EBPp. There are at least three isoforms of C/EBPp in the mammary gland, all of
which are developmentally regulated (Raught et al., 1995). The protein levels of two

particular isoforms, liver-enriched activating proteins (LAPs) and liver-enriched

inhibiting protein (LIP) are elevated throughout pregnancy. As the names imply, LAPs
can activate expression whereas LIP inhibits expression. During pregnancy a high
LIP/LAP ratio is maintained which may aid in maintaining the repressed state.

8.5.4 The De-repressed State
Levels of EGF decrease from a maximum at day 10 of lactation to a minimum at

parturition (Edery et al., 1985). As the levels of EGF are decreasing, the concentration
of prolactin is rising. This leads to a concurrent increase in Stat5 dimerisation and
nuclear translocation, mediated through the Jak/Stat endocrine pathway. Stat5 dimers are

able to displace YY 1 from its binding on the p-casein gene promoter (Meier & Groner,

1994). This may be mediated via p300/CBP which interacts with both Stat5 (Pfitzner et

al., 1998) and C/EBPp (Mink et al., 1997) and has been shown to relieve YY1

transcriptional repression (Lee et al., 1995).

During lactation, C/EBPp is replaced by C/EBPa on the p-casein gene promoter

(Raught et al., 1995). This may be mediated via glucocorticoid receptor, as it down-

regulates LIP C/EBPp expression (Raught et al., 1995). C/EBPa expression correlates
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with cell proliferation arrest and terminal differentiation of mammary epithelial cells

(Muller et al., 1999) and may be regulated by cell-extra-cellular-matrix interactions

(Rana et al., 1994). C/EBPa is probably associated with stabilising and developing the

promoter complex, rather than directly activating it, since in C/EBPa~A mice appear to

express p-casein at normal levels (Seagroves et al., 1998). C/EBPa probably also
associates with GR, like the C/EBPp isoforms and C/EBP8 (Raught et al., 1995).

Like prolactin, the level of other lactogenic hormones and steroids also increases

during pregnancy and lactation. Hydrocortisone is one such steroid. It mediates

glucocorticoid receptor (GR) dissociation from the heat-shock proteins with which GR
associates in the cytoplasm (Pratt, 1993). GR interacts directly with Stat5 dimers in the

cytoplasm (Cella et al., 1998) and either one can translocate the other into the nucleus

(Wyszomierski etal., 1999).
This co-operation between GR and Stat5 dimers continues once Stat5 has bound

to the p-casein gene promoter. The transactivation domain of Stat5 is very weak in
relation to that of Stat6 (Moriggl et al., 1997) or VP 16 (Berchtold et al., 1997). It is
enhanced by its association with GR which also decreases its rate of dephosphorylation,

leading to longer association of the Stat5 complex with the DNA (Wyszomierski et al.,

1999). This may explain why the Stat5 mRNA and protein levels drop dramatically

during lactation without a concurrent decrease in p-casein gene expression (Kazansky et

al., 1995). Additional Stat5 protein may not be required if dimers are already stably
associated with the p-casein gene. This stability may be strengthened by tetramerisation
of the Stat5 proteins whose sites are four helical turns apart (see BLG gene below).

The Stat5/GR complex is able to recruit high levels of p300/CBP (Pfitzner et al.,

1998). p300 and CBP are similar in sequence and functionally interchangeable in most

cases. They exhibit histone acetyltransferase activity and associate with P/CAF, which

possesses the same enzymatic activity (Bannister & Kouzarides, 1996; Ogryzko et al.,

1996). Together they may make the promoter more accessible to transcription factors

(Vettese-Dadey et al., 1996), polymerase associated factors (Lee et al., 1993) and relieve

transcriptional repression (Ura et al., 1997) which can lead to gene activation (Hebbes et

al., 1988).
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This proximal promoter region is necessary and sufficient to confer hormonal

regulation and gene activation in stably transfected cell lines. However, it is insufficient
to confer accurate temporal and spatial regulation in transgenic mice (Cerdan et

al., 1998) A larger 5' region of 3.8kb is required. Therefore, this model is incomplete and
other regulatory regions are essential to encapsulate its full regulatory ensemble.

8.6 The a-Lactalbumin Gene

Like the p-casein genes, both murid (Lubon & Hennighausen, 1988) and human (Hall et

al., 1987) a-lactalbumin genes contain the 'milk box' consensus motif from -llObp to

-140bp with respect to the transcriptional start site. However, unlike the p-casein genes,

very little is known about what factors interact with the promoter region to mediate gene

activation. The mouse a-lactalbumin gene contains a Stat5 site at -267bp and an

incomplete one at -70bp (Vilotte & Soulier, 1992), approximately nineteen DNA helical
turns away. The human a-lactalbumin gene contains Stat5 sites at -62bp, -278bp &

-457bp. Only the former two sites are separated by almost a whole number of helical
turns. Since Stat5 requires both sites to be in the same rotational phase in order to form a

stable tetramer (see 8.6), their relative orientation may be important. As both genes are

dependent on prolactin for activation in vivo (Mercier & Vilotte, 1993), it is likely that
Stat5 can interact with some, if not all, of these sites.

In the inactive mouse a-lactalbumin gene, nucleosomes are positioned in a

tightly defined array, centred at +270bp, +90bp, -90bp, etc. This positions the Stat5 sites
close to a nucleosome dyad in both instances. Like the p-casein genes, this may assist in

inhibiting spurious gene activation. In the active gene, both this array and an alternative

array exist. The alternative array is approximately 90bp out of phase, which positions the
Stat5 sites in the linker region in both cases. Again, like the p-casein genes, this may be

important in assisting Stat5 binding to the DNA and activating gene expression. The
monomer extension data present a large number of peaks of similar intensity in different

phases from one another. As there is no obvious dominant array, a DNA-induced
'default' array may be set by sequences out-with the local environment, perhaps

synergistically with weak positioning sites within the promoter region.
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The human a-lactalbumin gene was only tested in vitro using the monomer

extension technique. Although many positioning sites exist, they appear to fall into one

of two possible array structures. Like the p-casein gene results, either array positions all
Stat5 sites close to nucleosome dyad axes. This could inhibit Stat5 binding and gene

activation.

8.7 The p-Lactoglobulin Gene

The BLG nucleosomal array is the same in both the inactive and active states in both

sheep and goats. They are centred at approximately -180bp, Obp, +180bp, etc with

respect to the transcriptional start site. This positions the Stat5 sites located at -93bp and

-278bp within the linker region. This is a rather unexpected result as it differs

substantially from both the p-casein and the a-lactalbumin genes, where the Stat5 sites
are close to the dyad of a nucleosome when the gene is inactive. Indeed this is reflected
in the in vitro data, where the DNA-induced nucleosome positions also centre the Stat5
sites close to a nucleosome dyad. Therefore, I suggest that BLG may be regulated in a

different manner from the p-casein and a-lactalbumin genes, in relation to nucleosome

positioning.
It appears that an alternative array exists over the promoter region in the active

gene which would position the middle Stat5 site within the linker region. However, this
would position the other two Stat5 sites close to a nucleosome dyad, possibly restricting
their binding capacity. Alternatively, these additional digestion sites may be the result of
nucleosome shifting by a SWI/SNF-type chromatin remodelling complex (Whitehouse
et al., 1999). Binding of the outer two Stat5 sites may recruit chromatin remodelling

complexes, like in the p-casein gene, which could in turn make the domain more

accessible to ubiquitous factors, such as NF1.

NF1 is essential for BLG activation and seven of its binding sites span the region

encapsulated by the strongly positioned nucleosome at -180bp. As NF1 cannot bind
within a nucleosome (see 1.13.1), remodelling or shifting of this nucleosome may be a

pre-requisite for gene activation. Indeed, this may be the reason why the nucleosomal

array is positioned this way in the inactive gene. By positioning the outer Stat5 sites in
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the linker region, most of the NF1 sites are inaccessible, encapsulated within the
nucleosome. Therefore, only once the nucleosome was remodelled would the sites
become accessible. Their exclusion may be more important than sequestering the Stat5

sites within the nucleosome at this stage. It is unknown if a-lactalbumin or p-casein

genes are regulated by NF1 at the proximal promoter region. If they are not, this may

account for the difference in nucleosome array patterns in the active and inactive genes.

The most important aspect of gene suppression for these genes may be to inhibit Stats

binding, while for BLG the most important aspect may be to exclude NF1.
An alternative hypothesis is that the position of the Stat5 sites within the linker

region is not important. Rather, it is the position of other transcription factor sites within
the linker region. An NF1 variant was found in the mammary gland which preferentially
interacts with an NF1 site at -274bp, which overlaps the Stat5 binding site at -278bp

(Watson et al., 1991). This is positioned in the linker region. In addition, a site at -55bp
forms an NFl-like complex with sheep mammary nuclear extracts. It is unclear what this

complex is, but it is also positioned in the linker region. Mutation of the latter site in a

transgene construct might indicate if this site is crucial to gene regulation. As the former
site overlaps the Stat5 site, this approach may yield results which are difficult to

interpret.

8.8 Stat5 Tetramerisation

The precise position of the outer Stat5 sites may be crucial for gene activation. The sites
are exactly 185bp apart and since a nucleosome is positioned almost exactly between

them, they must be very close to each other in three dimensional space (Figure 120).

Moreover, with an average of 10.2bp/turn of the DNA helix within a nucleosome, the
sites may also be facing the same side of the helix relative to each other. This could
allow the Stat5 dimers to tetramerise. Presumably such an interaction could stabilise the

transcription complex at the BLG promoter.

Stat tetramers were first described for Statl (Guyer et al., 1995; Vinkemeier et

al., 1996) and Stat4 (Xu et al., 1996). In both cases homodimers could interact via their
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N-terminal domains to associate with equivalent homodimers. This was independent of
the relative orientations of the binding sites, so long as the distance was not 5bp, which

probably lead to stearic hindrance. These investigators concluded that since the
dissociation rate was much faster when either site was mutated, this inferred co¬

operative stabilisation. Notably, one site was a 'weak' site and the other a 'strong' site in
both cases. In BLG, the proximal Stat5 site is strong and the distal one is weak (Philp et

al., 1996).

Figure 120 Relative Position of the Outer Stat5 Sites on the BLG Promoter
The outer Stat5 sites (red) are located in the linker region on either side of the strongly positioned
nucleosome (light blue) at -180bp with respect to the transcriptional start site.

The crystal structure of the Stat4 N-terminal domain showed that its hook-like
structure can interact with another Stat4 monomer through an extensive interface. This is
formed by polar interactions across one face of the hook (Vinkemeier et al., 1998). Since
the Stat N-terminal domains are highly conserved (Schindler & Darnell, 1995) (1.13.1),
homodimers may be able to tetramerise with alternative homodimers.

Stat5 dimers can tetramerise on the interleukin-2-responsive enhancer on the IL-
2Ra gene in vitro (Meyer et al., 1997). Like Stats 1 and 4, one site was 'weak' and the
other 'strong'. However, unlike Stats 1 and 4, Stat5 dimers could only bind when the two

sites were in the same relative orientation, i.e. a whole number of helical turns apart.
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Whether the position of the Stat5 sites on the face of the helix is important in a

chromatin context remains to be proved. As interleukin-2 activates both Stat5a and b, it
is unclear which Stat5 dimers interacted.

A recent paper has examined the relationship between nucleosome positioning
and Stat5 binding on this gene (Rusterholz et al., 1999). The binding region is only 51bp
in length comprising the two Stat sites and an Elf-1 transcription factor site. Although
Elf-1 is constitutively expressed (Davis et al., 1996; Serdobova et al., 1997), it cannot

bind its cognate site. It is only once interleukin-2 (IL2) induces Stat5 dimerisation and
both Stat5 binding sites are occupied that Elf-1 can bind its site. Together these factors
are sufficient and necessary for IL2-mediated induction.

Notably, this enhancer sequence is enclosed within the centre of a nucleosome. It
is highly likely that this is sufficient to prevent Elf-1 binding. It is only once the

positioned nucleosome is shifted and both Stat5 dimers bind, and probably tetramerise,
that Elf-1 gains access to its cognate site. Therefore, nucleosome positioning may be a

critical parameter in the regulation of this gene.

As indicated above, the outer Stat5 binding sites on the BLG proximal promoter

are in the same orientation, eighteen helical turns from each other. The strongly

positioned nucleosome should bring them extremely close together. This Stat5
tetramerisation mechanism is quite distinct from that of the IL-2Ra gene where the Stat5
sites are only 20bp apart, requiring the positioned nucleosome to be removed or shifted.
I propose that in BLG the nucleosome is an integral part of the tetramerisation

mechanism, bringing the sites together in a similar manner to the heat shock elements of
the Drosophila hsp26 gene (1.7.2). An obvious next step would be to reconstitute a

nucleosome onto a fragment containing this region, adding phosphorylated Stat5a

protein, and seeing if Stat dimerisation and tetramerisation occurred.

8.9 Nucleosome-Mediated Stat5 Tetramerisation and Additional Factor

Access

It is unclear how this model would accommodate binding of the middle Stat5 site and
the NF1 sites. The middle Stat5 site is 6.67 helical turns from the distal Stat5 site, and
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11.5 turns from the proximal site. Since it is facing the opposite side of the helix and is
within the nucleosome, unlike the outer sites, it probably does not bind Stat5 in this
context. Similarly, the NF1 sites are all located within the nucleosome making their

binding unfavourable.
It is possible that only an H3/H4 tetramer is present on either side of position

-180bp in vivo. This would correlate with the digestion pattern in vivo and an H3/H4
tetramer in some instances can bind NF1 (Spangenberg et al., 1998). This may also
allow Stat5 to bind the middle site. However, the H3/H4 tetramer appears to contain the
nucleosome positioning information (Dong & van Holde, 1991). This would not

correlate with the in vitro data which would place the strong positioning site in between
the histone tetramers.

8.10 Is Stat5 Tetramerisation the Reason for the Specific Nucleosome

Phasing?

Unlike the goat p-casein gene, mouse a-lactalbumin gene and possibly the mouse p-
casein gene, the nucleosome phasing in the sheep and goat BLG genes does not alter to

position Stat5 sites within the linker region on gene activation. The outer Stat5 sites are

constantly positioned in the linker region on either side of a strongly positioned
nucleosome. The main function of this nucleosome could be two-fold:

1. To exclude the binding of ubiquitously expressed NF1 in inappropriate cell

types. This is essential for tissue- and stage-specific expression.
2. To mediate Stat5a tetramerisation on gene activation. How this is prevented in

the inactive gene is unclear, but may be mediated through higher-order structural

compaction or a repressive linker protein (Kandolf, 1994; Vermaak et al., 1998).

How these two points can be reconciled is unclear, since Stat5 tetramerisation and NF1

binding would appear to be mutually exclusive. However, this should be an interesting

topic for future research.
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Conversion Table for rpm into RCF

Relative Centrifugal Force (RCF) refers to the force during centrifugation that moves the
particulate outwards from the centre of rotation. This force is proportional to the rpm
squared and rotor radius. It is calculated using the following formula:

RCF = 11.17r (n/1000)2

Where:

r = the radius in centimeters from the centre of the rotor to the point in the tube where
the RCF value is required.

n = the rotor speed in rpm

Here are some examples of frequently used speeds on the following centrifuge rotors:

Desktop microcentrifuge 14,000rpm= 14,230 RCF (average with maximum volume)

Sorval SS-34 Rotor 9,000rpm = 6,315 RCF (average with maximum volume)

Sorval F16 Rotor 6,000rpm = 3,470 RCF (average with maximum volume)

Beckman JA14 Rotor 7,000rpm = 5,200 RCF (average with maximum volume)

Beckman JA20 Rotor 7,000rpm = 3,010 RCF (average with maximum volume)

Jouan CR3000

Swing-Bucket Rotor l,000rpm= 142 RCF (average with maximum volume)
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Cuprous Phenanthroline Digested Ovine Liver and Mammary DNA
The following sixteen indirectly end-labelled Southern blots are an addendum to

chapter 4. These contain all six time points of the partial digestion of sheep chromatin
with OP-Cu. The loading in all gels is the same and is as follows:

Lane

1 Time point 0 (0 minutes OP-Cu digestion); digested to completion with a
restriction enzyme indicated below the picture

2 Time point 1 (10 minutes OP-Cu digestion); digested to completion with a
restriction enzyme indicated below the picture

3 Time point 2 (20 minutes OP-Cu digestion); digested to completion with a
restriction enzyme indicated below the picture

4 Time point 3 (30 minutes OP-Cu digestion); digested to completion with a
restriction enzyme indicated below the picture

5 Time point 4 (40 minutes OP-Cu digestion); digested to completion with a
restriction enzyme indicated below the picture

6 Time point 6 (60 minutes OP-Cu digestion); digested to completion with a
restriction enzyme indicated below the picture

n Naked DNA control (75 seconds OP-Cu digestion of protein-free DNA);
digested to completion with a restriction enzyme indicated below the picture
Negative control Mouse DNA digested to completion with a restriction enzyme
indicated below the picture

+ Positive control Sheep DNA digested to completion with a restriction enzyme
indicated below the picture

m Marker Either Bohringer Mannheim lkb ladder or sheep genomic DNA digested
only with OP-Cu (liver or mammary chromatin used depending on gel).
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Figure A1

Liver Nuclei digestion with OP-Cu (partial) and BamYH (complete).
Probed with -1700UP probe.
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Figure A2

Mammary Nuclei digestion with OP-Cu (partial) and BamHl (complete).
Probed with -1700UP probe.
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Figure A3

Liver Nuclei digestion with OP-Cu (partial) and BamHl (complete).
Probed with —1700DOWN probe.
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Figure A4

Mammary Nuclei digestion with OP-Cu (partial) and BamHl (complete).
Probed with -1700DOWN probe.
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Figure A5

Liver Nuclei digestion with OP-Cu (partial) and Rsal (complete).
Probed with -900DOWN probe.
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Figure A6

Mammary Nuclei digestion with OP-Cu (partial) and Rsal (complete).
Probed with -900DOWN probe.
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Figure A7

Liver Nuclei digestion with OP-Cu (partial) and PvwII (complete).
Probed with +1700UP probe.
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Figure A8

Mammary Nuclei digestion with OP-Cu (partial) and PvuW (complete).
Probed with +1700UP probe.
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Figure A9

Liver Nuclei digestion with OP-Cu (partial) and BamWl (complete).
Probed with +2700UP probe.
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Figure A10

Mammary Nuclei digestion with OP-Cu (partial) and BamYH (complete).
Probed with +2700UP probe.
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Figure All

Liver Nuclei digestion with OP-Cu (partial) and BamHl (complete).
Probed with +2700DOWN probe.
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Figure A12

Mammary Nuclei digestion with OP-Cu (partial) and BamHl (complete).
Probed with +2700DOWN probe.
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Figure A13

Liver Nuclei digestion with OP-Cu (partial) and BamUl (complete).
Probed with +4700UP probe.
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Figure A14

Mammary Nuclei digestion with OP-Cu (partial) and BamHI (complete).
Probed with +4700UP probe.
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Figure A15

Liver Nuclei digestion with OP-Cu (partial) and BamH\ (complete).
Probed with +4700DOWN probe.
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Figure A16

Mammary Nuclei digestion with OP-Cu (partial) and BamHl (complete).
Probed with +4700UP probe.
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